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>7 ;1AThe; Abbasid;^ supreme in the .Neaf.-:-and;;MiddlB;'’Y.. :y/y
. A  East duringthe ninth- century^;/bad been reduced in size and. -
/:- -V':'’- /■•' /-• " ■: - ./"'•■/>' ’ .VVV: ../'''V'/Zyt/ . ACeUt-uV^  /'-V'" ’ , /;• , “ ■ , , „. . .//'/\ .w-/-1-
, - Vsfrengfh;during the;'tenthA;and ;first?!'feW/ decades of the/eleventh//
; : . iY/ThelEatimid anti^ Qaliphs. of Egypt and the '■Easterh;VY;v:;i':i 
• • Rpmah'-:-Bmper6rsiihA:B^ .were.-• extending ' their sway in Asia ;
at'^ .dHe^ pxpdhse i>f ihe^  Abbas Id territories At BagbdSd, the. v/ :
; ; me'trbgolisydf: Islam,;/.the 'officers.-if ihe;...Turkish slave soldiery /; 
Vv:, ; haiwbecbmd the ;Cdliph-makers>h/At- this/critical juncture theY /y;/' 
f , Saljdqid power rose oh' the ruins; of/ the Qhanznavld. sultanate ' Jy/y y 
// And ,soon swallpwpd the .Buyld ;supremacy 'at'Baghdad * Those' .7 /' // 
/ ’. f oughland Anso.phIs':tlcated /tplbes "who/hadienibra^^ with// y /
: y ':■/all .the: enthusiasm; of - new ; cony arts f. once more revived; the d^ihg/v 
■ /- empire; of the' ‘AbbAsIdsy The successive reigns of Tughril -d,
: (4S9/1037-455/1063), Alp Arslan (455/1063-465/1072) and-' V.:Y;Y” 
Malikshah (465/1072-485/109?;) fully illustrate the; resumption . -I 
/A of |power ;and prosperity which had; characterized the, rule of the /; 
ddpafiy Caliphs.f/ If the rapidity of the Salju^id progress, had
been. bewilder ing/ their decline> was equally remarkable v Within /
' sixty ypars of their rise, symptoms of, decidhe/ became more and // 
i i" more visible until/their;/fihai downfall,/ with the, captivity1 ; 
/of v Sultan .San j ar by theAGhuzif tribes :and his ‘ ultimate death ::/■'/
'YvY  ;ln/552/ll5Y.T ; ' ' / / ' d d / v "  Y Y  '7 Y  Y Y Y Y Y ' ' 1 7' Y ;/ ■■'Y  Y  '
i;VYYf :Y:| y Y-- The history: of the ,Sal/JuqId Empire ’cah, therefore,, be':YY; . ■. 
Y divided into thfee periods of rise, decline and fall* The
■ ■ ^‘present; thesis/ deals^ with the central and trahsitipnal period/ / y
//: / qf :de.cline *( This period, covers . the years 485/1092-5ll/1117 
> '/ the;reighs/'pf Mahmud (485-487 ) , ;&rkiyaruq (487^498), . and : 1 T
Y- ;/Y, (498-511) * ; v y.-\ ; Y- ‘Y A'' - "f. \ 'YYYfTY
Y Y Y SeyeiAl. historians,Ysuch as* G-ibboh, Malcolm/ Markham/! ;/YY/
; AmdehAili^ J3rowhe , and Sykes: have,Indeed, touched/upph, somey / Y/Y
eventSYpf this/ period, but their wprkd. eah hardly be. considered 
Y Y’y /; ‘ as/eoBplete • TheYhistory of the, decline of the Saljuqid Empire / Y
/, ; yyy remains,"Yin fact, unwritten^ and/Zan attempt to fill this gap
Y y Y direct^/from ;the ohiginalYArabic And ’ Persian aourcek is made y 'yYyY 
y ; / . in the following pages. Special ;attention is devoted to the
etudy:of the institutions .of Hhe Sal juqs which lay at the root 
/ y  :y ;\. ofall- troubles,*'Y,; ' Y , / Y-Y*-‘Y--..Yy y /■■"■ '^ -'Y,/, * y 'Y ■ Y Y-■ /r ■■ YY.
Y -; y. ' , Y ! yI am greatly /indebted Yin preparing this:. work ,.io Professor yy
/; v Y Y /S., Qihby" M.A.Yfor his,/ able; guidance - and amiable skfe.rtfte3.0n
, Y> throiighput the longYcoufse of three years,, Dr. A.S . Tritton, Y 
1 / /;Yf .LItt ./for ■revising/and correctihg: my translations frqm-lbnul Y
/ ; y . Alhiffr Dr . A.S*/.Atiyky^ for-reading,my, work,/and/y -Y
y;y ■ Y for /advice /on, tiae technical aspect of my researches, and Y/ / Y 
1 : y . /Prbfessor Vy ; Minors^ /for occasional, consult at Ipns and, suggestion
:Y. / Yy ’ ■' ■. ■ .-■ ■' '■ ZY ZYY; y 'Z ■ 111.1:;
Y; BIBLIOGRAPHICAL INTRODUCTION , Y ■' Z : ' Z
:/Y - V? ' : ;/Y Although the. historlcai sources relating to. the great
/: y Saljuqs of Persia . Are exceptionally abundant for the period : , Z
:Z -y y  / / ;:y4&S^P37- unfortunately for /the/ years TmderY review /.// /
/ y ,. the accounts are generally very brief arid abrupt. .While such
: yaluable authorities as /Baibaq^^^belbng/ to- the . preceding, many Y-- 
//;/, others like Ibnul Athir belong to the succeeding generations. ;■
. . V; The. three known contemporary sources y- The. Lightning Flash of Y
. 'Chronic 1 es ^ ^  } in Arabic by-.Abul:: MtuhZ Barakat b : Ismail (500/1106-7)
” ’ ’ ‘ . . .,/ ' 7' . '■ - /  8  Y ‘ ' ' ' Y  ’ T"'- ' —1 '
ZZZ/ ’ Y . the History of the Saljuq /Dynasty: of Abu Tahir Khatuni and
’-y the 'Decline; of the Times of Ministers and Ministers, of the
" Y: ' Y ’ Y Y . ( 4 ) ' : Y.7:— . - . ZY YY- Y- _ - :
. . ,7 ; ‘; Times of Decline. ;cby.Z-Sha^ fuddin;, Abu;- Nasi* . Anushirwan b Khalid 
Kashahi (d.535/1158-9), have not come down to us intact and ;
Z Zour knowledge o f :them.is either incomplete or secondary. . Y Y
\ y : yYy YY y: - y T h e  last ndmedis available to some extent Yin the. Arabic
Y y revised version of cImaduddin Katib .of Isfahan (AbiT Abdullah Md •
ZZ y ;/ y Z ;/i/597/i$p^ Weariness
YYY . Y- -v5 \  YY 'Y •: Y-- ' . -y Y .  Y.; ; •• y y -  Y Y  Y  . c
; and Refuge vof: CreatlonV^^of which an abridgment by Fath b All ; .
ZZy  :y ;Z : b ; Md at^Bundari (d .623/1226) entitled The Or earn of the Book
Z yZ y,Z; .Z Y of Help and se 1 ectiori from the Bpok oif Ref ugp, - is In print-. .. ■
V Abril Fadl Md^b Husain,. d .470/1077-8 YTari^ Sabuktagin.
• Zy-Z ! ZZyY' (2) . Laniv ut Z/Tawarikh*. Y-v/ .- ZZ/-y;ZZ’/yY'/,/y:, „ Y . ' yZ;V ■; '-’Z • y-. . . Y y . ' ' -
ZY‘ ZY’yy : (3) YTaril^^i-AIi/ Sa:i j u q V f ; yV;/-ZZ.;Z/- v;■. Z-"- Z'/y v.y/.'.v . • Z ■ yy:-/ y- Z'-'y;
•; '‘-V;Z, :y ■ Y'V';-Y J'-
y-Y' Y y/yyyXB-);--: Husratulfatrah \ya 6usrattflfatrah. / . y.:Y:-. ■ -. ,. ,.';
; Z; (^ ) : Zubdatiih NaMibatdl cusrah. • y;-::„ ; ' Z/Y--
Despite Bundarirs assertion that he has .simplified. the florid 
and bombastic style of Isfahan! so that the book may be easily 
understood, it/appears that his own;:work suffers1 from the: same 
failures as the. original source. -
, Diametrically opposed both ...in simplicity of, style and 
wealth of details is the Great Universal History^^ of Ibnul 
Athir ('izzu&dip^b^ cAli b Md, d.630//LS32);::upf;td: 62^12301
X have translated-almost literally his annals/for ^ the/^hp1e 
period of twentyj-seven / yPj&r'^  inclusive ,
omitting1 only such irrevelant points as the- obituary notices 
on unimportant persons . I have made use of .these translations 
in the following pages,/as:; Ibnur/ AtM^ 
the most reliable authority who^as/sq /fAr/shce^ 
the, test of timbYahd/mqdern historicalh^ 
his work as t h C / f o ^ s t u d y / A n & y c o m p a r e d /  ^  
with it as manyypf 'the-1 other;/gpurceA;:;bxtant/fin:manuscript and.; 
in print as is-pqsAibiqYirf/heYp^^
Ibnul Athir 1 s , accuracy' aridZ scrupulous he sbYaf e//certified
introduction to Turkestan Down to the Mongol Invasion.by that
high au1 hority W.“Barthqid/y^^ last .coxtiprehensive
(2)work on.the .subject *
The: uhiade:British:Museum manuscript.Stowe Or 7,,which.
Is-,7 attribirbedyto .Sadiu^dih/Abui Hasan ‘jAli b :Nasir al^ Hus.aini
(1) Alkamil fit Tarikh.
(2) Page 5.
(d.590/1194) as M s Cream of Chronicles is a monograph on
(2)the Saljuqs*. According to Eodtsma it is an abridgment of 
Imaduddin, while Karl Susslieim contends ^ Z Z ^ e j f  Or eatfr'rof 
Chronicles was only one ;of the, sources ofZ the1;anonymous British 
Museum Chronicle . Stowe- Or 7 . . - Sussheiml s view/ Is zsupported by 
bhe opening page of the manuscript where/ItZ:r/qAjds/C^ -):i .t^ng;r 
Sayyad, the great learned leader Saaruddl^A^^ / ..son
of Sayyad, the great martyred leader Abul Fawa^ is-'/-MasIr-son 
of rAli al-Husaini, may Cod be merciful to:. him> 'mentioned /in 
his book which he named the Cream of Chr.o'nlSlesv-t he/history ’ 
of the’Saljuqid amirs and kings * He narrated that . . .
On the frontispiece, however, it is described-as1 /the/"History- 
of the Saljuqid Rule by the great Chief and'theZlearhedydoctor 
;Sadru1idinv;Abul';:lIasan-*Ali, son of .the Sayyad martyred leader' . 
Abul Fawaris Hasir, son of ‘All al-Husaini/i/may "God/theYCr.eat1 Ipe 
merciful to them both*H^^ This seems to/kayemiAied .scholafa
(1) Zubdatut Tawarikh. ■ ■ :y ■ -yy y-.yy y y :
(2) Recue 11 d© textes relatifs a 1 ,hist#i-l*e:Ydes 'spjidjoucldes 
vol. ii. p.v
(3). Prolegomena zu einer Ausgabe der im BrltischenYta 
London verwahrten Chronik des Seldschuqischeu;.Reiches/p *13 
et .seq •
^  c^(/  1
<w4i/W GVAj S's*j>l ->^1 <s\CJ\ $/Sts' if*) \ C*?— M
'z /z - _ .YY.Y/yyYy;. Y-'ZYYYZtcYY^
7 5  V  Y Z  /. Y > ' y  Y ; .;:y'Y' ; Y' zY, - r /Y .ZZ' / ' Z-YyZyZ: ,yYZ/YY’ , ■ ?'Y ‘ y Y Y 'yY-Z . '’" ' Y /■ -• — Y. ;  Y;\Y yY
YZZ;y \ *.Y^Z I! /,VY > V  I ^  *. Y 7,
/ v / ' V : .  '■ / YY;-. , ;V//:/ ;':/ 7, /. //_/ ■-//■■/:■ \ .7 ' / ' 'ti../'-
'/■///'into/thinking. that//thq.'',wdrk'was:‘c6itfppsed by Sadruddiri himseif, ZZy 
and both ‘Bartho 1 ci,;£^  .;ahd/ Amedrob/^  - V; apparently have adopted, Yi/ 
/ /this misnomer from the British -Museum catalogue (S.upp. 550 /
■ . Hleu.; p.348). :Md Iqbal ulso has misquoted; it i h f o o t n o t e  
, of /the. preface YitlZ/RahtusY Sudur/(^1' /; ' / , ■ -
7 Y ; // /The real contemporary .recordYis the. History, of. Ibnul > ZY/y/- 
y - . Q.al'ahiqi (Abu Yaia ;Hamza:bYAsad d,.555/ll60) known as the d;;Z//;Y 
7 / ^continuation of /the: History,of Damascus )/:Thev-main portions/ Y/
y . of this valuable source'' relating to the Crusades- have” be eh • •/ /fX/}' 
/// /recently translated by: Profess or/.H.*A>R * , bibb ,;/with . a very 1 - YZ ///
- ■ ' ■/■'-'■/. v"/. :' -'7 ' . . . ' ’ / Y:-"'; (5) " ".*7 . ' ' /.. .v ' Y //
y . ■ illuminating . introduction and with; notes *. The work, as its.;,/;/
. /. name' implies;,/is mainly concerned with the affairs of Damascus :///;
,. / z /Z rather , than /those., qf /Baghdad, and Isfalian. /Nevertheless ,/ it
7/, throws; an; intex^ esting sidelight oh the prevailing/Conditions . /■■/■■
/ of the time . Besides , Ythere /aro lengthy - incidental passages;/// ;
directly dealing . wi th ■ s ome of the z import ant.: event sof _ the, period; 
./Fxrtherniord, the 'value/of the work has been -enhanced by X\//Y. Y /,: 
7-7/ / subsequent additions from the histories ..of Ib.nul/ A®foaiq.;air-FarIqi>:,-
/ // : Sibt/-Ibnul ; Jawzi /and Hafis Dha^abi bythe editor Amedroz
/ (1) p. 29* /b>77. , / - YY// * /:/■/ ,l ; 7 //■’"■"/ /■'/•// 7
: . / //(8),/ pp.;8, 22, 129. . 1 •;■■ •’ /.' .,. ■ •- z'.7.^-, ' Z-//////;
.(.3) -;;p* 11, footnote. 2. ; Z.-- y /,y ..// •, . ; y ,/ /://'
.7 (4 yz/Dhail. Ta; riki^iDimashq. / zY///y//‘Z' ' ' ■’ / 'y/Z/y:
: / / f5 )/ TheZbaiaasCubz ChronlAierbf/the/Crusades *7 - y - 7 ;' / /
Many scattered/pieces of information may also be gleaned 
from, the Recfueil des Historieris des Croisades, (liistoriens ,/ 
Orient aux;i/X) y Sources Arabes, Vol. III. Most of the information 
is necessarily abrupt, and incomplete, as the work is concerned 
with-the Crusades alone. • /X
Some valuable references may be drawn from the Mirror of . 
Time ^ 7^ of Sibt Ibnifl-Jawgi (Shamsuddin Abul. Muzaffar Yusuf,X 
b Qizughtu b Abdullah d.655/1257) . The work'is,preserved in 
various manuscripts covering the years 440 A.H* and, onwards , 
Indifferent libraries* But the Yale, 138 Mukhtasar.'covering///,-/
the: years ’495-645 A.H. belongs, to a different recension from
1 *the rest. It Is/available inrtfacsimile edition of Dr. J*R. 
:;Iewett: with a short/Introduction ./ - / /
/ Ibn, Mialdun (Waliuddin Abu Zaid Abdifr Rahman ai-.Hadaraml ■ 
al-Maghribi; d.808/1406) is more faiiioiis for his 'Prolegomena^ 
than - for his voluminous general history  ^ He ; was a real • 
Histprical philosopher./ But/as a historian he is pedantic, /; 
inaccurate,, and Insufficient on matters of detail. He does not 
seem to practise the canons of historical writing which he puts 
forward/; in, his Prolegomena. -Hence only little attention is 
devoted to his variance from/other sources in this- study. //
(1) Miratuz Zaman. . : XX y X ' , /'// X
(2) Muqaddimah. , •/; : z 'v ' . - , ./ :■ v /'
(3) . AI Ibar wa DlwanXal Mubtada walkhabar etc. , '
■ /.'I,-.-:' X'-v . /  yy\ ,7 /'yi/ty'#. X XXX-;y t  /X/X/Xz-/./Y / X-. yX.X /.X;: viii. X///X
z y-v X y  / " Y/ Varied- and ‘valuabledetails; may- be gleaned /from/ the yX ///./; 
■v 1. z , ■ ■ ’famous■ Biographieal■ Die tionary ^ of; ibtv i&a,Ilikan (Shamsudd in 
/ y  / v" ': Abut AbbasX'Ahmad b Md d .681/1282) Thcugh he has ' only slightly 0
Y ; / treated the:, lives of/Barklyaruq/ and’ Md/ theYbi’ogf aphies of v
:X ' ; X  Maiikshah and Sanjar are furnished with many details; in his / '/
/X •- work. X To English; readers thisv Dictionary/is accessible In
// / the^  excellent, translation of Baron M., de. Slane . XTheXwork/is X X y
// ; ■: not; entirely/devoted to biographical studies, but also includes/ /
■ /Y X statements on other subjects of/,interest, such as the Muslim; /Y/
, Educational System of that period, as can be seen from the
Xy index at the end :of,the translation. /The work is, in fact,
XXV'X: X of encyclopaedic;character .,,yv/y/ y  : / X X / /
: / / yy (^azali:^ s (Abu Hamid Md b Md d.505/llli;) Revivlficatlpn7,-y
y X X  of, .Religious especially, the chapter; on the1 / ;//
// ///..,,/ / ^ 0 M ^ h m e n t | / o f ; the Sultans ( Idarat/al-Sulatln) being the /
//y ' y. 1 contemporary record of A  man 'Who/tiDoh part inpolitics,/ throws;/:
/ " / ah; interesting sidelight oh the chaotic; conditions/of the;/time;./Y
X / Disgusted with , the corrupt#///and . oppressivegovernment/of theX //
/ / / /time, Ghazali. retired/from/active life/arid completely dissociatec
X, y/X.- //himself /fhom/^ XX: worldly'affairh in 488/l098--;6 .: He then ,X. y /X
//// ///prdceecied/tb Syria and composed thl3 famous /book in the course:/X
// , /pf his-Journey:. yY; book truly/reflects/the, bent of his mind//
' /•■' ■ (1 ); / lafayatul; Alyan. / . / y- ///: -/ //./ /''/yyy
/’ • /X.'-’Y-; ..:v&)/yihy.^;^  y  /X/1"'- ,/; X z ■ X xy/Y/
v (3) I>A# /104./; ■ Y,;; -'//. ^ _ / //;’'■'/, */:■,- ■ . 7.; ,}—
//'•' .' ' •/ / - ; .-.y - ' ‘X-/ / Y ' / ’X/ 7 'V-. , • ' X.' ix. / .
at that time. He.advocates a policy of passive non-cooperation 
with the. regime of. the day.- declaring,- as a jurist (qharcia ; .
: 1 a wyer) a 11 sorta of social intercourse and business transactions
with the officers of.the government Illegal; (Harem/1) in order•
X.;'/. X- - X* ■ to .
to bring /./YXXmoral-. pressure^hpon them* / But at the same time- •/•
//,- he, considers X-X government by;force as a nee ess ary eviI, and
■ does: not advise open insurrection against the established; yX
•, / authority * ^ v ■ X.--:- ;/. ' XY., • '
X: / ; The .8olace . of'Hearts andlokenof Joy of Rawandi :(Abu Bakr
.Md b 'All d.599/1202- 3) 1s chiefly a monograph oh the Saljuqs, 
though.it contains other extraneous materials, such as proverbs, 
poems and similar subjects. The author!s knowledge of this . y/Y/ 
period is,bf a secondary natureZand he.appears to have drawn, 
freely upon the Saijuq^ama of Zahirucldln Nishapuri., .Moreover,/
, ■/■ /'/-this, iXy/X^XXXX^X'/period ' is\treated-ivery,briefly ;and...in .an 
uninteresting way. Although/Zahiri 1 s book has not come down 
tb us, the later historians, Hamdullah Mustawfi and Hafiz Abru 
have us;ed,,it as an authentic historical source. M. Blochet 
/ Is of the opinion that /Must a;wf i . and Mirkhv/atid directly copied 
from the Solace of:Hearts. But I prefer the reasoning of Md Iqbal"
. X . : (I): " ihya/Tl^ / ' / ' " . /•'■/ ■ ’ 1 y / - : --X-
■ ' • ; (2) Ibid. 124/7 ' . // /,z XX' ://///.■/ / ; . X-:* , 'X //; /■.;.// '
// ( 3) X RahtusYsudur: wa Ayatus sur\5r * : ", , . /
; (4) Preface1 to Rahtus sudur, pp. 28-31. .
— / Z7’/Z'7 'V.z ' . ■ - ’* Y/Z’Z‘ Y  / r." /■ ■; . ■>, X  * ■ ,7 7 ^
;■ ’’ / / ' ; •  v- x X /Y/X/ Y yy/'’ - - / / X x X / / ' '  ; y ' X * '  - X Y /  : . / ; '.X X X y / /
fXy/.' Y/;Yfhat/theSe, two authors; have notXfantlpnecl: theJ name of this yzYy 
//;.,- ///' : / hpokiin .the prefaces of; their - respective works., they must have. : 
77/;XX/y Yused it indirectly . Again,/ both/the Cream/ of Chronicles of 
//;.. z / ; .■ .-Hafiz/'Abru and the Select Histpryof Mustawfi vwere used by 
./Y X / //yy-theauthors of thd/Garden of fur if y 9s) the Friend of B.iograpblts7 
/ / z^and/theXHistory ofYl'hbusuhd Years .^z Md/Iqbal quotes yXXX
y /literally fromXtheX^dlace. of/Hearts and the Select History / X/: :/
/// z and the ihiend of / Biogra.phies . ^  - The anpnymous compendium 
I/’/ /on/the Saljuq XHistdry which appears at the/end of the Par is
XX/ 7manuscript of the History of thezWorId /Conquerorin the // /
//' 7 : Blbiiofheque Ndt:iondie.: (Supplement Persian 1556);, the Abridgment/
/, y : Z v /  ^called ,al XtJrada , fil HikayatisX^aljuqiyah/byzMd bXtodullAh/b yy. /// 
/ Nizamy I^ Husaini^al/Yand! (d.743/i342--3) the section of the
z / X • .Sal juqs in the/great /Jainic‘;1if®awahlidi,,.of Rashi duddln; •?adlhliafc y
7/ , the..portion incorporated into the Turkish history Tawarikh-i-Ali
X /Saijuq /are dihectly drawn frbm./RahtuA Sudur^  Qadi Ahmad GhaffariX/?
/ ; . (16th; century /A*l>.) might1 have/uspd: it inXcbm^iling hisXTaciidiX /
//'■-', X'/- x "i"^ at(An^ 5Ara^ y/X , z / y  Yy////X77:’/ y z z' . 7 y- ': z^y/// ■/zX/y/X 
7///' -•.. y .1 X, ^ Xkrofeaspr zVuller1 sy editioh/pf /lifrldawa^
X/;/ X Hist ox1 i a Seldschukidarum, ^  ^ adds to our knbwledge/of ^the Xsubject
X X //X Xz /byYconfirmihgYvarlous .facts X On the other hand, its value" as X/;:
/y / 7 y-/ /a/soufce mus t not be exaggerated, as the: authorXhimself /onlyty:;;X/ 
X/;. //'>/'''”'XX'y ;usbd'/the/earlierY authorities .; , y ' *'■ zx: 'X -'y/- //X / y,, ■ . ///XyX
XxyU;)'- Zubdatuf Tawarildi. y/; ;.y (5) Habibife /Siyar. y ; /'^  , z/XX
z 7 /;/ XX/ z Xt2) zTarp&iyGazidah. X\ y'y (6) TarikhiXJaharigua  ^ X X
; 3) Ravdatus Safa. ; / / :(:7)z Saljuqid:portion of zy/X)/??'
(4X//Tarikhi xAlfi / . .//YYY/y/.Y7'/X/ Y/^ ahdatus,-YBafa.; y; / 7//y7//zy
Xl .
In his Four Discourses'^ on secretaries--y poetsy astrologers 
and physicianszYNisami Z&rudiv Samar qandi .(Abul Hasari- Ahmad b 
£Umar b !A1I (12th century) ;fcei’Aic&-;s some stories- about the 
Sal juqs . ;
, Md ‘Awfi (13th century) In his Lubabul Albab, quotes some 
panegyric poems/yri Malikshah and; Sul tan/; San jar/5bu%-there Is 
.nothing to,:be found in it as regards the period under review.
Such is the •: cas.ez/with -the poetlcaiYWork^^bf-TughrdSYY-z1' 
(Muayyiduddih/Husain b ,fAli d .514/ll^ p;>’/ As/a /contemporary poet . 
and as a wazir it would appear atYfi/st> sight /that. the. ;reader 
might expect to find- some; penetrating- /pasAage;sX •/hdfreQtiy 
touching upon the, history-of this period. On closer-study the 
reader 1 s efforts are only /rewarded by disappointment,, since 
TughraiTs work is merely/a:/s'er-ie.s\o/f./.^ ariegyrl/cAX6h';;^ izamulinulk, 
Muayy iduliuulk, ,Majdulmulk, Muimxlmulkand Tajnlmulk in absurd 
terms and humiliating flattery. . z v.
(1)' Chahax' Kaqalah.
(2) Diwap. *
x x;, .; / X - CHRONOLOGICAL SURVEY OF EVENTS ‘ Xz/'/z/y
X 485/1092 ’ Deaths of. HIzamalmulk and Malikshah. X / '///
, / • :z Turkah Khatun has' Mahmud proclaimedXas Sultan. z,X//7
; Battle, between Barkiyaruq and TUrkan and/ , r Y ■/ /:":
; ■ ./ . /subsequent cbmpromlse. iOaafhjite raid on pilgrims1 /;,
. r at Kufa. ./Great" fire at Baghdad/. , Y ; /
, . 48,6/1093' Bat tie, be tween /Barkiyaruq and ..Ismail b Yaquti,. /, /
; /X 'X. 1 Ismail b. Yaqut* defeated by Barkiyaruq, His '
' • . / proposed atarriage with Turkan, and death. Y ‘ 7 . ;
X / ' Murder of la jahmilk -/ministry of cIzzalirulk Y Az /yz
/Y/X /' ./ ■ Second compromise'between Tupkan and Barkiyaruq. • /:
. , Tutush rebels against Barkiyaruq . / Battle, of / / /
z / 1 Mudayyac and capture .of MawsiI .from the Arabs, /Xv/z
• ‘ Tutush, captures Diyar Baku and . Adharbai jam and
7 returns to Syria. Ardshir, the /Ebadi preacher,/ //;;
comes to Baghdad, and. is ordered, to leave the city ./ 
, ■ ‘ . Riot at Baghdad, Karkh and the Basra Gate. 7 , / - X
x • Barkiydruq, enters Baghdad with. S ada^a and .1 hz alinulli
X'-Birth of Mustarslail^ -billah. z Execution of Yafbard./X 
Xr;X/ ' Pilgrims harassed near Mecca. z x X/Y;X
487/1094
488/1095
489/1096
7 7// , y Y;y 77/7;7y  y y  . ■ ,.y y y „. 7' ; xiii.
' /. KbutbaUcBa-rkiyaruq-t,:S; name .7  Death bf/Callph 7 7 * 77/7 
■Muqtadi, access ion of Mas tazhir • Tutixsh de feats: 7 
7 Aqsnnqur-arid Buzah near BabaUnand executes them. 7//7 
. Hb /gaihs a second victory near Irf II*k}^tbaWrecited 777 
■ for him at Baghdad. / Death of Turkan IQiatun. -7 7 yy;// 
x Mahmud welcomes/  fugitive. Barkiyaruq at# Isfahan. 7  y;,. 7 7 
" : Death:;of; Mahmud froxiy smallpox*. Barkiyaruq sole . •
Suit an. //Execution ot TakftshXwith his son. Battle 7 
. between: Unar ./and Turanshah. Burning of the Basrahy/7 
Gate . /Earthquake ,in Syria.. Riot between they y;. 7777: 
y/inh'abitrants• of Nahr Tabiq and/Bab-al-Arja.Y / y/ X : 
Occupation of Mecca/by Isbabadh/b Sadtakih, its" 7 / ,;/7 
, re capture by Amir , (Jaslm. Muayyld-ai^Mulk appointed//;
• Wazir. 77: 7> '■ • 7- 7'-‘7 . 7 7Y/, //
/ Death of Ahinad/TKhan of Samarkand . / Expedition of / 7 
Yusuf/b AbigYtoBaghdad as ^ihna^ Battle of Rayy 
■/,. between Barkiyaruq ..and/Tutush*7 death of Tutush. /.
7 TFdldir/bl-Mulk appointed Wazir in place of MubyyidVX/ / 
, Barkiyaruq wounded by; a Bat ini .7 RIo.t 7 at hi shapur 7- / 
.Death of" Abu Shujae, the Wazir of the Caliph. RIdwanY 
occupies Aleppo, and, Duqaq Damascus . . , t- 7 7/; "y
’ Deaths of Yusuf DAbiq and Mttjan Halabi. , Death/// ;, 7 
7of lahsur b../Marwahy/Wali of Diyar Bakr. Occupation : 
Of MawsIIXby/Karbuqa/ 7>>I^ afa jite/ raid :on the
XxV'YX Y  XzXYYyYy:: , ■/.; :y.y; Z-ZY-YY .^v.' /y-> ...yiX/ 7/' X 7/;/// Yy ‘Xi y .
/////AX X * ' : ' ’ ■ y  x x - ; ’ - '-; X #  y proyincb;of SadhqAbarid depreddtlo^ Kerbalay
, z”; XX,.;,;:;yzi■„ /y_. ■ A//' ■ The . great, flbqd; hear/Mbcpa'-. , 7/v'X/xXXy Y-'/'/X/'Y ■ X
: ; ; 490/1096“7 Barkiyaruq1s expedition to IGiura.sqnX.affd* *:kssa&s-ination.
/;■ ;; of .irsiah Arghun, Barkiyaruq "appoints Sanjar as
// y  X " Waifxof{ Etorasan. i/Revolt. .of !Amir Amiran'-in:.; ■
°/ • X: •• ./ , Khur asan/ RevoIt of yaruqtash and Qudan. /
z7X y ■ - Beginning of thereignnf/Md b, ^ Khwa-razm-shah/
; ,,y X'X' -z ;/ XX Y-BattieXbetween’RIdwanXahd:.Duqaq, .featbahin y '-
:/‘XXX.'y zy  ^ .,,/7/ y XEgypflan; anfif caliphis^ /riame’/kithih Ri&an!s . ' /
X-zX;.,zX:yx/yyy 'X X'" .- .province X Riot in/Khurasan between the; inhabitant^///
X X x ; Y :  \7Y/X yof 7&abzawarYah^  ^ awgird'X /Murder, of;.Bursuq/-:thdYX:
xyxXyX/;'y;X-. z.’ ;"/ yY ‘ / , '.£irsxl|^ ihriahbf /Baghdady/ / /'- -; / ; 7- x"'::’yYy 7/ y/Xvy/XxXx
//' 7 ./,•/ ; 49l/lQ97-Bz 'Franks 'invade Syria. and/Mesopotamia and capture
/ --/ //yy/x , Antioch and' Fde s.sa. /Battle between Sanjar' and
7/y/7y//';: ! : -■/;' /. / / XptdilatsM^ s Caliph1 s . deputation to
7.7. /; ;7" z,/\\'; :////' 7/x ■ Barkiyaruq regarding zthe XCpusaders .
t/; 7 / ; ^ /492/i698^ 9^  X Reybit‘7and d e at h of1 TJnar * Capture; of x JerdsalbmY Xy/yX 
7/ /7yz/:- ,./;; 1X; x / ‘;' . by /the ; 'Franks .’ Ba tile' between the Egyptians and 
7yy,v y X . : 'X /;; X y" . .-the Franks. Activities;;of MdX/b: Malikshahy Khutbah 
• 7  ■/:-'y/X ■ • ; /y ,;Xy; Y ' . ,at Baghdad: ih,yhis/h^ e;Y-../3iltirder XbfSMajd-al-Mulla
/', Xyx' V  ■ ■ ■ • X ; X x; : ■/■■■/"?1 /Baia'sani7/:Barkiyaruq!a ‘Xlettdr'7:tbxthe ; bal’lph.
7y:'..X/;,X'v/’X/'- ';X>/';.7';y -yXv-v,/r/ -3.3l;‘i-Ktaii*ia^sa!n*
X 7.7 ;A7/y AaX- '■. • 74/ x yXAX ■■'Xz' :■ !'z7y /XAc .X'x:7/-XX'XXA 1 Y,/zYXy X- xv.
. ,493/1099 -1100 . Re storat ion of lgiutbah at Baghdad/ ;in .Barkiyaruq 1 s
A y - A Y a X , . .. •/■' .; ’ .■ AriameV/A/Firsfeb'attji^
/■''XAyXA - •, X/A'A 'Barkiyaruqrs defeat • ^Xitbahat Baghdad in Md1 s .name;.,
Y■■X-'X.. : : : Xv death of Huharain/X Defeat....of/Barkiyaruq By Sanjar;
A" /X x._-AA^ ' . , . death of 'AmirdidDismissal,, and death' offimid-al-
V:A -A / 1 , ;:A: ,X; ' '■ Daula\\b Jahir,7fazlr . of the Caliph. / Bohemond
X>Y"-;XX'XA,„, #,/; /Xy  - A..; Xcaptured by: IbnXDanishmaudv xDisorder at Baghdad.
A/A' ■ Y  ;A XAx 7 ; AX y y ; ’Famine in Iraq wo ''Bqhemond' ofXAhtloeh besieges 
//■ y '‘y /-'.v'y a y A - " Afamia*: . Murder of Bulkabak., - -/A ?y  7^ v,;f Xy y .
•AA A1 X 494/1100-1 ■ Secohd-ba11le between Barkiyaruq 'and Mdthe : 1 atter
X A/X Xv y YA:y ’ A-/ defeated; bkeeutlphAbf ,,Muayyid-a^ l^ ^^
/./■;' x XX;,XX; ',. A'/Vx AS an jar; Bhrkiyarhqib; arrival/at XBaghdadX.^Revolt
X-;x X; /:/,A.„X;'.x/. 7 ‘--A AX' / X of /Sada;|aAagaihsf 7 ^ . X..:Md'rsX-'arri:yal at
X.Xo :" /Ay  , x ,7 - Baghdad ' and . Barkiyaruq * s-departure w . Massacre and 
A Y,XX ;. ;/;s z. .'A’"'Ay.--- persecution of the /Batihis tl&pughout •' the'Aempire *
AXA . x . /  ..X  ./■■•■''■X'./ 7.Y.A7BatiIeAhetween"DuqiftqAahd Baldwin, Battle xbetween
/A-Axa'A///' 7XA,'Xx 7../'-.x x,x;/8u^3tah;v’and': the:rifanks;w7,/AThq/occupatipnXofv.Sarhj,
/Ax/Ax; ,x- :• AX'1- - , /A/ ;,A Haifa,XAipsuf andY^ a-isariyahby the ■ Franks.... .7 • 7 -/■ X' r Ay'-7:
X x 4 9b/ll Oi—1102 7 Death .of Must'a lf,xAthe Fatimid caliph. Third battle 
X/AAX 7 A./., . X.-7 ■ ’ ■,>hptwp'eh■'Barkiyaruq■' and..M d . • Fourth ba t.t le after
7XX7y/7 Ax-AXA X/a X ; ' xvibiatfprAoD :t ^  //BiarkiyK^
XX :7% X' yXAa x■. Y ; /;y  Isfahari.‘7. 'Murder 7of''^ bdal--Jalif '£>i]^tani> - wdzir: of : 
;..yXX A -• ■" xX 7Aa;,7A X "1 BarIciyaruq>;• ;and/appointment of ;Khatir;74buXM ■
7;■:>;/•,X x . , ;.!x A;Xx"' • x: Ax Riot between ' theX^ skar,. of Il’ghSz 1-; and 7tiaeypublic/'-7x7;77A
‘ , xvi.
of Baghdad. Wall of Basrahmarcheszto■Wasit. Death 
o f Karbuqa; Maws11 o c cupIed by the Turkman: Musa • 
zz//z-;'/,.y --and then by JakarmishY .: Su^ a;nYpcbupldsA.Hlsti( Kaifa.
Slbge"of' Tripbli/by/Crusaders / X;' Restoration bf the 
fort of IQiaftid^ a;n-\to,. Sarkimt^u Death of Qadir 
Khan of Samarkand. AbulYMa* all”;^ pb;liitbd. a&Waz ir 
■ of the Caliph* Constructionzof Hi llahw-.'.y Murder- 
of the Qadi of the tribe of^  Rab^zat Hitv: . - 1
496/1103-3 Rayy under1 Yanal; his. explus ion from it and arrival
at Baghdad * Arriva 1 of Qumushtakin as Shihnah o f 
Baghdad; riots between him. and,-:Ilghazi and between 
.//DyA Suzman and. f ada^aW Sada^aKPccupies Hit . FIfth
battle between Barkiyaruq and Md. Dismissal o/ 
and d e t . e h t - i b n ' ^ a . z i f i 7 o f /  the - 
Caliph 'and ,;Abu/Had/'ibn/al^ MusalSya officiates for 
him* Duqaq occupies Rahbak Battle between the 
yy Xt A-/!':/A/A''Egyptians^ .-and the/Frankh/Ypeath ;pf Xtl^ x^Sultana
Tughril* Revolt of Saghirbeg in Trarisoxanla.
Abul Qasim b Jahir appointed asj Wazir of tiib Caliph
497/1103-4 Balak b Bahram occupies %aahYYlre'ahy between
Barkiyaruq and Md* Suzman andz/T^armish wage war 
against the Franks. Death of-Duqaq and-the reign
X- g' • X 1 ’/  A / A *. !, A"- YV •' 7’ ;• " ’’.•*/ ' / ~; Z-V _ .. ,\ • ,• z ■ 1 . /. - ; \ v • . •. r.-- . -•-.i •>. • v v ^ , v. '. v.. . •••-,. .>•*« 1 ; z ; z. * / / »\ ... ;z D'D •A. '
of his. son; Sadaqphoccupies1 Wasit. Dismissal of 
■ Tu^hrai, wazir of Sanjar. Riots at Baghdad.
\ vy. Z'.Z\..Z..ZZZZ..’ * . C- - , Z Z: - ■ ;■ ZZv-ZZ'Zv
Buzghushds campaign against the Ismailis ,
498/1104-5
499/1105-6
Barkiyaruq ;: -Kriutbah in the namer of Malikshah 
y/^ SyBArkiyliruq; * -Md .he^ ie-ges zpqkarmish at /Maws’il; /his 7/ 
x arrival; at Baghdad; makes peace wit his nephew7.and; 7 
X : Ayaz * Deaths of AySz and Suzman . 7 Batlni/depredatioh 
-z in Ihurasan. BattleE between the. Muslims ahd thezY y  ., 
TFranks>Y. Battle -between, the "Franks-, .and the- Egyptians • 
A '*iurIqrieh...'.rav&g.e s. in Tariq Ihurasan- in Xlraq; halak/AA//: 
A x b Bahram appointed as special police/officer •, A; 7 -A// 
Xhqsunuqur Bursuqi appointed as Shihnakof <Iraq * A 
■ Khfaz given to Qimaz as=/'flef'. Sultah ;Md ^ s . arrival/z/v 
7at7 Isfahan. -Smallpox In/iritq followed,,by epidemic77 -I 
X 0f cholera* A. a A'77:7- /v - A ' • / -■ '■/ A ///A##//
7 . Revolt of;Mankubars, and-'fals.e prophetr at ANihawand. ■' / 
\.v Battle"between Tughtakin and. the / Frank's * Tribal// y 
1 '/battle,, between the Abadites and the AKhafajites * 7 7 • / / 
Occupation of, Basrah by .Sada^ a^ : Ridwan beslegeS7 ///
7 Bds^ Cibiu and: re,turns/.7 TUghtakin occupies /BusraA /y 
, , Frankidh occupation of Afamiyah• 'Sack of /Basrah 7
; by the Arabs . Arrival of .a prince of Morocco at/ 7 7
7 . . Baghdad•/ -Qilij Arslan marches to Ruha against, the. 
Franks, occupies HarrAn, falls ill and returns ^0 7. 7
/ y  .'•Malatlyah*,- ■ ;• A •' //•/■/,-;■ / . .  Y /7 7 :/ A y
500/1106-7
501/1107-8
502/1108-9
xviii.
A 7 Mui’der', of/Falthr'^ al^ Mulk/b i.Nizam~al~Muik; • . SadagaK 
; pccupie’s/Takrit. Battle between thb.,Abadites and .
thb''7Khafa4ites,5'» 7Hawaii Saqawa marches to7Mawsily 7 x 
■ ,A‘ takeSXJakarmlshcaptive, besieges;;Mawsi!-• death 7 X; A 
of Jakarmish. , Qilij Arslan; bedhpies7 Mawsil; his 
deathXAjawall occupies:Mawsill: Persecution,of; the" : 
7 Bat ini s *, / Rupture be'twe en Sada^ aVi and/ MuhadhffiibAaly / 
. . Daulakbf BakihaH: AExeputibn of Seui-al-Mulk and / ;>:7"
/ ministry; pfz Ahmad; b, 'Niz'am^ al^ Mulkr* : Dismissal of ;777/7 
v7Abu’i:V^ as;lm All b • Jahir, Caliph1 Wazir; Abul Hasan/7 
,b: Damaghahi officiates;, Abul - M^ali Hibatallah /;-;7777 
appointed Wazirv Death of Sarkhab b. B a d r y y  77
Death/ of/Sada^atYh •; ay; m 1; :D - ? - * • 1 • * Arrival of /. 
;/ Ibu^ A^mmAi1 At BaghdAd> 7 Abolition; of custom/duties * 7/: 
7Q;adi: Abul. *Abbas Appointed MuhtAsib/ of Baghdad . y7-X ->z7\ 'A 
Returri/hf • Sabawa•.v.7Pire 'of Iharababjibu .Jardah* , : 7 
Md left Baghdad for Isfahan. Suspension of Caliphrs: 
: Wazir. Frankish attack on Tyre and Saida. • ;
Maodud , o c cupi es. Maws11 * de par ture o f Jawali; Count 7 
of Ruhu set. free. / Battle between Hawaii aaid the / f ' 
Franks . Jawali returns "to Md., Battle' between/;/
7 /Tughtakin and the //Franks • /the/xaBmistice,. Tughtakin. ;
routed by - the Franksvt Reconciliation between, the; 7 
<• Shia/s and Sunnis' of Baghdad. Return of Mansuri-/ b / 7
Z/l'Y Z' 503/1109-
'.504/1110-
505/1111*
506/1112-
X xxx.
X/x/ :S,ada<gaV> Elqod /arid famine yin Hraq . Dismissal of y.y 
XyH/ Caliph1 s Waziiri Minis try' of Abul/ Cjasim ,b/' Jahir.,/ : y/-:; 
v .. Betrothal of Md1 szslster Do Mustazhir1* / Hillah / / ; X i; 
X, • :/' given to Said b 'Hamid cUmari * Stxqman Qutbl oceupies. 
y ■ .Mayafariqin, • Murders, of Hadlrixofxlsfahan/ arid X, . /X'/Y 
z: / y/ NibHaphr *: ’ y? zy '/u1 yz ! z yl* ' o/r ■ 1/ i. v
,X ' :  ’ X ' , v '  :Xv X X " Y v '  ■ Y t / z  Y / , . / ; .  Y /  ' z " / y . - ' - ' Y '
10 X Epankish ocbup&felqri:^^ • Beiryut, :,'Juba'il7'.X'/XXv
y- ■’ /,arviX'Banayas vD;BattleXtetwberiX,Md/^ ari: and Saghirbbg.X 
/; Expedition against/ Alamut. . .Md * s;arrival at and y  X 
departure from Baghdad* /Dismissal of Caliph!s 
r’'/ // Wazir;;. ministry bf IbuX Jahir• / Death; of . Ibrahlnv/ ; XX 
/XX ; .Yanah.oY"^^ ; x_ y  x.,yyY ■ -X.yvy y y x x - "  7XX/:z:
•1; x>X.;'I^ ariksX occupy SaidaXAnd.XA'^arib:i/'7Xplsmisqhl of. 7 ;X 
X X; ■ ‘Abmiad; h:N\Ni^ am^ a.l«Mulk^ -: .minls-try bf x^atir , z ; . ' X:. /;•
z. - -/ Byzantine /enritt^  to Sultan", Celebration. ofx;Caliphrp X 
marriage with Md Ts .sister * ;X;.: X-- 7 i z • X-y y 7:^
•BXXv Expedition against/ pranks * X/Franks/besiege / Tyrpy Y;y 
,y/" /Dpath of Imam" C&azAll/v Yy- a ' . .z//y X yv’. x/;’/XX._ X/X/y
-3 MandUd marches/to Ruha and- Saruj ,: encounters Pranks ./ 
Xy /Y -M^ /'leayes- Baghdad for Isfahan. / ' Arrest of Atu Sa^ d 
y- bf u^kw; XpbathXof Qura ja/of H i m s h / / Y / ; Y “ z-Y
507/1113.-4
508/1114-5
509/1115-6
510/1116-7
511/1117-8
::;X';;pefe.at--i0.f/X'Franks';:/ death •Quarr'el;be twe en
/Sanjar and; MdX^an;- a compromise;reached. Damascus ’ 
caravan to Egypt looted by Franks:* Death of; Caliphls 
Wazir. Ibn. Jahir ; vministry of Rab ih. Abu: Mansur.
Death of Ridwan/ .succeeded by his- -son Alp Arslan, 
the Dumb; regency of- Lulu, Batini persecution,
/ XzAqsunqiir marches :/td^ 8yrIa;;ySAbmis$i6h pf /MafNash 
/; XtqX/hipi, BattleX/betwpenAqsunquhXahd' Ilgliazi; /latter/:- 
/■„/; tAkah? captive .///Death/’b'f/^ la^ alDbuu^  Dhaznah; /
X /vSuCCession;pfXliis;;\sot;/Sanjar is/Ihterventlon. 
Earthquake. * Death of -Alp /Arslui|i/^ ^^  
by his brother, Sul tans hah. . X-t/y//
/•/ Franks/Xdef©at. Sultan|s’ army; occupy Rafaniyah; Its 
Xrecapttrpv^ /./ Arri:vai'i:q;f>;'Md7'a f/Baghdadj/ reconciliation 
‘7/Kwibh,.Tughtakin;./y Rihih at Baghdad-;)8&w'sli';given to 
> X Juyushbeg. v - / / y ;‘ / ; ' y / Y - / " / "  . x X ; X X ' /  . X # z  ■
/ X?XJAwali.' Saqawa ' and Jaghri b Md ,sent to Faivs;. their. 
?X/zdeafhs l/X/Riht-.of. Tus Fird/bf Baghdad.
;t/ Death o f Suit An Md; ’ ac ce ssioh o f his so n Mahtiud .
. * P A R T I , _ ■ z ;
THE INSTITUTIONS OF THE SAL JUQID, EMPIRE
CHAPTER I • .  ^ '
The Royal; Family and the Court , ■
Activities of Women
The circumstances which’ had led to the gradual decline
and ultimate .downfall of the Saljuqid empire were no doubt
very numerous* The.factious, relations between the members ,
of the royal family,.the unruly behaviour of. the -princes;and
governors of provinces, the policy of ruthless Intrigue which
characterised the activities; of.the strong women at the Sultanf s
court - all these were important factors 'Y:hh--In the'
impending tragedy of the Sal. juqs *
Under the Saljuqidshthe head of the ruling family alone
was given the title of Sultan and the honour of f five; bands1
(Panj.Naubat) while,the/vassal Saljuqids were called Maliks ;z
(Kings) and bad the honour of 1 three bands1 only, as we learn
from the terms of the treaty between Barkiyaruq and Muhammad 3-1
This fact is further proved by the text, of the treaty4 between , :
Bahramshah and Sanjar where Sanja£* was designated as Malik and
$ultan in accordance; with the custom of the ;
lattei»fs ancestox*s, although Sanjar became the liege lord of
Bahramshah by the provisions of this treaty. (8) So when : ,
(1) I.A. 137, 138.
(2) Ibid. 213.
2*
Ib&~' -al Athir,: looking back from a much later period, speafe V J 
of this as ,fa strange thing to hear,” he of course forgets 
that Muhammad being the legal Sultan, Saujar could not ;f
possibly arrogate to himself this title merely because he ;; 
had conquered the kingdom of Ghaznah which had never before V ; ;
been under the:Saljuqid sovereignty, even in the palmy days
' ' ' ’ ’ (1) ' - " ' •' . ‘  ^
of : Maliks hah. Much! confusion can be avoided by keeping ;
thisilconceptipn constantly in mind while reading the Saljuqid;' 
history, as the chroniclers frequently make use of the words, 
Sultan and Malik indiscriminately. This lack of discrimina­
tion, though excusable as a figurative literary expression 
or as a matter of courtesy, may easily lead astray the reader
who is not careful to guard himself against accepting it as ^
■' ' • (sVhistorical statement,
Taking the view that the unity of the State was _ 
sufficiently preserved by the nominal headship ,of the Caliph, 
'the Saljuqid princes regarded the empire entrusted to the 'Vv 
Sultan as their ancestral estate, to be divided among them­
selves in accordance with the law of inheritance after their
. (1) " Ibid <21^ * ■: ,'\v^
( 2 )  Ibid. 115, 137, 158> I,Q. 168, 127.
. (3) The Saljuqids of Rum had already in the time of Malikshali^ 
adopted the style of Sultan, at first possibly only as , 
a courtesy title, though later on it was held to imply- 
their independence. Ref. 117 I .ft. ,157, 158. -from Rariqi.:;;
fathers1 demise. This idea is hetrayed by the two comproinises 
between Barkiyaruq and Turkan Ehathnj tinder the first one 
Barkiyaruq received 500,000 dinars on account of the legacy 
of his father through the intermediary of amifB Bulkabak 
Unar. Under the second compromise the condominium of 
Barkiyaruq over those provinces from which his authority was 
already excluded, was acknowledged by Tufkan on behalf of tier 
infant con Mahmud. ^  The, statement is‘ further supported by v; 
the terms of the treaties between Barkiyaruq and Muhammad, 
by which the empire was practically divided between the 
brothers;, only reserving for Barkiyaruq the nominal title of 
Sultan* Rurthermor©,., the lesser Saljuqid princes were
Sometimes termed amirs $ as can be seen from the genealogical
/ • V' (4) ' . ' ' ' - ' ';
table of the Rahat al-Sudur. The word amir s tri c t ly me ant
the head of tlhe military forces, while, the word wall implied
the civil adii&nfstrator of a province. But both the offices
were often combined in the same... person. ^  ^ All the princes
of the royal bloqd had to be provided with some fief. ( igtar ) •
That 'this was regarded as a right can be inferred from the ,
(1) Rawandi 141* According to Yazdi (p*74) through Abul 
C^anaim and Majd al Mulk* . '
(2) I.Q. 127* 7J..i
(3) I.a. 137. . \
t4) Rawapdi, 85* • Vv-'-. ■ v.,G
(5 ) Mizam al-Mulk, 43 . I .Q.;144, 84, 91,
7‘ ■ ' ' ’ . ' ' 7. ‘ . '■ ■ V;, ' . ’ 4 . : : 7
■unsuccessful revolts of Asla^ Argbun. and 'Kahkiibars-.^ /tfiie yb..y 
former1 solicited Khurasan from Barkiyaruq asbhis fief ^ a n d  %
. the latter, finding his income - insufficient'for his needs, 
had no alternative^ but to revolt and claim the' Sultanate In ; ■
.. ' b b b b ' V '  , ' • ‘ '■ ( q \  . ' - ’.7'''' ’7
the hope of getting some fief. / The son of Takash also :
b quarrelled-on this matter 1 with Sultan! Md and: 'fled to bRudwahfs -3
sonfat Aleppo, whence he went to; Tancred, Lord: of Antioch,
and finally Egypt whererhe was cordially received and 3;
assigned revenues to ensure him a comfortable existence 7
The provincial fief holders were expected to pay a fixed
annuity to the central government and to rally round the
banner of the Sultan with their own trpopa fully equipped in
times of war.(4) They in their turn sometimes appointed
subordinate fief holders independently of the Sultan, as the
custom of tax farming was rampant in all parts of the empire.
As a concrete example the renting -out -of. Was it; by Sadaqah to y
Muhadh^ib al-Baulah of Batihah for 50,000 dinars for about
three months only, may be mentioned here, - Muhadhdhib on his
part again rented it to his descendants and friends who rack-
rented the inhabitants, Where,the subordinate fief holders yi
were unable to meet the conditions imposed upon them, the
principal fief holder frequently administered their fiefs 
directly through a deputy..(6) ;V 3
(1) I .A. 108. ■ -:y, b":3b
(2) I.A. 166. -bb
(5) Gibb. 131, 143, I.Q. 183, 189.
(4) IbiA. 176, 192, 142, 127. "333
(5) Ibid. 157, 182. ' ■ -b ' v:3 y ;3'; 7
(6) e*g* §adaqatf cousin1:®abit b Kamil5 was his deputy at Hity 
3 3  I .A. :150, Ismdil was Qimaj 1 a deputy at bgasrah, Ibid .; 141» 7 , 7
y3 33;.'; \ b-bbb'b The; instltiffeiph of the Atabegate wMch7wasbRPPhliarrt^ ^
3 the: Sal jSqid; system of atolnls that ion, was a necessary eorpllary 
3b- V to .the (^nc:eptionv;o,f H^ ;::3'i 7K;/ the empire b&s a paternal;.337b3b
- ; b :; :7 \prope.rty; /.TSach prince pf the bipod royal was;; placed; under by
; the cahe v;pi a Turkish general * During his infancy the atabeg
3  ©bted as bhis :regeht, andjbaf^ ter bhis father;fs death his- mother
^3^atter of course, the prominent Atabeg' who in 
;-'3-bb;-r-r- 3  his turn; sbmetlmes3 of hi sb daughters: bin 'marriage’to
3 y  3.;, .his ward ♦ :This;;bis3ciearly• exempdifiedbbybtho.relations^.of 
7 -3 3 3 .:r:Tughtakin and Duqaq and Jaftah al-Daulah and Rudwan after the 
3- ,bb death; pf Tutusli. (i) similarly, Qurausbtakln - Sf*; wa.s appointed
;b v 3 b Atabeg of Barkiyaruqwho; atthe "'time; of his dedth appointed ;
Atiir \AjSz:M^li<6^'Ko£■; his infant :.spn Mlifeshah, who was nominated ; ; 
: heir; apparent 3  3:; This, system of. the atabegate had a: detrimental 
f effect .on the dmpprial structure, as it turned thebprinces;
into mere puppetsin; the Hands of the advehturoi^ amirs , as 7 ;^^^b7 f
was bthe case of Jaghri b Sultan Muhammad and'Jawali. The latter 
v b - tadghf the former,a boy of two.. to utter the: words farrest > himi
b . in Persian and mad© use of this rPy alb command; cap tur^ ftf; his,7.-
polibieal opponent On the other hand, sometimes the more; 7
bb virile fmrds even fell out with their atabegs and put them to 3
3‘■ 33 ■ death if sUch an- outrage was possible .b Sultan' Mutiammad put 33 3
333;' -' ■'-1' (1 ) if A3i Q2.*bb'bb :;3 _ ' 3 b >3v,V 3/73 3:; ■ 3 , .7--:^ ■- . y y y  3;3 3;
b ' - /b^ 'bb- (2) Bund&J^b?^ . 3' ’ b3333 3;33 3b337b3;
3:b'.;:b-b;;3;^ b;:C33 liA3?l58bl..Q*7i3l.7;i)uqaq;;:and,7Tughtakin3:Wqaq'’lsb;Son'.; 1443 
V:3 ;' 3333'(.4.)’ •' b,I^ i^ 2^17y'';233i3 Similar; wasbthP’:;cabh: of ’Masrad, hbMd,‘;;whobb,b;;'b 
V 7 • • -• 3b337 _whsbplaced'-Uhder., the ■bcarebhi bSgsuhqurb^^^^ .7.3 ;
■3733777 3<. to death Qutlag^^:his;-;Owhv;ajb£S^ g3i'W,. Janahbal-Daulah'-/' '33'3: rb 
33 3/was assassinated atothe^  ^ of Ru$wan, his ward> dfter 77
:b lie;4^ sep^ate<Jbhoiii; i M t e  a M  toct^led: M s v o t t  7
3'-3'r'7.v'b * a c c o u n t ; 7 A 7 V b ' '  7,--777/7 377 /^3;,3 33733 3 \ - - 7''"':;:333;y
, 7; ; T^ moreover Viras respdnsible for the;3737
7 7 : Investiture rif Seybr&liSaljuqid^^c^ if their
3 7 ywards suffered premature death. . ( The &tabe gs/ word the real 3
3-3;; '-'.rulers ‘ and their .wards, were so many figrireheadri ♦ 3 Ray,, eften3^;37;; 
: - 3 b 3 7 an atabeg deposed one^  prince and prompted another in order ; ’ :
73 3 ; v to.bsafbguaAd -his pwn interests>; aSv hA;ndturaily preferred th©3;; 3 
;'; 7; ' weak one oyer;;Whpm7he could bexerpilse'bhis7&bsolute authority>7:-3773: 
;737y~ v 7 :7 JtP;thpt strbng^pnevwho-mightbbebA^Pdhstantbdanger to his ’'■''7733-v 
bi37;: - 7 /3:i;'autocraby 7 b^,-Ah;ihstance,,-of' tfoes'q politieaivmarioeuvr^^
37.733 f ;3b-.‘" A ^ d ri^h©3death;bdf vMalikbDuqaq.v,whpn' -His; atabeg Tu^takin made
vb;3b 3ori 12 Ramddan749^1104 hisr;^ Tutush MalikV 7;Therx3f:
33\ bi";, ‘"3 'vs‘'’7 3 •' 33373 ■. 3; ’'7-'. 7 ' . _ • (4) - - ' ..3 77 33;
";; ■ he deposed him arid proclaimed Bektash b Tutush-& bpybpf333733
3 twelve, . Malik. .7.yBut;viater> perhaps finding some Joppositipnt in
73 3 ■■vhlm, ha got rld7pf3Bektash by ruse arid reinstated1 the ^ infant 37 ^
7 :b 3 3 7; v' _ of Duqaq as Malik * ^  This . kindbpf‘-diarchy was' one of the inoS trbb-i
1 potent factors M  thd pbliticalbdisinte^ationiof the SAlj^id * ;b
>:7;7‘-:;.3 3 3(1) Ibid . 1 0 9 .^7 ; 3 3...-,; ■ - y  3^33.*33v 73V  1 7'v 3 ' . "3 ; f7-3 3., 3. ;
v.7773:-,i;-33^^^ 7  ‘ 77 i 73373 b . 3 ■; 33b333yv.yv3
;7 *' ’* .(S) Gibb 25. I.Q. 145.33-33 - ,.;3.7 7 3  ; 7 - ; 3 ‘7 . 3 ;
73' ; (4i;^ ;^ A li*Q .145, Irtash,w^ was responsible
for frightening him regarding-the ill inferition of Trightalcii 
77 ■ byv -and;;-§aiwdt|al-MU This isualso the. second versldribof 
I.A. -The :.enemiesb;pf\'T^ghtakiri Alsp3‘had7a.i;sharer inbthis •
377 77373 i i ..7- - 7.3-:'3-7 77b 737 v 3 3"• 77 3 3377:7 7
3 3 b ' ^ W  :'■ ^  - 7 V- 7",:';‘,:-7 ; M 33-■ b
; , -empire as it gradually subat ituted for the©lament of unity
.. 7. ; supplied by the if amily; ties .with the central; government, a 7/333
v ; large numbers disconnectedandoften hostile dynasties. ,3V ; 7
Thus, to qudte;/GibbpnVs express ive description/of a lamentabley 
situation na crowd of princes .arose from the^dust of theirJ^'b3 7 
b ' ■' ..fOetV1^ ^/ y 7: -7 , , - v ' ' 77 / y 7  •. • V / 73 7 7'- V ' ‘ \7;b3/-77:i 
7 - 7,3 The ^aljuqid Sultans seem to have ‘Carried - their treasures 7/
with them^wherever they happened to go, andthe Ooiirt ;;alsp/by 7y 
3: 7 7 r generally speaking, used; to follow, them on their journeys>737/y-3
For the Saljuqidsbretainedvfrom .their/ former ' nomadic ways a 7; 
distaste for "settled lifev This can be Illustrated bythe 7:37:7 
-. 7/ fact that; Turkah Idaatun seized the entire imperial treasury on
% the death of MalikWhah/ to the exclusion of his four sons .
Again, on the deefh:of; Barkiyaruq at Buru^ird, on his way to;73 7
■ 7 BajghdMv^from7lsfahan,:---jtoir 7’AyaA;took'ppsbessIbn.7of .'the; imperial 
:paraphernalia ahditrieksure in the name and on behalf of 733
• ^ Barkiyaruq Is Inf ant son /Maliks hah, /who succeeded his father 7:
■ 3; " - 1 3 3  -7 ■ . -v - ■ b/3\ V-, 77 '3 '■ y'- ‘= 33,/.b
under the atabegate of Ayaz • J This appears to have been
the custom of the Amirs and Walls as well, although some v 37
recorded cases could be found where the treasure Was deposited 7
bb ; In strong castles and forts for safe c u s t o d y T h e l a t t e r  3
7 (1) p* 24 • Decline and Fall of the Eastern Roman Empire> , 7.
; 7' ;7'7 ■ (2) I. A. 87. : ,■>„ .*'■ 3 . --7■. 7\ , ;>33”- -7; < 7.7 - 7-. 377.3^3 3y
b-3, • ;; (3) Ibid. 168 . y.. - • 7,73  7 b b y /33 b y :; : y ,  y 7! . y y
/3y 7 ; (4) Ibid .: 89> Sarkhab b Badr/kept his//treasures worth 2p00*000b:
/ dinars fn the;fort of TOiaftldhkan/f^A^ 144 V /;Tn\thebfbrt/;iy 7i
- 7 of Takrit, whibh-./belonged tobBariibfe^ A  .bubtribe of ; the 33
‘Uqailid, there were 500,000 dinars excluding Jewellery* 3 
..7 7, I.A, 175. 7":’ by/y *,;7/,by- 33b "77 ^ y-yyyyy- 7- - by ■7b\y3b
■ .vU s ; was more> in-ooaisonance .with the ■tactics:, of the Bat I n i c h i e f s f  
: f- 6't the moiihtain^fbrtres^es of the empire were occupied
P;' \ ;^ h^v:them'‘hitMr./hy;’';force^ -.6r :frah3*‘.^ .^ : • .-h : . • -:v^:;!-vS:{;
- :y . The ; interventiph:hf wonieh in -political disputes is a^’ ' V 
’rv - - "striking feature ;pf the>Saljuqid; state . ! Their political;;::/;
, '  statues^was almost similar to that of men, ‘ as can be showhiby^ > 
v - i ; the importance attached to matrimonial alliances he tween the;
political leaders of the time.\ 'Their intrigue;and.influence 
■ ^ ;thereforei«>f^ er;0'f; •'cons-iderable, importance in appreciating the
. ■, ; decline;; shd:; Subshqhent ;downfa of the Saljuqld empire^  ; i i; c
;;; ::Turkan Khatuhi the 'favourite I*®^ hf Maiikshah^ the , v
: ; TglorIfiedy lady1 - 7;„;wasvvth^ 'most prominent female figure \ih- : ;W 
the civil,; war following\tjie;vd-eath: of Maliks hah * r She was y; 
v powerful in the:,- adml^ even- during the lifetime; of ;; ;
, v‘V;, Maiikshah*^She and. ■ her steward, , Taj-al-Mulk were rbspqnsiblev
jl) .Ibid*'••&&;* ;l3l# : where; a (detailed description is; given* ; ;
. (2); -\e *g» Marriages be tween, Tughril; and Caliph Qaim's; daughter ;
,;Y y  Y‘ (I. A./ 153;) y ’Mahmalik 'and Caliph iMuqtadi ■ (Yazdi Y3),
v-v .‘rfi ; ;y(hn^hdi; 140)y;iMalihshahVs daughter::and;;Mustaahir II*A>gb4-) 
; ; ■ y;7y (i .<S *: 1*73) ^V Haiiimad ■ aridd^ghter ofMtdi^^
■'y;/ v7Y';':; -/ ;-;;sister;h^^arkijaruh h^^W^sr, ;;ptihce;of■ Ghaznsh
. Y" : ; S12;213), Budrau b Sadaqah andr daughter ■ of Muhadhdhib
: ^ (I *ji * iLSg) Yaghisiyan1 s daughter1 aM^hudwan ( I *Q *189),
; - daughter pf -dakarmish■ and Ibli h-Arslan. Taqh; ( I *A. 169),
-V: J ' v t King: of r Samarqaiid and^^^ s ister ^of, Maiikshah (I*Q. 120), ■
^daughter: b f t  Ilghazi (I .A. 212),
 ^ ; Ibn ’Takash and lighzi's daughter tl>A* 146)>./Yahalc:^d-;;\:;:;';;'
v;-' ^sister^ iwidoW^ Oif^ ;^Tutush: (I.A* 14Y), Sultan.,Md . ;:.-
fi hM'''Is3naIl;;b:-;Yaquti ,-;s-y;daughte;r'i:/(l>A:. 160). ■
 "/iy" (4) ';;Bhndari>;^ 6i ; /v v ;
for poisoning the mind o£'" Maiikshah;/agai'nst\his .Wazir/ Nizam- . 7
, al-Mulk. ,A few weeks later, on the<,sudden-/death.:of‘ Maiikshah Y
at Baghdad, she kept the ’news concealed,' took advantage of
her Turkish origin in securing the. allegiance of the army
through bribery, for her inf ant son ’Ma]bmud'*fA^  She was theY-y Y >;-
flrst person to .sow the seed of civil waft; among the sons of 7
Maiikshah;by 'raising, her 'son to the Sultanate without having; Yy Y
the slightest, regard, for the rightful claim of Barkiyaruq, 7Y.: YY>;
Y surviving 7-Y' 7 ■, . ; '''"-Y-Y ; YYY.YY'
the hidest£son, the suppqrtYtof whose claim proved-fatal to Y:
Mzam-al~Mulk♦ ^ ^tfurkanyYeia t m  Ly disregarded the legal
opinion of Ghazali, the most prominent jurist of the\ age * :
She. bullied down the. unwilling Caliph-Muqtadl by the threat 7
of declaring his son Jacfar.‘ by Mah Malik lbmtuh,Ydaughter^A \
of Maiikshah, ' Caliph, at Isfahah. The reluctanb Caliph,,
negotiated', ih • vain - .with' her to keep the IChutbah in his own Y :Y
name. At last he; had to give, way and oh Friday 22 Shawwal • :7
485/1092, the.;:idiutbah. was recited in the name of Mahmud, then
aged four only, under the ‘-high- sounding title of the * Helper :
of the world and religion1. S h e  further managed to have the
; • * ■ V the- „ ■ ■■■! 77
Khutbahure cited in the name of^  infant MahmudY at the holy cities; 
of Mecca and‘Medina in order to give the investiture'full 
legal sanction, (6*) : ' 7 Y > -  " " y'-- 7
(!) I.A. 87,; 99,- BundSrr.76. " ■ . (y " : ;v;..Y-yY
(2) Yazdi 71. ■. ' . 7 ...-yy
(3) I.A. 88. ' • '■ ■ .y-yy:
(4) I.A; 87,90,94. But In Rawandi 140,; Yazdi 73 and Tarilgi-i- 
Cdzidah 449. It is clearly written as the sis ter of Malikslial:
7 Y Besides ,s the disparity .of age lends , sdppoat to the. Persian 7 
historians * "77' '7 “ 7• v- :.y
(•S'j'• £ :-88 . Nasir al«Ihitti$a' 'wai-Dlni.- \ : v .7-y
(6) I.A.-;,88V ; ; ■ " ':'V‘   .
1 0 *
; : • She Immediately dispatched Qlwam-al-bauluh Karbtiqa ,to i V: ’
Isfahan to rtake 'ciiarge of its fort under the guls e of a 
■ - 7 .7 ; • forged, order-f r om the dead Sultan.^1) Then she .-sent troops ' ‘
:Y';. • ■ "to capture;Barkiyaruq lest ..he • should 'opposey th^ of
7,; 7 77. y7<(o,\Y7,.Y-Y7Y / >y, . ' ,Y, Y.'Y-7 • .77
Y; Yy- ; her s6n; v / and she.herself also set out for Isfahan with the
corpse :of 'Maiikshah;in a:;litter*, Ibft,;alYAthir justly7laments
yYYYy the death of Maiikshah in this connect ion by saying:; cither e
yY'Y . Y Is ;noy^ parailel case o aISultan; like him, oyer; whom hobociy
Y-Y'7 YYprayed ‘andfof whom no one m o u r n e d ; 7 .
7 ; Y - YYShe ynqw activelyYinciied Isma'il b Yaquti, ; the matern&l : ; 7
7:, : uncle of Barkiyaruqy,to revolt, ;by promise oimarriageV'TBufeYYY
% 7?V7y v:*7h©r^tactics fell though :8ls Ismail wasdefeated ^  a/battle; 7 v .
7 77; ■;;7hear*;'; Ka^ atYthe^ end" of 486/1093 • IsmailYhetreated to Isfahan/
7 7. 7 * where he •.was\ cbrdially roce.iv.ed:;by ;Tyrkan', who Inserted: his V /
7 -7. name /ixibthe*; l^u^bhh';and coins after that of herbpn*;^^ TheY / 7Y
; 7 ;:; 7 77 ; proposed ; iaarrlag© w a s about: to;take place;,^7^eh7theY^irs;, Y;^ / ;
7 ; 7 v especially bhar/Ythe. military arid; administrative headYof the
- v 'government, vehemently opposed the union * The amirs did . not
.; Y ■ 'frus t him;; hb^ 7^ph:.his7: p&r/tYwasY suspicious, 0 fYthbm*'77 The mutual
* ;mistrust:: led IsraSii; to seek refuge with his^  blster ,Y g^aidah.
7 ;, Kbatun, The sister readily complied^with
Y 7/ : 7 the7request ahd7lS3^ ii came;over to BarkiyafuqIsYcamp• ■ But ■
; 7 .7 ( 1 ) 1  .A* 87* ' : Y, \v . 7,7'.', Y'Y, Y, . Y7.Y:7- :YyY y;7- ; Yl//;,
"7 . (2) Ibid.; 89. - Y ,' ■ Y.YYV7 •- YY7vYY
,7 Y'. 7 (3 ) I;A# 87* . Y  Y ’ Y  ' r ■ - ■■■■ ,7 Y . ■
-'77 ■ -' (4) Ibid. 92. . 7 ' 7 Y, ;7Yv,,Y-'f
• , thd lua^ and position Inf^ InYhimYby :tho ambitious y
Y7YY Tuhkan didYnqt; easily desert7 him. y Being ysus pec ted of  ^yy 7.Y/7 
Y political i3itrigud against Barkiyaruq rs life //he; was put to ' -; Y 
, death by.slhiimsh^ 'j^shnqur and Buz^.A^,^ ‘ 7 Y' Yy
~/7. - y7;-7 .7/7 /Turkan^was .too clever and ^ cunning•/tp7despair 7of her • , 7.-7 
■projected Tipltn*; fqpriybd of her long chehibhed union with 77 Y  
, by^7thc irrte of/6verb©a3?l3igJamirs ,7 she.} came 7 7
'7 to berms7?ith/Barkiyaruq. Under cover of this false settlemeht/ 
Y/ghoYwas- actually engaged in; bqnabiracy and/all wlth /TutuhhY
; • the formidable/■bheni£y of Barkiyaruq * As the first step ItV her 77 
7  secret plpt/.ishe marched; with; her / troops from Isfahan /to meet 7 
y /him* 7 But ;- she:' feir seriously ill bn the vway and returnedto 7 ;7 r
/ Isfahan, where 7/she7 died in Ramadan 487/1094.S^): Browne^?)/ 7/Y
7v/-...7V' 7—'Y/ \ (/^ .YyYyY 7,/, Y'Y— ' yY y , ■ • ' 7/7 •/ ' ' ' Y -• 7-7 Y - ' '
7  and .Sykes- 7/stata that she /was;/ put to deaths by /Barkiyaruq *77
■7:7 ■// YYtYappearbf; however, from a closer study of the sources, th&t
;/ there is no justification for this, assumptidh*- Turkan died
■ / 7 a natural though/sudden, and he hoe auspicious,; death. .
7Y yy : : Her , mercenary troops, and bribed amirs - fell vout amongst 7:
, / •/themselvesY Some of them joined /Barkiyahuqy ,while others 777:77
- " Y7V 7"'. . " A . ■ / r \ 7 7-. ' 7  ■ / V ■/- 7 7 - Y . ;
7 7, went : dyer to Tubush* 7 Thus ended the; chequpred life .ofY; 7/ 7Y;
7 that charming singing 'gipi7 by whose. dazzlirig;• beauty and reah^/7
7 wit Maiikshah had been captivated* Yln7:flhe>’her7;sh6rbY- 7/."7-7/77
" 77 '(if " I.A. 93*7 7 ~ ' 7.7 -■ 7 /7 ; ■'7:;/, 7- ; 7777''7y77'7- 7' y.7Yy7 7
--Y ( 2 ) ,7^i7t* 1^2V.7fiA>99* * 7. 1 ,7 /7 /, ' / -. 7/ "-7 . 7" 7 . >77:7 7: 77;
- .77 ' ■' (3) voli: 2;7pY73Qi7/ ■/■ .. .. , > 7'Y77 / -7/7  ^7 \7.: 7 - .' v./ ' 7- 7- 7Y;
(4) vol. 2'i7p:-. 40.7/ 7  77/ 7 7. Y  . , '7. :7" 77YY7- 7 7  .7 7 7
7 7:777;7;(5')YyI7Qy' 127-Y7,:7777Y ■ 7- 777. y.7- 7 ;/ -. '"7,,/' ’ y 7 Y - 7 Y
V  v (6)7 Waf ayat ,* Eng * Iran 7 vol.* y’HI. p* 444. 7 7:'7 7a ;y ;'
career as a regent-mother after the deathof Maiikshah was . 
filled with Insatiable ambition and yil© political intrigue . 77;
. . .  The . ease of Turkan Khatun was by ho /means isolated, and ;• / 
7 ..,, the pages of"the chronicles contain many references of the 7; ‘7  
political activities of other women in high stations *• Nay,even 
ishe non^Saljuqid ladies actively associated themselves with 
politics, perhaps/ in Imitation of their Turkish comrades * The 77 
recorded instdrice of this kind,/ of a wife;!s political intrigue/ 
is that of Sultana TughrII, daughter of the late Caliph Qalm*
In spite of all her piety and charity she was not free; from; the/
; common political;bias of■ the Saljuqid Sultanas. Being 777
V, . ' ■ ' ' ■ v, -
, suspected of the conspiracy against the Caliphate of Mustazlr v
Billah, she was confined to her palace, where she died on y
6 Muhai-ram 496/110271 *
- 7  7  We even find women holding „ important ^loff ice of fief holders
‘, and. taking^actiye/ part In battlefields . Saf5?a Ilhatun, wife of >
, ^artf«al“paulah. and aunt of Maiikshah,’ was the" heroine of the/7 / 
.Baljuqld. race ..Maiikshah give’•••her Balad as. fief, but after the/ 
/ death of Maiikshah she occupied Mawsil .also with her son All, 7  
who was |/opj|0 ajed by -her stepson Muhammad. , After the death of7 
her first husband, Sharf-al-Daulah,. she married his 'brother 
IbrShlm, to whom she. handed over Maw^Il after winning the battl< 
near Kanasahih 486/1P93. A' fewTnibnths after, when Tutush 
conquered it from Ibrahim, he appointed both 7A1I and his
7 mother jointly as/his walls in Mawsil after the battle of 77;
/ . Mudayyar#f?) 7 ■ ' .77 y-7 ■> ^7. '7'Y. Y7a^;77
:y; (1) ' . I. A.' 153 (2 ) I.A. 91. '7 7 ' 7 y "7/7 77*.-■ ’//^'y.
,;;! / The daughter of Bursuq and wife, of: Jawali Saqawa was. 
another tyrant who employed all her cdurage and/heroism to; / 
terrorise ;hef ;subjects * When Sultan Muhaimnaci1 s./ armyunder :/ 
Maudud: besieged/;:-Mawsi 1 vJaw.aii went out of the city, leaving / 
his wife as' the governor of :the’7citadel with 1500 Turkish'/ 
Qavalfy, besidetAihfentry .arid, others, - In Ramadan 501/1108.y / 
But owing to herYpppreesion and/exaction the residents 
mutinied' -AgainS/t/her: and surrendered the citadel to Mawdud, 
despite; all her7 ef forts toYretain It. ;As ah, administrator 7 
she was, no! doubt, a failure, but us a diplomat: she succeeded/ 
after eight. days ♦ .n.egotiatiohs with Maudud, in obtaining 
permission to go to her brother Bursuq b Bursuq with all her 7 
belongings, under the protection of Maudud - a very rare . 
things in those rough days as we frequently find; that,-those , 
who/took too prominent a place in political life were given 
short shrift by their opponents. ,
We sometimes find women acting, as envoys,/as was the 
case of Barkiyaruq*s sister, who. was marriedtp Nasr>. the 
brother of cAla al~Dau!ah,. the Sultan of 0Aaznah. Ala al-Daulah 
put his brother , to death, prohibited his widow, perhaps; owing 
tq her political activities, from leaving .Ghaznah, and later 
married her*. :-',Wheh': after the de ath/Of Ala .al-paulah, Sanjar 
was championing the, cause pf , Bahramshah . against his brothpfv 77
14 .
• . 7YArslanshah, the latter commissloiiqd her with. 200,000: dinars; Y /Y 
7 and many presents to Safljah. toYsecure the; s'urhehder of
/ Bahramshah* v.But she . proved a ddngerous weapon andi actually ;
7 7 1 turned into a.;spy of Satvjar by revealing to. himthe weak 7-7' Y
7 /’ points of Arslanshah and exciting: him 'to. war.*, She was so 7 I ;-; 
;;v; a  spiteful that she took revenge on the son for the grudge she ;
777’ / bore, to the father .d) ;'Y, , -a; a 77/
■ } / Z Y :7 Another intriguing and ambitious Saljuq.Id lady was the a; 77 
;7;- 7 ; Y widow ofYTtttUsh, ;who married ' Janah alTDaulah,, the atabeg of 7^,7
■ ; . • her son IRudwah;;K } Mention may be madeAof Safwat; al-Mulk,7 > a :
7  7 Y-Aiabther-rbf Duqaq^YYYYy^Twho married Tughtakin>7the Atabeg of 
7 / 7 7 her son, after the; death: of Tutueh her husband; she: also / ; 7
played a prominent part7ih7the poiitical field*^^;The wife v 
of Urtuq combined; bothAdiplomapy and military spirit in one •
Y ’ . She freed her^  grahdson Taqutl from captivity by her represent- ; 
. >A 7 Rations to Karbuqa, and later, when, he was killed b y a n  arrow- 
,/7 - shot; from the army-of Jakarmish, she ralliedthe Turkmens^
Abound herson ,Suqman to seek revenge for heh grandson* But .
: Y , y 7 Buqman.whs 'bought off by/Jakariiiish and it was proclaimed by .
— A  ■.:.■■■. 7  iUAV2i2,; 2 1 3 , 7  ' ' 7- '■ ; A - :v •. ■/•■- 7'.- / .■■. /■ ’;Z7,
- - Y  "AA-.A i% y ■ ■ AQ .  153.■-1' I.A. 102. I .Q., 190. Later she joined ./'A//
7 / --:‘-7a ;7'-',. 7 ; ' TuShtakin., ; -• ■ -'7‘ ' ' - 7 a; "V- 77 7..77 7 /
; a - 77/ (3) I.A'. 103. I.Q* 144. When Duqaq was dyingssheinsisted ;a 7;
■7. ; . 7- :pnhis instruct ions regarding the atabegate of hit/son 7;
7/77 v : Y7-7 ‘7^ tu s h #; ;Khieh was/accordingly givbn tb her husband, ; ;
777777 , gahiral-pih; Ohghtkklh *7. /I .Q. 20i , , Ste /was /the right
7/ 7' '• .;;,. ■' hand : o f / nought akin; and- the moving spirit of 7fhfc polity
7 v:;a during her -life time. : Nay/ even afterher dekth h©/; 7 7 :7/
7'-„7 ■: , '7 .'actedvaccprding/to her. last 7ihstructions;. - ,7‘/7 77 ■;
15.
/buqmah wasYkilled t lit the bat tieYand hiskiller -
7 no t// iclentifiahl© *7 ^a  ^ Zubaidah Miatuh^ mother,::of' -Bark
aruq,,also, took part In/politics / a After the conquest of
; IGmraeah; she tookcharge of the seven-year-old son of Arslan ,
Argimh /and appoint ed his care t aker♦  ^r- ^ She was Inst rument al
7 in' dismissing/feayyidTalT^ the most, competent wazir/of
Barkiyaruq who* however, took full revenge by strangling
; her after : taking/ a bqnd of 5000 dinars • Bhe / was ; aged forty-
two years at the time of her death in: 492/1099. ^ ■ 777 y
Y: Y7-.^©'vlastYb4©'- of this peplod was the wife of Sultan
fMuhamfiad.7 vdioYwa^ to have practised black magic on /
her husband; and /thus caused his7 doath. 7; JkocqhdingIto' -Buhdari/ 7
//she,wasyarrested; and tortured/ arid-Y:sbnieV;6 f /her maidservants ; a
were put to:death.Y,The court Incited the Sultan to blind her,
whlchhad been tiie mbs- t common puni s hmen t; for po 1 it leal cr lines
among the Sal juqlds . A t  the last moment of , Muhammad ts life
theY CquftiersYfo order fromhim to strangle her • So Y
she was. strangledYYand BuhdariysAyd'bhatYit was a strange ’7/
coincidence that,Yboth Muhammad and his wife: died at the same7 7
hour, at Ythe end of 511/lllS, the former oh his bed and the
latter in her palace, hanged.
(1)7 I;A. 163. :
/ ( 2) Ibid. Y109.y
C5:) Y':ibid^ /'105,7YZ/;..
(4) Ibid. 119. 77
(6 ) 7’i>A*79977:7777
(6 ) Burdai^.7l08Y
. 7 a
7/ 7777/'-‘Va '*■ ;7':in;ali7'theke7tragic:iandrdIsasthousYovents,/we find
that the /armedA7fbr-ces;b i^ qriknt'/roie:*/;;
7 ; The constitution/of /these /forces/helped,stillcniore; to ■,,/a/YYva/Y; 
7;; YY a ';’v a -a'aggrayate the-/situatlbh-■ and^a.special':study.of this7 sub ject 7/ 
is therefore mdessaryfor an^  uhderttaioding of the factors 
" ' a . a  a o T ' decline in;Baljuq -"power. / a : ■■7 . . > / ;  Y a c ' a  a '  / ' ■  7  /7 Y Y a ;  a 7 / - Y ,
. a -a /-' :. / "7- i?. 7/7
'Y/a/YY;7' CHAPTER II ‘7' -V '4i|f'/a,/AUa7 /..a A-'a/ // Ya7;
Constitution;'of .;the Armed/ Eof ces : Relations''■■■with-Amirs Za 7 a ///
. //Y; Relations, with. Turlqiieh and,,Arab Tribes/. a ? i 7
a As regards the bonstitutioh of the armedYfbrces of the/ a 7  
State> Professor H.A*R * Gibb1s scholarly introduction to the a 
Damascus Chronicle of tl^ . Crusades leavesZlittle: room for a a /a 
. improvement on the/;subject, and./it/ is only;'necessary here to 
A , . summarise his sbund, cbhclusions * A few new facts are, a /7' 
a however, added here to Illustrate and/strengthen thqs© a ; A
bbhcihsldns- s.till-’ further. ' The %skar formed the■ regular, / Z Z/Z 
‘\7 standing army and the jund the teirpitorial reserve ^  although 
the annaiiata often use both words loosely, as we/frequentlya/ /
• 7; find in the pages of Ibh ai-Athlrvf.?^ The, relktIons between 
the local jund and the central forces are closely connected 
/AAWith the rights and duties of the provincial fiefholders :/ / A/
towards their suzerain - a ^ subject; already treated elsewhere.
/ Again, although it is difficult to show trlth precision / // 
/; the numerical: strength of the ‘askar and the jund, some/ A /./.
Z examples:; derived from the sources may throw light on the v / Zf a 
subject. In the battle near Rayy in Safar 488/1095, in which 
; ; Tutush was killed, Barkiyaruq1 s ^ kskar : numbered .30,,000 ♦ ^  ^
The jund of Mawsil were" slaughtered.- while- asleep by 200 <askkris/
/a /of Sultan Met/inMuharr&m . 5 0 2 / 1 1 0 8 • It may be mentioned A /7
7/ (1) . pp. 32, 175 # A . ' , , A-. ■ -7 a :"aA ’/ A7:r7
(2) I.Q. 130/ 132, 154/ I.A. 201. . Z .-A'A■ - a':'>
/ (3) I.A. 99/ 101, 201, 202. a -a;7: . —  _ .A.-, a' 'A /■>-
' (4) . p , A - ■ ' ":AA \ ; ;■ , A
v (5) ibid. 101. : , z , /•/ Z Z> z ■ a // ///,/: a
:. ;;//> 1,6/7: ;ibid,;. 193.,///. a ///;/' -' /a //,' /// , /a / ;■ 7 a  a . /',////.-,/7Z7/AA:
7 7 7 ;  A  ;  ; v a / ‘ A 7 7  ! ; Y  ■ ' a  a / / , ;  /  a  . /  i e * ' ,  Y  •
, here that the TUrks Were an important element in .the • ‘askar { ^ ) y7
. ’ while the jund: were a heterogenous mixture of Turks > Turkmens yY;
7 7  ;  ■•••; "  ( p )  ■ 7 /  v  a - - - " ' -  a  ; ; ;  / a . .  / Y - - .  ' 7  a /
A  Arqbs and Kurds'. fV The Ahdath were organised, under , Rais al^ -
Ahdath and: might. be termed as regular yolunteers . We f ind a A-
Majan/'.the1 Rais al-Ahdath of Aleppo in. 489/1095 trying to ■
a , . .become independent of Malik' Rudw&n by political Intrigue and A;
•treachery.. Jawali Baqawa deported more than 20,000 ahdath v/7
q yt^Mawsif when it was besieged by the f as kar of Sultan -Md,
,, uiader the command; of Maudud in Safar 502/1108;7b) On .
particular occasions , especially in waging a holy war; Against a :
the enemies bf the faiths' irregular'" volunteers. (Mut'tawiifx);:;a ;7y
were also;summoned to arms • - There are examples of such a’./a/aa
summons In the wars with the Eranks and,-with •the Ismail! AY.;;
heretics. This was done in th©Z battle between Jawali Saqawa 7
and Tancred ‘at TkL l-Bashir in Safar of , the same year. (?); ^ hev ;
a a fact lis further illustrated by the siege of; Ruha on 12 Shawwicl a
503/lllpAby Suqman at-Qutbl and Maudud in which innumerable
7  volunteers took part.Bhzgush*s.' campaign* in'Khurasan
against. the IsmacilisYin 497/1103-4 is another illustration* ) a
The cqitoRander-in-chief of the army bore* the title of A
Amir al-JuyubhAormore commonly AY/YfeYU Amir* He-was also/ 7 7
7 {1) Ibid 201. - _ - Ay. .;iV a-:; 7  A
(2) Ghasali 11/ 260. 7 a -a  ' 7 Y 7
(3) I.Q. 135; I.A. 192, 210. 7  7  ; Y 7
(4) I.Q* 137* I.A. 105; Y- A Z A
" (5) I.A. 201. ...*-77; 7.. ■ ■■ -a /
(6) Ibid. 196, 158. ;  ^ :Y7y;:
• (7) I.Q. 169. 7 '7, .^ !Y;
(8) I.A. 158. A’ ‘ '
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occasionally styled Sahib7a;l-jais^ al~Jaish. a :;//
. Under;:.him;; was; Qald al-Quww&d or colonel, who;was theyhead of/Z7 :Y 
:;the. QaidsZ,'or;• ©aptaihs!.A • The. QaidsZwere sometimes described
.•^ asr Muqa<Mims Camp-followers or rabble were , called Suq&hA a/A
A - ’ (&\ a"Te' '■ 7' " 7 _ - ■1 ;or Hawashl.;v^  A- These■ . bnoneoccasion in Bundari as, a :
crowd of unknqi^h people.^5.) '-'■/■/
The system of military reconnoitring was practised In / ■ /; 
\ warfare/^) although;,civil • spying was/tb/some extent/ dis- Y 
continued under the pious po 1 icy of -Mallk&hah. * 7 The ;military :/ 
/ governor of a fort was1 called !Duzdarf , a, title which .■- / ;//
■ frequently; occurs in the pages of IbhYal-Athlr. The Jandar 
was probably equivalent to the modern head of the bodyguard; '.AA/; 
or aide-de-camp. _($) The Sipah Salar IS a Persian word- 1 '/a, 
meaning the commander of the.army.TheAArabiclsed Persian 
word Isbabadh^f ^is perhaps-a synonym of Sipah Salar and was 
,originally the offlclal designation of the provincial satrapsa A 
of'’the ’pVeWiaiamic Persian empire, who also commanded the 
provincial,garrlsohs♦ a
(1) I.A. 92. . -a . / Y ;' . A a '-’./a
(2) a Bundari \86 *A ; Z _ ■ ; YA-AA
(5)a I.Q. 147. Bundari 83. A  , A A /-"A
■ , (4) TYQ;.a 13§.'YA, .A *■ A 7 -AA>-'-- . A, -7 7A;
/ (5) p*7& ' '■ /:Y-/ ' "/■
(6) I.A. 145, 219, 157. AAA
' (7) Levy,; 208;..^“G>^^uAAl * -A; AAA
(8) I.A. 131, 179, 211. a, ■ Y-, yA /:
- (9) 3undarl 77; Rawandi 140; I.A. 93, 116.- A
(10) ZGibb 81; I.A. .90, 142, 164, 169, 196. YA
(11) .Rawandi 141; I *Q* 130, Gibb 154,v 156; Yazdi 77;
A V:; 1.A*; 157; Bundarl" 53, 83. a
A (12) SIpahAs soldier, bed e chief or .master as in Mubed the .
priest; . Paul - Horn 44. ; ’-Y a. A.’A.'- A Z' Z Y/YA; Y:
2 0 .
The systexa/of indiscriminate (military fief),
• _ , ■. _ . , ’■ , ", : - -tVie-
was probably the ;main factor at the root of allA troubles of
the Saljuqld empire, as It was greatly responsible for making
the relations of the Sultan and ;amirs, more troubled. The .
troops were placed in a precarious position' of divided
allegiance nominal to the Sultan, real to .their respectivea
amirs. Inexperienced Sultans, moreover., often lavishly.
rewarded ambitious amirs for good services' with the most a
flourishing provinces as fiefs,‘unmindful of the results of A*
this: generous , but bad policy; The.amirs, thus.becoming more -
powerful, pursued their own factiojas 'and warlike interests In
order to annex the fiefs of their lesser fellow-fief holders
1 *tb'&
and not infrequently even contested the authority of; Sultans 
themselves* The latter had to combine with other amirs to 
control the overhearing aggressors..'7 As soon, however, as the 
suppression of a revolting amir was complete, the young- 7 
Sultans committed similar blunders by granting the other amir 
or amirs. who tipheId their cause the same fiefs, sometimes 
with additions and without betraying any sigh of having A 
learnt their lesson from their previous struggle. Thus the . 
entire empire was/plunged into a series of unending civil war; 
with the weakening of the central control after theAdeath of ;
Maiikshah.' a ., ;7a  ,”--7;' A.Z a 7
,(1) For;fuller’ infobmation, regarding the five kinds of iqta A 
vide Mawardi,: pp/ 181-7; for precautions to be taken 
against the abuse of iqta, system vide Nizam al-Mulk 119.;
. ••ibnong/mny'-othe ever*changihg- amirate of .Maws il -a
may be taken; as a-/-typical example to support the above state-7  
ments * ■ ’ A' ■ *; A. A.
After the death of M&likSh&h, his aunt Safiah Khatun" ‘ ' ' * ■ ■ A 7. *
occupied Maws 11 With her son.cAli b SJxar^.-al-Daulah* , Later -
she handed it over to her. second husband, Ibrahim, after 
whose defeat and death in the battle of Mudayyarin Rabi* I . AA- 
486/1093 she wds appointed the wall of Mawsil with -her As oil-. .• . 
<All#f2  ^ In .489/1096 , when Karbuqa and his - brother^tluhtasji' 
were released by /Malik Rudwan under instructions from Sultan 
Barkiyaruq, there at once gathered .round them an/askar of 
rogues and they occupied Harran. Muhaiimad, the stepbrother; /// 
of Amir 'All., and his vanquished f o‘e9 was-' at-.‘this time at 
AAsaib iri with Sarwan b Wahaib and Abul Hal ja al-Kurdi* He A  A 
sought the help of Karbuqa against cAli. ■ The request being a. 
granted, Md met him near Nds#ibiti, but the ambitious Karbuqa 
arrested him treacherously and occupied N^siibitv also; after 
forty days f die ge * Then he marched to Mawsil and Amir ^ Ali 
asked for the help of ; JAk&rmish, Amir of JfLzirah. The latter *s
(1) e.g. revolts of Arslan Arghun; (I.A* 108) Amir Amiran / 
(Ibid.109); Yaruqtash-and'-Qfidian (Ibid*110); battle
. b e twe en; Rudwan and Duqaq (lbid♦111);: Bartj ar and Daul at shah 
\ (Ibid.115); revolt of Unar (Ibid.116), of Sadaqah a/"
(Ibid .1271* Ism^i 11 s march to Was it; (Ibid.140) • Duqaq1 s 
occupation/of Rahbah (Ibid*151); Bahram1s occupation of 
fficah (Ibid.153); occupation of Busra by Tughtakln
(Ibid *170v). Ocou^ ttoii of jvi^di. •.
(2) I.A. 91. /
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: b-yKelp7_m.svihCe^6ve:j>J'eS in a pitched. battle
/-;;f£dkirmish--:vw^ i:^ e'f'4^
//yani to ■ help- Karbuqa • in"besieging y  Aitbh-tfihfeitonths ’
siege A i r i i r w a s  qompelledy^ refuge ..with Amir VSadaqah
: ; of 7Hillah ;a4d^Kar"buqa: occupied. Maws'll to
cieath for extracting money from the inhabitants disobeying
i;: 'Karliuqa dn^ihe third,;day aftbr:/;theii£Lli of Hawaii, d) Karbuqa
administeredvit well for abput;nine years *■
-y-v -"‘"“'V ,. ^ -:\b- y.y bb'' /Vb/V''
> 11/494/1100*1- he:trah senbA to Adhaib^iJaW^tpfeup^esS: a
rebe 11 ion, *1 v avl: ? v;^no and jie; ’f u l f iiied}:^h :^ls■■ missioh suce.ess-
//‘/filly.; On his way home lie died near Igiuy.. in I^ ul; QqEdah 495/
^ci^ilOS, . after appolnt ing his 1 ieutenant Sunqur ja his successor
. - and -takihg; an: ;:ohthyo.f ^  frbm hisj Turkish troops to
; that; effect//vibehySut^
\ .inhabitahts wrote to Musa ,(ythe Turkmen deputy bfKarbiiqa at
(1); Ibid*: 106 *
;‘jy£g) During/this periodof internal troubles " the. inhabitants of 
to#ns ;played .& Very/important/ partly evg/vthose'>of . Aleppo 
; =■ - r esisted the: army o ft lie Sultan andde c lure d jr eb e 1 lion in 
/y/ 509/1115. I .A.;214v . ./
■, ,; . /battle..' tp/thC'-few i;;who• besieged; it.for.;-about
’!.;/■ forty days in BhSl Hij jah 4 8 8 / l G 9 5 ; a n d d e s p a i n  had to 
’ ■ withdraw Ih^Muharram 489/1095 *// iThe'.':^ inhabitantsvof iShsbrsban $ 
V:/  ' resist Yanal in 496/lI04 * In-.the battle many ,
/ipaahitshrta:ilbst jtheir; liyes , but Yanal had to retire to 
/f ; Adiharfe ai 3 1 4 0  *;/lhe Inhabitant "BagMad attached ^  ^
y /, Ilghazi j Suqmany; and Dubai s b; Sadaquh/ while they encamped :
: at ®amlah'(in>;49^1i04 • V: In the pitched .battle four pf them
; . ; .: ier0 : kihd.d and a; group, of them wer e takeii captive y but they/
7 were .released; nfter being disarmed *7 l>A *bl48;< In I^uihiija^ 
495/110S the irhabitahtSv of/Is fahah kept7;ajt i)eiY 100,000 >
: , ■; ri o,t er s; and;; robbers;- a ft dr.; the;S e c re t f departure of Md ♦ I • A;.139 
InV Jumad;ac499/l^  ^ Sadhqah bhd;; a/l^>^
■a / ;; ■ inhabitants of ;^Basrdh/ lh>which cpusln Abu Na jm.
168.
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/ Hish Kaifaytp-; surrender , the cityv to him/: ^unqur^SL thought 
:'>,;thatfMusabwas. coming ;to pay his respects himsP he went
- ;o/At6; ^ elcbine:.; hiin with the inhabitants of the city * . On
■ - first meeting- they/'di$inbtLn,t‘©d/i^pm their horses, embraced 
/a pach^other<;and Wept over the./debth of' Karbuqa. ■ While they 
. /.;/i/\yereuwalkihg/;together ySunqurja.aald:t/Iasa; "Whatever is 
:•■■//ieft' by/our - latb inaster is/ aty^uh disposal/^ said:
/ ///ifedyare.,ywd/that wevshobld/ have/sucif rank,/ the/:com^hd belongs 
'•y to the Sultan;., he will prefer whoras o a ve r he wlshes .and he 
,f :;/w^  :heypleases *!f/ ; Durl3^/.this^-altercation
- • ' Sunqur 3a 'drpwyhis/ sword. and: struck/with the'; flat yof-Itythe 
 ^.head/of JMusa. ,Ih: the/course pfAhand !to hand,/fightySuhqurja 
j; / was /killed' by Mansur b Marwah and Musa became the Amir. of .
/; Mawsii y.^) Wheu this hews reached the Amir, of
;/ Jazirah, he iBmedlately marched on Husidbln and occupied it ,
/:' Mils a, on’ theot her/hand marched, to Jaz ir ah, but when he, drew 
. ; near. Jdkdrmish his troops treaeherously changed sides,/so.- 
,. he /hurried back to /Mawsil / and Jd M  r mi s h fo 1 Id wed him and . / 
’//'/besieged Materl foc/a; long time;/ - In ;the-.meantime/ifcsa/,-’y.V/
- dought the help’ of . Suqmah b. Urtuqy who-%asvut/that/’^
; Diyar Bala*, by/dffering him Hisn Kaifa .and 10,000 dinars .
. So he marched to him andyJllpim^ /came/ out
to receive Suqmn/'ahd was murdered by the siaves pf Karbuqa
I.A.•142.
, >y_.,, hear the village of Karatba •. Suqmah/ went back to Hisn ^ Kaifa '///, 
and occupied it > and it remained under his , sons till 620 
Now Jdkdrmish again besieged Mawsil;and occupied it by ■ /
' capitulation after, -a' few days* siege* Thus he became "the / ,
master ,of the/^abs and the Kurdsy"^) 3 / . : /
llnder the terms of the treaty between Barkiyaruq and 
/ •■'“Muhammad-, -.Mawsil' was-, given to the latter,, but JdMrmish was
reluctant to. recognise this ' settlement. So Muhammad besieged 3-/ 
, Mawsil and said to Jdkdrmish: "If you obey, I shall not take v 
. .it away from you, rather shall I confirm it, under you and t h e ■"/;/ 
Mtiitbah will be .in m y ' n a m e , Idkdrmlsh. said: "Letters from 
Barkiyard% have come, to me/after, the, treaty ordering me hot..- ’ h/ 
to hand, over the/city to anyone /except him*'": But both parties / 
being persistent.. In their claims , the* battle/continued till / 
10 Jumaida I 498/1105, when the hews of the death of Barklyaruqv.- ■
 ^ reached ddkdrmish.^^
After consulting the inhabitants, he took^oath of . ; // */ 
; f /all egiahce/to Md , ’ who;, honoured him and-. embr aced; him * , The n ' 3  ■: 
/.he requestedythe Sultan to enter, into 'the city in state * That;/// 
/ being, reJhised,//!he;'prepared: a great feast outside Mawsil and 33/ 
■ i carried -to the /Sultan and his ministers many valuable presents 3  
; . ;Ahd gifts :Then' the; Sultan marched to' Baghdad with him to . ,3y
v capture ‘ the Suitanate from; Mai ikshah. :b Barkiyaruq. •. Afterwards ; ■
3  (1)3 i.A. 143, . , ; 3 ■ 3/3 ; ' v3  ''33,
,.,:,.3' (2) I.A. 159.. 1 - - 3 ^ 3  ,r; :.//s 1 h3/;-h
3(3) I.A. 159* 33/.., -'•//; ! ■ ://■' /. '3 33-
■' Z • 3; ’h. 3:/- 3/:/ 3 3  - '• 33/;" ' 3v3 '’ :■/';. 3 ' '3/3 3/3.3' 33v’ 25*/ -33 3'
' ./ v/ ^  hedid/not fulfil his 3;3 3 .
, T ' v: duties/ as; a wall in ‘paying the' annuity and rendering military 3;/ 
.3'-. service* So’.fa gave Mawsil, Diyar/Bakr^Zand/Jazirah as 3/
33-3 '3 '/ fl0f1 tp :JawallZ Sajqawa^  the tyrant of the places-between 33 ;3
Khuzistan and.3urs, who submitted, to the Sultan with great / 3
3 / 3 reluctance / in Muharram 506/1106>f ^  Jawali - first.■ went to1 3;
/ v> /, / Baghdad and stayed there, till the beginning of Rabi^  I, then/ .
: ;V; marched to Mawsil via Baw£zij, which he ; occupied and sacked 3/33
: v3'" / '/ s - 3;, ?3'" ’’ -1 ■ •/.,•• - ' : ‘-3 ' ■' given .■ /'/;;//
.3/3 / for , four,days/despite the guarantee o%,':securityAto the 3
3/ inhabitants* ^  proceeded to irbII/where he encountered 33;
: - J<lkdfmish3 b^ wac; defeated and' taken Captive■>',/■■ The 33:
- Inhabitants of Mawsil, however, immediately proclaimed Zanbl
,b J&kdrmish their Amir and had the Khutbah; recited in: his ; name V3
Qizughlii the: slave, governor of the fort^was the ringleader,
/ of this plan; he//further invoked the help, ofSadaqah, ftilil / / /
Arslan and Bursuqi, Shitoah of Baghdad/ offering to each oner. ///
3 // of them-to surrender the city to. him*^^ *. Sadaqah did not
/ - 3-33, respond at all3 / The succour ;pf Qili3 Arslan and Bursuq 1 was .
/' •:/;/;/*;rather/tardy 3  -'JMeahwhile-y ’/Jawali-• besieged; Mawsil,./but when hb;3
/3/r3 ;r/'/:;hbard/of' the /arrival of, Qillj ^ Arsian/fct/ '.^ w^ibiil' he/left/,-/,/.,; ;' 3
. 3-••/;./ ,Mawsil for Sa^^ar*. After/ the dqpartureTof/' Jawali, Bursuqi
‘3also ‘ reached/Mawsil, but the inhabitants gave liim a very cold
" 3 ' .. (1) Ibid* 176. 3 . 3  " , ' / / ’ ■ • ' 3 3 3 v /■: ‘ : :/.;,3 : :3/
33/ - (2) ibid. 177. ''3/; 1 33,33
(5) I.A. 178* 33333' " - 33. - .3 1. ' / , / ,.//3
3  3 \ ■_ / . . , 26* .
reception,* so he had to return on the very day of his arrival. 3 ;
' QiII/ Arslan, while at NaCifibiYi> swore to safeguard the 
' interests of the Inhabitants of Mawsil, and they on their part 
took an oath of allegiance to him. So he proceeded to Mawsil 
and encamped outside the gate, and on 25 Rajab 500/1106, at 
Marufah, where the son of Jdkdrmish and the chiefs of the city 
came to welcome him. He presented them with robes of honour,
sat on the throne and inserted his. own name, in the IQiutbah
■ • • . (1) . • v- 1
instead of that of Sultan Md. ■ He took over the fort from
Qizughll and appointed his own governor over it. He confirmed .
Qadi Abu, Md ^ Abdullah in his pos t and, made Abul Barakat his
wall over Mawsily Then he marched against Jawali, leaving
his eleven-year-old son Maiikshah with Amir Aydbarah and a
detachment of troops at Mawsil. In a battle on the banks of ,
the Khabur, 20 Dhul Qacd£h 500/1107, Q.111 j was defeated and
he drowned himself In the river for fear of ignominy.^
After his , victory Jawali-marched to Mawsil and the
Inhabitants opened the gate him. He, however, encamped
outside the city and arrested the devoted followers of the
late J&kdrmish, who had joined Qilij Arslan and fined them.
He restored the IQiutbah in the name of Sultan Md at Mawsil.
Thentehe marched .to Jazlrah and besieged, there Hab^hi b J&kdrmish
(1) Ibid 178. . /
(2) Ibid. 180.. 3
:m - 9
and; Qizughli , for some timeywhen they came to Serins 'with M m  ;' " '
; on payment: of 6000 dinaM;"aM^- imich Plothing and many beas^^
'of-^ hurdeh*.^^ :How he returned to Maws11;and; sent Malikshahf 
i b;Qilij ^Ansian: to Sultan Md., with whom he; remained -until his 
, escape from the camp at the beginning" of .the yehr 503^1109 .
■ Jawali, however did; not learn his lesson even;frpm^his ^ 
owhhctiohs.>J. when he himself; Maw?ii from iJi!k^ mish-*^ ',;r'
about a ,..y ear ^before as; apenalty :;\for: wavehing.allegiance . So 
he hided; sechetly with:Sadaqah inhis. campaign Against Sultan 
and refrained from joining the Sultan in spite;of:repeated 
requests on the.; part of his;; liege; lord. Hence,; soon: after 
the suppression of Sadaqah> thefSultah sent Mmost;all the; 
amirs capture, Mawsil’/ from Jawaiiv%hi$ h^^ing '
i-Maudud became the wal iof Maws 11 in § a far 502/1108.^^ He .
; > remained; .wall of Mawsll: till ;;hls|murder in the cathedral ! ■ 
mosque ©:£ ;h&&ascus. on the: laet;;Jh>iday..;of- Rabic I 507/1113 .
, After him Aqsunqur Bursuqi .was;:appointed; t^ .
With-^ whom,.Sasud;.h- Sultan,Md was: deputed as. his ward ,;in 508/1114? 
After, the defeat of; Aqshnqur>by;; Ilghazi, Sultan; Md. 'gave;:-Maws il Vi 
and :its ^ ©pendencies as fief; bp ;ihriir dii^ishbeg, and sent his;"> :v 
sori, Malik ^ Masup, to him in 509/lll5«6 . Bursuqi stayed .in: his 
. •fief5JRdhbah>.till :the d e a t h ; J
'l’• 1 ---V- ■
(&) ;■ Among -them were Amirs; Sukman al-%utbi,
’ r:; : Mauddd i? ;. lunt a k in , -Aq s unqur <^Bur auq i, Has r b: Mu Iha lha l b 
';; v Ahi-al^  Shawk . ai--Kyrdi/f:and; .Abu 1, Hal j a, wa 1 i o f. Ifcbil. ;
■x^ Av^ l9's>iv^  ^ x p-* '' ‘ 1 ■"> V.-...V. /.,
I. Aw 193. r;,;-/.,;;:;'1'y u u v ;;; • • '■ u -v y ; Y
Ibid. 209, Gibb 139, RabI*II. I.Q. 187.
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To add to the misfortunes* of, the dynasty there we^ e- many.- 
turbulent Tuidsmen and. free "Arab tribes under their local 
leaders who fanned the flame , of jealousy in the hope. of '
" collecting booty from;, the debris of vanquished armies , and . /I..;
provinces/l^Their relations with the central or provincial" 
governments were very hebuibUauahd they were always ready to , 
join any adventurer who sought to acquire . an . emirate or even ; 
the. sultanate. ' So we fihd-when after the death of Tutush, :; 
his son Rudwanfs atabeg,, Janah-al-Daulah , recover
Aleppo from its' former .wall, Abul Qasim Hasan b 'All -of Khwafilzim,
' he" asked ^f or ,the favour of the Magharib. tr^qwhov. formed the’: ; 
majority of the army * Accordingly, at the dead' of night they 
. shouted the slogan of Rudwan and captured Abul Qaslm..^)
‘ ‘Theseunstableand troublesome elements were equally dangerous 
in ■ those turbulent times, both to their enemies and. allies ;
as they felt,little scruple in changing sides at the most 
critical moment. Again, when Mahkubars claimed the sultanate r ; 
against Muhammad, he sought the help of Banu Brxrsuq. Sultan 
.Muhammad, knowing this, prudently arrested ZankI =b Bprsuq, ;wha: 
iwrote to his brothers warning them against giving allegiance - 
.to Mankubars .and to arrange his arrest.. Accordingly, they‘111.;-/!
(1)' e*g* Banu Munqidh atnShaizar, ^ XJqaillds and Bani . KIlab.
Gibb 17, 18. I*A* 199;: I.,Q* 190-191. Banu Kisarit of ' 
Maws il I .A. 177 . cUqaIlid enmity against .Sadaqah I .A,. ! ;■
. . 1 149 *;. aIn Jumada I 495/Hoi : Banu Num&ir Mlled Muhyyid ;; V"
. b Sharf al^Daul.ah Muslim b Quraish, the Amir of Banu "XJqaii v 
neaP'Hft li:i?everige.' I*A*vl46.; < . .
(2) .I.A* 101* I.Q.. 122,Bani Ki$ab rallied round*'.Tutush,
activities of Bani‘TJqail, Bani Kamil I.Q* 192-124.
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wrote to Mahkubars offering their false allegiance*. So he
-V' ' • A joi*t , : - , . ’• . '■ , %
proceeded them but they arrested him at Kbus is tan and 
presented:him to Sultan Md at Isfahan, where he was Imprisoned 
with.the sons of Takash* Zanki was released and restored to 
his dignity, and .his brothers wer© lavishly patronised by 
Sultan Md.^l
The Intermittent; warfare between the fAbadites and the 
K^ ifajites is another testimony to the tribal jealousy. The 
iron hand of Sadaqah was not sufficient to keep them under 
proper control;* They sometimes , even ravished his own territory
so he had no alternative but to pursue the policy of 1 divide
and rulei. „ During this period the Ihafajltes ■ appear on the 
scene first in 485/1092 as an armed robber gang, to harass the 
pilgrims and' plunder Kufah . They massacred most of the .1 jundT 
stationed there and even stole the, clothes of men and women ,
’ •. -■ SelvtS
whom they came, aeros s. The inhabitants de-f&hded them^  wi th ■ $\r bows 
and’they left, the town'-after ;“• When this news,
reached Baghdad the ,caskar *; were sent forthwith to suppress 
them. After an encounter they were defeated and their position 
■became weak. ^  ;• •,
In 499/1105-6 rV heavy fighting took place between the 
Khafajites and the rival tribe of kbadites, as a. group of the 
former captured, two ;she-came Is from a member of the' latter.
The demand to return the camels being re jected, the manv looted
(1) Ibid. 166.
(2) I.A. 89, 90.
v/v':.', vov-’ ;.V ..7 - ,'/''f'\ - 7 \30:. .
.eleven of the Ihafajite.camels, whereupon they followed him, 
killed one of:his followers and; cut off the hand of another.^
; After some abortive negotiations- battle, was fought near 
Kufab ahd the cAbadites were, defeated, as Badaqabf secretly, helped ; 
the Khafajites , (1? ■ 7" 7 7;,; .7 . ''.77
In; the ;fpllowing‘year the vietorious TKhafdjites began ■ 
to raid the; territory of Sadhqah.Kei^^i^sent his sonhudran 
with an army to the frontier-adjoi&ihg Batihah to protect his 
 ^subjects’ from ;the; Ihafajlte depredations:i But they paid little / 
heed to the expedition under, Budrian• The latter wrote to his : 
father informing him, of the ,real position he was in* Bo : - r | , 
Sadaqah summoned the ‘Abadites and made them the vanguard of/-77'77 
his army* The battle' was fought in Rabi*11, and the Khafajites; 
were ,defeated hiid ruthlessly persecuted-V^^ yrf v
Another striking instance of the tribal activities is /;^’77: 
- the. sack of Basfah by RabT&h, Muntafiq’ eihd; other - neighbour ingv,;f / 
‘Arab tribes in ■499/ilG5r6 *.Aituhtash, the deputy of Badaqahy ;77\; 
opposed;them-with only 120 ^horsemen^ ;,>|ht his party whs . ;
defeated; and he himself was tdken captive, The/Arab ,tribes 
entered into the city at the end of ^u l  Q,adah,, burnt down the; ;
, markets . anh other fine buildings and .plundered; whatever they 77/ 
could lay hands upon, For thirtjr^two days /complete anarchy / 
prevailed /and arson ahd loot h&d7^ 77ih free play, The.V , /; •;
' (1) ’ Ibid. 167 ♦ . ■ :* ' ■ "V ' 1 V;/"' ; ■ ■ ' V/ - /"?7
■ (2);; i.a. 176. .■ t - ; - \ ; >  ■ 7 ■ -. ■ "r-/.;./v ■ ‘ 7 ;-7f
inhabit ants 77 ’ into the country in panic. ' The famous
library,, dedicated }by: ^ acti Abul- Faraj b ;Abul Bacja,; was .also
pillaged'. Sadaqah is tardy help came 7when the -Arabs had left;
. ’ 77' ; aCDnse«yu6nti^  7 . 7'”‘: ’■ ‘7- . 7 ’ .V;7
thecity.Z:Sultan^Md^took It away from him, and; appointed '•
'his own Shihnah and camid, whereupon, the inhabitants returned
.and began to rebuild d t , ^ ) , '7...777 .
I'-. - We- fbrthef vflnd Sadaqah, in his:v last battle' with Sultan v r 
Md; in 50l/li07-i3, in which he was killed, exciting the. ‘Arabs  ^
by rousing their tribal pride and shoutipg to them: ,f0 tribe 
of Kbaaimahl 0 tribe of Nashirahi 0 tribe of cAuf l!l because 
the %baditea and the Khafajites, having learnt their lessons; ,• 
from the* past;/experiences, did not support him actively in 
this decisive battle . '
Nomadic tribes such as the Salghar and the ShawaVikara 
viere a continual source of conflict with the neighbouring amirs 
who hoped to impose /their jurisdictional power over them.
Their' frequent seasonal movement from one ;j)lace, to another 
made many, amirs claim power over them, and ultimately those .
■ amirs4 took';.to -^fighting-with‘bhe another in defence of what 
they regarded as their own rightV As a glaring' example, we ;7v 
find under the year 495/1101-2 that Alqarabli of the Turkmen ,
(1) Ibid. 172. In^Safar 495/1101 the tribe of .Rabiikilled : 
their Qadi at Hit. I*Av 146 . They opened the gate ; of 
Hit to Sadaqah in .496*. I.A. 149.
(.2) I .A. 188. ' 7 . 7 ■ ■ \ ^77/ 7-\-7 ■ ' , \ 7
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tribe of Salgh&r came to the province of Sarkhb*^b Badr..*'//But
enieVmg' ^
the ; Idt ter prevented him t from ^pasturing grounds and. killed 
.some of his followers * Then al Qarabli. went back; to his tribe 
and raised a huge army, with which;he killed-about2000 of the 
''KurdtHfpilOwers;-,of> Badr .7- Badr, being defeated^; retired, to -somev 
mountain with'Ohly twenty followers.Another instance is -7 
that of the Bhawankara, when they took .shelter with; the King ;
/of Kirm&n in 510/1116-7; Vand Jawali on behalf of Sultan Md 7 
demanded their return as.; they, were the ; Sul tab* s ; sub jects.V/He, 
sent Qadi Abu Tahir of: Shirasj> with his ultimatum,;^and fought -7. 
ah .uhsuccesaftil battle on this pretext with the'King of Klrm&nl 
In/5O2/ll08'-we- -find Banu7Numair led by their/Shaikh lushan ; 
./occupying Raqqah by killing its wali, A^li,. whose father, Salim,// 
amir of labar, was compel led to seek- the he lp of the fugitive ,v 
;Jawali . Salim "further requisitioned the, aid of his liege lord77 
Rudwan, but Barn /to clever enough to ^ekK/ the - 7 , 7 , 7
situatioxi;^ /;' I7i7'■ peace from both of them by appropriate 
means'*^) ; _ ,./";■ % -7f- /.• _. 7 -
; (IL ) .1774* 144.
7-7(2)- Ibid. 2197 
(5) I*A. 195.
7 > • CHAPTER III 7 - ■15 ' / . ’ ■ . .
Civil Administration; Relations with the Caliphate 7
The administrative system of the Saljuqs was closely :7 
connected with that of the Waz.irat© • When; the occupant of, 7 7/ 
that ministerial dignity*was a strong man,7 the system,seems 
to have worked to the benefit of the reigning Sultan and his v 7- 
empire, and when an Impotent and unworthy-person succeeded 7: - 77 
to- that post .the Whole framework of administration betrayed :7 
signs of This, was due to the importance of the function//
and place of/the wazirs in the, system under review. ,7^  7
: This becomes quite evidentwliuirhwe examine^ the situation 
before and after the death of Nizamal-Miilk* During his lifer . 7 
time his beneficial influence kept the- organs of the,.: state 7 
in hafmb.ny* After his death and on the accession of unworthy 
officials to the wazirate, they lost their administrative 
independence and had to act according to the will of the ,7 
strong military authorities who cared for little more than 
their own individual interests* Tomake matters worse the 
frequent change of Wasirs became the order of the day, a n d y 777 
continuity of policy could, therefore3not be sustained. The 
Saljuqids. were originally pastoral tribes of the steppe, and 
they there f or e7 could 7 hot understand the, ./pr'dper '’functions' of /the ^ 
elaborate bureaucratic system which the highly cultured
/Abbasid rulers had developed in past centuries, as we can see. 
\from the pages/of Ahkam ^ /l^al-Sultahiyah'.of’/Mawardi and the ■/•;77y 
; /Siyasatnamah -aafSiHizamy al-Mulk. But,as long as they, were •--••/7- 7.7/ 
/ fortunate enough to have.-' able: wazirs> /such as Mzam al-Iulk7 y 7 :v/ 
who was tlie product of a preceding civilization, they were: //;,,/7/ 
.able to;manage ;thelr affairs and control/their extensive /v77(77/y 
:/empire with the aid- of,organized andvdliant military.forces* 
/This was the: caae/in the reign, of/Maliks hah/; ’after" whose death/// 
the , elements of /insubordinafeloh were let loose,.
” /Turning..to .matters* of, detail we find that the* Saljuqids/ 7 
. abolished- ’the... Bar id system (postal department) and many other/ 
intricate: political institutions' which they could not under- 7/ 
stand for lack..of training in these traditions * These 
institutions'were^?however, essential for speedy communlcatloh/7 
and to keep the central government informed/as to the course 7: 77 
of events In the far-flung provinces., Thus' the machinery of 77 -7 
administration was paralysed by that.unwise measure and the 
provincial amirs were given ample opportunity for intrigue 7 77 / 
and iself-aggrandisement.
As a concrete example we may referiothe/cas© of the siege 7/7 
of TMawsil by MubAiiimad In 498/1105 * . If the, news Of. the death , ,
of Barkiyaruq, which: took place bn 12: RablcII at^‘Burujird>Vialleen;
(1) Samarq^andi 23 . A system of combined /espionage and- 
..7’: ■’ express/posts.' Levy. 208*. 7' . y. /;/., 7y'
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77WfilM'-qhickly;conveyed/tp7Mdwsii,'1 the' subsequent/ loss of/’ life 
/ and/ property in the bat11 es . with JUkdrmish could • have eas ily 
.7; been .avoided . TJnfortunately the news , reached Maw§i 1 after 
7; /about7a; month on-110 J^ada71'when/J&l^
;> convened/ a7conf erence of the ^ inhabitants:/ and/7abkdd ’their advice 
//as to the" poiicy/to be followed after; the death of Barkiyaruq* 
They said: U0ur property ahd:r'i;ivbsv./ar^  and
y6u arb' the better ^udge; ypuTniay neyerthel s a consult/' the 
warriors . who are also /better. acquainted with the . situation •I! ^  ^ 
So jtodhmlsh s\rmpned:,his -arairs- and ■ soTight their opinion. 
Thep^ai^i/PW^ alive we refused him (Md).^ and
none eould enter ■ into; bhr7 city, but when he Is dead; there is
no 8ulthh.;fqr7i;th^  but' him (Md) and it is better to
tab©a oathi/ofydlleglanbe-tq; hlm.^?/} ,Accordin@lyA ■ Jlklrmish ;7/77/7
vlnvitea/SsS^al-te .of/Mdj and an armisb i c e was 7
7arrangete//777'77- 7 ' ;;\/7./-77: -, '"'7/■ y;//.777'. 77y/y/yy y 777 ■//' ///{'7;7 
- 7 : 7. Agdihy If 7webeiieye Xbuy^aldim^^) ,7 the/;.frequentychanges 
of capital7had7;'alsb cubnilati^ .nuimihatlng
7 in the cbllaps e7 ofy the 7 central/ goverhirient 7 7. Although there 
'were no changes lh thls/ perlod Baghd^ had/been the ; metropolis 
bi/lsidmy:f^ many centuries/sinpb its bohstruction by/Caliph//.y 
;3atisur3^t/;wl^ the Saljuqida the administrative
:i.Av7l60y7yyyyy_y .
(2) /' . Ibid 60^ 7/7 7/ ////i/;/;
(3) Muqaddimah, p * - 328« 
}4); Yaqut, I* 679. y7;v7 7
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headquarters of ,t3ie sultansite ,as distinct from the Caliphate,/" 
had "been’ changing with each Sultan*- Tughrilis capital was : ;,v
. Nishapur, while: Alp Arslan ruled; at Mery. .(?*.) Maliks hah had j  ^ >
his headquarters at Isfahan, which was retained by Mahmud, * 
Barkiyaruq and Muhammad after whose death SauJar again trans^- x; ^  
yf erred the c a p i t a l / .yy:;
Instability of the ministry, and incompetence of :the 
individual waslrs (S), were responsible to a great extent for . i; . 
the loosening of the central control. The successive wazlrs y 
were worthiess' persons and so were either, dismissed or dls~ '/ f, 
graced, hay, ©veil handed over to their political opponents at y; 
the whim: Of the mntrained and uneducated. Sultans who ascended y-y> 
the imperial throne in their early youth or even Infancy and.,, 
died before attaining maturity.; f.'
(1) QazerinI p.^U2^ % tKinneir. 179. , ■■ yy.r;
(2) Yaqut iv. 509. - x - . *
(3) Wazirs like, Ni^am al-Mulk were actual -rulers'of the state v :• 
possessing all the authority of thevmodern British Prime y^ ';V/y 
'Minister, while on the other, hand, Wasirs likeI^a^r al^ ;y y 
Mulk were Impotent and"had to'abide by the resolutions of 
other ministers., even more- than a modern^french :Premier>/
:; - The first,:kind is technically termed Wasir. al-Jafwi’dh - the -y 
delegated^ Wazlr, and the second,: Wazlr al~TaufIdh ~ the y " ; 
executive Wazir.by MSwaridi, p. 21 et.seq.
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The careers of the, successive wazirs Nizam-al-MuIh :;:;
will, fully illustrate the .chaptic conditions of the .empire;*;'/ 
during ’this period. ‘ With the murder of "Nizam^al-Mulk the y■>;
ministry was completely; reconstructed, for the worse, as hasv 
. been verified by Abul Mac all $ahhas j. Taj. hl-Mulk took the : J \
\ place of Ni2am-al-Mulk, while Sha^f-al-Mulk Abu Ssfid, and
• Kamdl" al~l)auiah Abu Rtida were; .substituted by-vMa^ d,';al«Mulk Abuly y
. Radi Qumml and; Sadid-al-Daulah Abul Mafall respectively. Taj 
y&l-Mulk^^ held office, from Ramadan 485 till Muharram 486 - ,
under his^prdt'Agf^Matoud, :<when after the defeat at Burujldf^fy 
y. he was ‘ Sfid, presented- before BarkiyaTruqwho,. aware, ,
of his excellent parts intended to make him’his wa.zir • Taj-vy-yy 
al-Mulk on his part tried' to1 reconcile the Maamites, but they: ’
were irreconcilable ; At the instigation of rbthman he was :
(1} Taj^al-Mulk Abul Ghanaim was a descendant:of the: Persiah ;
,= - wazir * He was in, the' service, of Sarhank Sautakin, who was;;;
•Van. influential amir: of the Sal juqid empire*, ;.0n; the re comment 
atiqn of Sautakih, Mai Iks hah appoint ed_ Him.’ as . hous ehold ;
> steward and put him in charge of the pi wans; of Tughra and 
, Jhsha * Subsequently he poisoned the mind of Malikshah / I 
," yy against Nisam-al-Mulk* • At thi’s^ time. Majd al-Mulk was the. : 
•;^ Mustaufi, , ^ n d - ' A b u - t h e  ciTrid of the. jundj both o f
, them joined Taj-al^Mulk*in his intrigue against the old
Ni^am-al-Mulk. So on the final fall;, of Nizam-al-Mulk When;:;; 
\ Ta j-al-Mulk became the '■• chief wazlr, his lieutehants were ‘yyy 
inciudfeid'^in''' theicabinet. and were given important port- ; 
folios *; (Buhdari 58-59* ) p. 136  ^ % * . (y. , y;'y  ^i
; Hawandi^ -‘.is wrong in putting. al-Aridafter Abu: Rida;.:He 
;-thu's cbhfuses the partisan of Taj-al-Mulk with that of j:Niz§m 
al-Mulk, as vis quite " clear, from Bundari. In order to aypiS: 
further, confusipn thbir^ hame.s ape.;g3^ en in full, with their;;
, J respective designations:yy,K^ al-Baulah Abu R44a RadiAllal 
b Md and Sharf al-Mulk Abu-.Sac d Md b Mansur h Md 'wefe ‘ in 
charge of piwans of lusha. and Tughra and 2imdVit and, Istlfa 
y . .respectively vln,the ministry of; M^amrai^felkj and; they;,were 
:. supers eded?:bySadid-al-Mulk Abul;-'Mtfali:l;ai-Mafd^ ?: ■hv^d-.aiyyy;:; 
Rizzaq b ^ IMar - al-^id ; and Ma'jd-glVMulk Abul Radi.Qummi .*;;; .
,,v:;,yA:;CB*;g6);.;;;,yv ' yy .y,; . ;y:y; y ; vV?yy;y;-y;';•: . ; ‘ V \ ,,.yy ■ yyy
; 38*
; C . y , assassinated in Muharram 486* ’ The limbs of his bodyywere;y . .yy yyy
,;y&eparated and; pnb; of his fingers was'sent to: Baghdad; (I .A|89)> : 
y, ;y Then cIzj2^al-Mulk. b Nizam. al-Mulk became- /the. wazir .bf'f-yyyyy y;;
y y y y y , vBarkiyaruq * y'-H’eywas, however, succeeded after his death at;yyyy 
y;yv; y; y ^Mawsil ^ byyhis^hrother.'.Muayyidial^Mulk; in Dhul Hi j jah487/1094 *;;;
y m ;> y clzz ailMplk; TKraAYwbrbhleasy^ Mukyyid y
y ,'fI;-:■ fyyV:'• •. ' yyy " y y A' chara-ct** y,v ,y yv’y/yy.yy
, y: Vyy was the only redeeming f *** pf this;,series of wazirs after.
v , y "  ‘ , his fathers’.-.•. -His.^ fuliyhame../was Abu Bakr cIJbaidallah*, He ^syy-yy
y y y equally gifted in both the, apts ;of the . sword -and pf. the pen. ; ;i:
y y.; y, y . y; (6^78> • ,He . wasyprobably theymost talented man of his time; y;
y y ; and the ablest of .the, sons of the famous hizsmi-al-MuIk* ; He
fy y-, y .ytribd to put the empire on a/sound basis and to restore order yy;
yy y ; y y in the midst of chaps. On his at>poiifi|vient.he issued ah appeal , %
, :. y ; y , to the amirs ofylraq andyl^mfasan and5 they readily responded; y
' . y ,y' tbyhis; call, ; The imperial array and finance . increased and;. y: yyy
yy. . y Barkiyaruq^s/position becamefirm* But’Muayyid was yilsmiss^ yy
yy ; v y -y anilViiiiprisohed:^ t^fithinyies s than >.av yeah through the intrigue yy
yy y. . yy ;, of Majd^al-yfalk Balasaixi^Ais colleague,-^ubaidah Khatuh, they y
yy Sultan1 s mother and Rattr-al-lMlk, his brother * The wazir y
. y -was, of course, imprddent in incurring the y Sultan * s displeasure
, byy.advising him to ; desert hismother Kubaidah, on account of
(1),. Bundarl; 80* _ y',. y - ■* Vyy.:;.y
(2) After , the battle of ha'shlu, Balasani'hastened from Rayyy y; 
to Isfahan and courted the '^ favour ;p£y?ubal&ahvR^
y:whlch: was . easily -won. ,/He then arredtpd Hstad%li,, the / y y 
/Mustaufi, and blinded"himwv Bundariy79* y ;y:,y
7\. 77;7 ‘-7 7777-777 ^  -7-7 ^V7-7 7777v V:77v7v7 ^77777' ;39.V7Vt777V7;;-
:J 7.; her loose 7character^ - thuh; a f ^ h i s  73h&lpud ^ 777
v7A- v 7 '■,^;:3aXasSnI \aM : his ^ discontented-hrot^r^FkMxr ,V who was. deprived ,■ vi 
1:;"\-V -f. dfhis^l^ jewellery> anoppprtunity of .revenge , .77fej
777v a M  retaliation.;' Bribery and eorruption piajred their part 
>7-77 -7/''and;-the young Sultan not only lost the services of his 
: ;; 7vh7*v.efficient-7w a z i r a ,formidah eheiny .o'f him*
7 v;V7%lto^hi-Mbl]7;ihus:7 ^  9 fcut
; V - V‘7/ . he -was; a, puppet in the hands of the ainhitidfcis^ M^aJd-al^ Mulk # (3*)
; '/77 '77 7;;:,..Thededtii <pf7--Mk3® al-Mulk. will. fully jiilustrate the 7 7 
;‘r: * administrdtiye jw^akhess - pf^  t3ie. ;Salguqid7 syStem;:^d^  this /7 777 
7 J ; 7l77$e;rl0d v ' When^ the murder7qf;:the ;greht7amir^ Bdtinis
v'77. 77;became ^ f^  thby g a ^  he had- set them to do the
7 77 <f£amev7/13^ :
: 7- 7 7 ahsassinhtioh' of  ^ Bi^sudvin; 49S/i098-9>7)7^ Tho, sohsTiof. hursuq, ; 
7 7 77-7777 ^ fl^azi, Aqburi >an$ other;&7ae;cusb&7hi^ assassination
7 ,. 7-a7; deserted the Sultan, Barkiyaruq had
’ 7 7 7 7; to/probe ed;tdv ^ ahjatt on^adcpunt" of 7thermarch;.df :Md7against, 7 
V 7 7; 7 him. 7 At"this7hrihi^ the hniiraotook Tfche; opportunity ;
- 7: \777- and. s ent 'the Amir7& ^Tughayarua^
;77; sons of Burshq*-’^  to; joir7;witfc^^ demanc&ng/v^
777;7 a ■' 7;7 * 7 ; the, surrender^^of 'Ma j d~ al- Muik from the Sul tanl ;. Ac cordingly , 7
• 7r ;7 7,7? :7the7hph^ pf;;Bur suq came; and wr o t e t o t  he Sultan to thateffectj 
. . '":7,;'7’ 7 frost naa^ and>the7®ntire army sided
■ 7-7; ■ :Buniiafil/7d,7^ '777;7\77:7:v . / 77. ;':77-77t7777" 77777 77 \\7\\../7
/ 77 ''.,' v 7'7/7' -7.;',>'77', .-7 ' ■ , 7;-7 .77. / 77 ; 40,
•7with them,’'‘•"'■But Barkiyaruq ref used, to surrender his wazir,
7. whereupdh Majd-al-Mlk wrote;to "him td; conciliate ..the amirs 77 '77: 
by putting'him' to death himself ^  fcecause if.the mob were to" 7/7 
f kill him, as they./acttially did, ..the prestige :of the Sultan^ • 
government would be lowered in addition in the eyes of,:the.7.-;; . 
people.. His ,head was sent,to Muhyyid al-Mulk* Even, after 7''777 
7 the murder of Tl^ ajd al-Mulk the., ‘amirs betrayed Barkiyaruq'; the\\ 7:7 
" ^askar robbed him7of his property, and that, of his/ mother and  ^77 ;
, . followers and went over to Md. rSo he had to return to Rayy ; 7 7 
with only, two hundred horsemen.(1)^  • /• .7
; Majd al-Mulk was succeeded by.^bdal^Jaiil. Biiistahi, who; 7 .7
> was wazir from Safar 495 till Safar 495. He,/was also' , i; 7/?
; incompetent and/tyrannical in the. version^of/Bundari, Ihis 77 7 > 
7 is apparently/due /to the personal jealousy ;bf i&alid; >AnushirwSn,;77 
7 :.who7is naturally7 Vindictive to -his political opponeaats, ah id"7 7 
; , . evidenced by his'bitter satires hurled/ at/them throughout 7
■ the pages of his.book* But he found an excellent,-apologist7 /
- (,g) ' ' >! ' ■’, 7.■> . '■ v'-'
/ in - Ibn ,al-Athir, "7.,who certifies that he was a generous ' and ■•;.
good,man; a n d  the p e o p l e  d i d  h o t l i k e h i m  simply, b e c a u s e : o f 7- 7 7
the fact that,he ^ accepted the wazirate, at time.: when there 7 ,7 7 /
/ was no constitutiohal government 7 The treasury of the Suitad / 7
/being empty he had to take-recourse to,questionable'meanh / /v /:
which, made/him unpopular, He .exacted 5,0,000 dinars ■ from the.. ,/
" 7 (1) 7i7a-. 120777, ! ' . 77 ":7:7/: ■ ; ^.//^ 7/7 ■ '7- 7 -
7 , (2 ) . p7. 139. , // “.77-77/7 . •' . 7 7-v:, .7* 7.7 ■ 7.; 777;7/:
Caliph, 30,000 dinars from Ibh Sulaihah, Qudi of iahalah, the 
fugitive refugee at Baghdad,(1) and also extdried money from 
the' inhabitant s' of Baghdad * (£).. While Barkiyaruq was/leaving 
Baghdad at the approach of Md and Sanjar in Dhul Hijjah / 
494/llGI, his followers plundered the villages en route. .
1 hisperhaps, ardused pub'llc fe eling against the wazir. ( 3).;: 
B&h^iani was, however, specially favour able to" the/merchant 
class 'ibn-al-Athir narrates a long story of his trading/ ■/ 
integrity.(4) He was assassinated at the gate of Hamadah by/ >/ 
a Batini on IS ^afar 493/1101. ) V/' 1 " . \ h/77
/ Miatir Abu Mansur Maibudhi, the traitor--Wazir df Mdy / 7/// 
was unexpectedly raised to the position of a wazir. He 7 7
betrayed/ .his own-master at the siege of Isfahan/where he was' 77/
• put in -charge of, 's. gate which he left ’in ■, the/ dark of night,' 7 / / 
in accordance with a previous promise given -to Barkiyaruq while / 
he/was at /Rayy. . Xanai b Ahushtakin, ah amir of Barkiyaruq V  / 7 
party, reminded him of his words which had Induced them ,to: come 
to Rayy from Isfahan, and to undertake all the trouble of 
besieging a fortified city.(§). He even deceived his new //k 7 
ally, Barkiyaruq-, by. fleeing to Maibudh and taking: shelter ; ,
there in his castle which was besieged by the army of Barkiyaruq.v 
He was forced tb surrendex5 and. solicit quarter . -While -he -waa/V ,7: 
being carried to the main army on a: mule with ;pack-aaddle, :^ he' •’ 
received the letter* of the : Sul tan granting; him/safety and the /://
li j ^  ((^ /
(5) :I.A.139. It: is also xiarrated that he was-- murdered by a redh
. haired youth In/revenge for his mast ex*,/' Abu SaTd,. the/.hiack- 
, . . . smith/ whom the wazir put to death in the/pfeceding/-year:*/7
v O J " •. JL03.Cl * U «x 1 ■ 1 v
v42 *
• hews of the,.'murder of Dihlstani* On his arrival at the Sultan’s 
camp* '-BarkiySruq:/pr e sent e$ him with a robe of honour and made 
him wazir v/ He .^ v;i also A‘wor thleas and Bundari. quotes/& satirical 
verse on him which■•runs as- f o l l o w s ,f,A.. wazir sunk* in fat . and. , 
- flesh, h&vihg/no intelligence and understanding; /if he wears v- 
■ white he. is, like; unto cotton and if he wears .black he- looks ;/ 
like a black hillock*"^ He; furtheh .laments the lack-of : T . 
selective power .in,the Sultan regarding his wazirs, while he / :, 
; was; careful,, in selecting even his hunting dogs • ^ './;./. • ; v j :V;t
-/"/^ H* " Iwo other,, wazirs, Said~al«Mulk^^’ aftd' Ahmad b ;Mzam-al-: 
^ulk were also Incompetent ♦/ ‘The former was, put to; death oh/ '
.(1) p> 95 • . / ■' /'•-//
ViS)''\p^ 94.. " /./ ’ . *' - ' ..-■V:- //i^/// - Y./ \ /
(3) Khalid Anuahirwan gives an entirely ■ differ ent /story- about 
. S.a Td-al“Mulk* According. to him Said, was a competent wazir 
.and sb long as he was wazir he ^ performed/his/duties with/ . ■ 
full; credit. He. was a bitter enemy of the Batinis . .He y 
arranged the attack of the’- fort''•o.if'-'-Shahdi.z.- (Royal fort)
 ^.which was situated on. a 'hillock in Isfahan, n^d/was\.theY;vY/y/
; ./headquarters of the Bat ini rebel chief, lbii;cAttash. He
'; also cohquered the._fort of Khaulanjan, near . Isfahan• But / 
/‘Abdullahf,al.-Khatibi,/-the.., i-ra'is* of Isfahan, maligned him to 
the, Sul tan,; alleging that he was a/Bat ini, / although in.: all ,
■ / /*other respects ho was gopd;:and sincere. So Sultan Md arrested 
/ /him and .through the importunity^and tactics of al-Khahibl /
■; he ■ was:’/ imprisohed and/later on crucified with /soma. of the/ / 
chiefs of the Secretariat. Anuqhirweh/ fur the h s  ays /that when/ 
/. :Sa!d becaiueVaware of the intrigue of al-^atlhi he: also tried- 
: /tocounteract;it by producing: some letters that were: exchanged 
between 'al-iAatlbi and Ibh /Attach in the beginning. of the - / ;/// 
. latter is activities. So he sent ’/a mah/to/lbii 'Attash with ;a /; 
letter/and some/ presents to have those letters ,/Ib^ t/'his/Y-Vy^ //;/: 
let ter was intercepted by the. guard of the fort and handed,
//. :./'ov;erto'the-’:SuitAh,‘/who/produced it’ as .an evidence:against 
: ;Sa *d* /Khalid Anushirwan/had .a/close-; personal contact with \
* / Sa1d,;asrhe says in the beginning of this, version; so his 
/ / • Y account Is probably to be preferred to/ anyone else !s . /■ :„- /
on account of his Batini heresy, together with four of his 
chief supporters; his property was confiscated and his body 
was impaled on the gate of Isfahan;the latter was selected 
simply because of the reputation.of his father* Khatir al-Mulk 
was also again.associated with him in the working of the 
wazirate. But their dual control proved a failure* and Khalid , 
AnUshirwan was asked to officiate for them when Khatir was ,
arrested and imprisoned. Then the nobles and amirs advised 
the Sultan to import a competent wazir from the house of the . 
Caliph: accordingly Rabib al-Daulah was summoned from Baghdad 
to Isfahan and appointed wazir.^
In other fields of civil administration too, we find 
similar inefficiency/.and instability.owing to the civil war , / 
between the rival political .factions * The situation is well 
illustrated by the frequent changes of the holders of the 
office of Shiinaa^)the military governor who was mainly 
responsible for the preservation of law and order in the chief 
cities of the empire. We may mention, for example, the instance
(1) (I.A. 1S3X '
(8) Ibid. 183-184. Bundhri 88. . ; -
(3) *. Bundari. 99-100, .106
(4-) Ibid., 106. According to I.A# Ahmad was dismissed in 
.504/1109-10 and Khatir succeeded him.
(5) Under him was the ,naqIb,;who was the actual administrator; 
of the department corresponding to the present permanent 
secretaries of state or administrative heads. I.A.99. 
Mawardl 93.
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of the shihnahs of Baghdad during this period* At the time of / ■ 
the death, of Maliks hah, Safd' al-Daulah Kuharaln, was. the Shihnah ; 
of Baghdad, but Barkiyaruq soon dismissed him in 4.86/1093 and: 
consficated his fiefs on account of his treason in assisting 
the rebel Tutush. Ydlbardd succeeded; him, both in the shihnah- 
ship of Baghdad and in^fiefs.^ Again, in Rajab 487/1094 
we find Aytakin Jab, the shilmah of Tutush establishing his , • / 
jurisdiction by driving, out Y&Lbar/d,- who was, however, put ;,r 
to .death by Barkiyaruq himself iri the very year of his appoint-; y 
ment after his return from Daquqa, for slanderIxxg the mother, 
of the Sultan. In Safar . 48.8/1095 Yusuf b Abaq, the Turkmen, 
was sent as .shihaah by Tutush with a horde of Turknens, but 
he was refused admittance into the city, bn the arrival of 
Sadaqah from HI11ah he re tired to .Tariq Khurasan and plundered ■ 
Bajsara. ’* Thenagain on the return of Sadaqah to Hlllah he / 
c.ame back to Baghdad , and intended to plunder and /massacre the/:
. inhabitants In reprisal, but one of his amirs.,dissuaded him. (3) 
In the meantime the news of the defeat and death of Tutush 
reached him, , so he at once left Baghdad and came to Mawsil 
and thence to Aleppo, where he- was killed .in Muharram 489/1095 Y 
by Maja^, the- BaTs al-ahdath (popular leader) Then . .
Ilghazi was: appointed shihnah by Sultan Md; during his term of 
office Kumdshtakin Qalsari was sent by Barkiyaruq as siiihnah in ;
’(1) , Xb:1;A. 92. He was appointed by Alp Arslan, I.A. 122.
(2) Ibid. 93.. .
(3) I.A. 101. '
(4) Ibid. 105 ,
Rablr I 496/1102, but he had to vacate Baghdad on 12 Rabic II
of the same year, at the intervention of Sadaqah and the
(1) ■ _ . t
Caliph, After the treaty between Barkiyaruq and Md, Ilghazi
transferred his allegiance to Barkiyaruq, for which he was
abused by Sadaqah.Perhaps as a. consequence, of this
wavering allegiance, in Sha’ban 498/1105 Sultan Md appointed
Qaslm al-Daulah Aqsunqu.t? Bursuqi,: who remained his constant
companion in all the battles, shihnah overcIraq.(3) He was, ' ,
however, superseded in 502/1108-9 by ’Mujahid al-Din Bahrua,
who rendered valuable services to Sultan Md by realising the
monies exacted from Abul ^asim Husain, the treasurer,' and
Abul Paraj,. the son of Rais al-Ruasa and repairing the
government houses.C^-)
The head of the police in each town was called Sahib
al-Shurtah (Prefect of Police). In 487 we find Sahib al-Shurtah
Yaman appearing.'at Hahi* Tabiq after it had been completely <
burnt down in the communal riot between its inhabitants and
those of the Irja Gate (Bab al~Irja:),. He killed a concealed
fugitive and thus became unpopular, so he was dismissed on
the third day. police force under him was semi-military
ttve/ -
in organisation like^ modern ’gendarmes1. Probably he was ,in
charge of what. Mawa'&i mentions as Yfatayat al-Mazalim (the
criminal department).(6) Por purely civil purposes, however,
(1) Ik:I*t. 148.
.(2) Ibid. 178.
(5) Ibid. 165. : :
(4) Ibid. 199.
(5) I.A. 98..
(6) p. 73} the sovereign himself or his representative
normally heard the cases.. , ;
46. }
A\ there' was another police force under the Muhtasib or Wall al- 
. Iiisbah (inquisitor ),;^n old- of fie who s e c o nt i nuahc e is - shqwh/ f A 
for example,; by the appointment in Ramadan 501/1108 ;of Qadi .
Abxil cAbbas Ibn Ratabi as. Muhtasib of B a g h d a d / A  -r i
-r: On the judicial side the head of the de par tment was . the.:
chief jus tice . (Qadi/al-Qudah), under■' whom were .many; judges :. /; 
(Q&dis ) in each province Their various functions\ have .been; y , 
summar Is ed by, H .P. Amedroz(s) f rcmiMawardi.(3) In addition to - 
' their normal judicial, functions'the chief-jus tic;e and judges 
... , played also, during this period of civil-'war>Aan• important.- A--A-
. part as intermediaries behween the rival, sultans and sometimes, 
between the ;Sultan;\and ’ the, Caliph too . In Ra'bjfefill: 497/1104 
v Sultan Barkiyaruq sent; Qadi Abul Mubaffar and, Qadi Abul Para j 
Ahmad to his brother:Muhammad to /negdtiate a settlement • (41 
.In Ra.Mr'-II 501/1107 the Sultan.sent the chief justice,; Abu Sa’id 
HArawi- to.Sadaqah to assure him of his goodwill and to invite 
him to. join a -holy. wAh against, the crusaded,, which was,, however A 
. -, foiled by the: evil. Influence of Sadaqahf s rash, general Said . •
The Caliph also sent him to, Sadaqah, afterwards,, with the terms 
of agreement from the, S u l t a n . . .
' The ’RsSa ^. in eaehtown resembled the modern mayor and- Ay 
acted oh ceremonial occasions such as'the coronation of a new ,1
il l Sultan* Abu Muslim, the RaTs of Rayy put the golden crown on
'■A'y a (l/ f*Ac -191 ./AA--AAaaA;; , ? a/a:- : . ■ ' r- ..■■lA: :V:
. V (2): The^offlee of Kadi in the Ahkam Shitaniyyah of Mawardl.:.J.R.
. - - ‘ A .S .. July : 1910 also published separately. .
'a'A/'A (3) pp. 61-73. y A - •. A M -  A -A. A' A ■ AAAA , A A, ■ ■ •
I .A. 154-1 . A'-.y (5) I.A • A A a AAA.: -A-: AAA
Barkiyaruq fs head on M s  accession to the throne.^ The 
Mustawfi was the chief accountant corresponding to the modern 
chancellor of the exchequer or financial administrator.
During the ministry of Safd al-Mulk, Zain al-Mulk Abi* Sa!d 
h Hindu was the Mustawfi of Sultan Md. He was extravagant 
and taxed the people heavily and took away their property 
unjustly. After the death of Sa *d al-Mulk he was arrested 
on charges of corruption and imprisoned for many years • His 
property was confiscated and his houses were plundered.^
The •waklldar1 was the courier between the Sultan and 
the wazir. His rank was Mgher than that of the ordinary 
Chamberlain (HIjib). Amir! Qazwlni called Zaki was appointed 
wakildar by Safd al-Mulk without having any regard to his 
qualifications and competence. He was originally a merchant, 
so he was ignorant of the manners of the Court* All the
himself,
courtiers, dnd"oVCng the SultanAwere offended by his rudeness, 
and Safd al-Mulk himself had to suffer for him.^^ J; a § v e n  
the secretaries and scribes of this period were, generally 
speaking, men of no consequence and qualifications. Kj&alid 
Anushirwan rightly laments their lack of education in the 
following anonymous verses nWoe for the time, it has brought 
wonders, branches of knowledge and manners have been effacedj 
it has brought forth scribes whom, had I my way, I would have 
sent back to elementary schools.”
(T) Rawandf 140-141. " — —  (g) bundari;86’.
(2) Bundari, 85, Hawandi, 140, Barthold 27. (4) Ibid. 93«
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. Thesultanate,,, a political institution distinct' 'from .thb/C^ v^  
caliphate, was. created whenvthe ‘Abbasid power was on the w a n e V  ? 
, to accommodate the, ambition of ths most prominent provincialV 
rulers by delegating to them temporal powers and reserving to 
Caliphs only the religious supervision7. Mahmud of Ghaznah * ;fj 
was, perhaps,;.the first person to; assume the title: of Sultan - / 
in tills aense,U )  But the jurisdiction of Galiph and Sultan :: i:•> 
became coterminous for the first time in the; Saljuqid empii»eyty7;.;:^ 
&nd as there was no clear line ,of demarcation between the twd ^: ' ; ' 
fields of temporal and religious matters in Islam,; the two Y :;‘ 
jurisdictions necessarily overlapped,^ T h e  Caliphfs all- , 
important fuhctibh, it seems, was the insertion of the 
legitimate. Sultan1 s name in the Khutbah after his own name. , ■
This can safely be inferred from the eagerness of: each of. the : 
rival .claimants to, the sultanate ‘to have his authority legalized; ; 
by the. Caliph during the unending civil war after the death of; w  
Malikshah. Turkan, Khatun, (s) Tutush, )Barkiyaruq ^ ) and Md^  I- 
all wanted,.to have their power duly authorised by the Caliph*
If they could not enforce their. will by request., some of bhetf/Y. 
even took recourse to the questionable means of intimidations; V
(1) v Nizam" al-Mulk 44* ^ TJtbi. I.A. Margin p. 19* Cardial - 62-63V
(2 ) ; SaBiarq^ahdi. 11.
(3) Yazdi 72. I.A. 159. Mai Iks hah b Barkiyaruq fs Khutbah. ;
(4) I.A. 91* ‘ ~ ' ~~ v'
(5) I.A. 94.
(6) Ibid. 119, 122*
Nay, in times.of' high political tension the rival sultans and 
even eimirs arrogated to;themselves the right to insert the name, 
of whomsoever they liked in the Itortbah* ^ ^
Regarding the relations of the Saljuqid Sultans during .; ;;;•
this period with the Caliphate of Baghdad,, Dr.. A.H. Siddlqi *s ;Y 
thesis “Caliphate and Kingship;.in Medieval Persia”, especially ;;; 
the chapter on Caliphate and Sultanate”, covers the ground 
fairly well*^) ..It is, therefore, proposed here simply:to 
supplement it with a few new facts sheddingmore light on the 
matter. During this period the Caliph had no temporal control 
.oven any part of the empire except the dubious dual admihlstratlor 
of Baghdad Itself, which was a necessary corollary of'the - • Y-YY 
absence of the- 3ulban-from, the metropolis of'. Islam.; At ;Baghdadi! > 
the Shihnah was the representative of the Sultan, responsible 
for the preservation of law and order, in the city.(^) But 
when he exceeded his power and oppressed .the people, the Caliphv;;;
(1) - As was done by Tutush after* the conquest of Rahbah. In .Y;.;
486/3.093 (I.A. 91) and by §adaqah in substituting Mdrs name:; 
for Barkiyaruq!s In 494 (I.A.1S7) by Yanal at Rayy (f.Ail47r) 
by Turkan (i .Av 92) ♦ . ; :
(2) pp. 90-141;. ; ; YYY
(3) For civil.-add' revenue affairs; of Baghdad the Sultan used;;YY:
• . to appoint an %mid, who was the head of the Ghancery or
corresppndehce department (Diwan. al-Rasail Yl .A. ,172.; : ■ r ; :
. Gibb, 8* -Alaz Abul Mahasih' was appointed Amid of Sultan Y V ; 
Md ^  his wazir, Muhyyad in 493. I>A;. 124. Abul Mafall:. A. ;Y
: " Mttfdjal b,Abd ;a3L^Razzaq and Ilghazi were appointed tax- :
collector and shihnah respectively of Baghdad by Siiltan :: :
Y. Md in 495/1101T I.A. 136. . /Y "
5:0.
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invariably used to intervene, in: the matter • Yin;Ra jab A 87/1094Y, 
Aythkin;Ylab;, the;,^ brother topunlsh
the insolent inhabitantsof'the Badrah Gate whi ch was entirely 
fburht. down under instruct idnsY frornvhim^  ■, The nagib Turad a 1 Yy 
ZaihabI hadasecrqtaryvC Tbn'Sinan whowasYmurdered, so
'the; pa.qib requisitioned. a*.- he^YseChetapy. from theYshihnah to. 
take charge of ;thev“administr atjbnY The shihnah sent his own ■ :Y 
hajld .Mi^animadv: but. the insurgent: inhabitants7 stoned: even -him y/YY 
The ha jib; returned, to his '-master ,YYfch§ dhihnah,; andApeported YYYvy 
' the..'matter.whdrbupjdhia YpuhitiveYex at once
dispatched^ibYre store law and order in the .distracted ;area, 
as is the primary duty of edery government;. The;inhabitbhts 
of :Karkh were too greedy to miss thi.s opportunity, of fishing . 
.InYtrdobledYw readily joined the;expedition/ which ; ^Y
■ was ' already- /overcrowdedf ,Ahsbh and loot had free ::play*YwhenY;:.YYv 
one side reveis; in lawlessnessythe - other,/'side is not - expected Y;Y 
tpvplay the Yiamb, , $o excess on • the part of the',executive Y-YyYY 
wa;s,a natural consequence of ? the in sub ordination of the : YY : v 
inhdhitahtd;.; Yet Caliph^ M  ordered restraint and cessation
and' the shihnah obeyed his . order ', i1) . The , 0a liph similar ly,Y'YY Y f, 
i h i e r f e f ^ : ±ri Ra jab ,495/1102 through the chief ■; ; Y Y  
justice and AlklyaYalYlarrqs the teacher of Nisamiyahy and:’ ;:; .1;; 
prevented: him!from hackingv the; west;!bank of Baghdad*/2.) ;;Y.; ?; Y
(1) I.A.
Ibid 140.
Y  /  ,  y / v  Y y Y - ^ ^  ; / ' / V Y  Y  5 I V r  Y Y
, ;; .The Caliph, having no army, of his/own, had to depend upon the Y Y
troops of; the Sultan arid amirs ^ as we find Caliph Mustazhir 
Y appealing to Sadaqah in order to preventYbheoppression'pf ;/Y//r-Y' 
' Y \ Y  , Yan&l at Baghdad after .the/failure of his request through Abul v " y _  
.,% Hasan Damaghani, the chief: justices Y Sadaqah accordingly reached /Y 
■Y . Baghdad on 4 ^awwal 496/1103 arid: pitched his tent at Najmi*; .YJ;
./ But an agreement‘being reached, Sadaqah.left for Hillah, '
' ■ / leaving his son Dubais1 to enforce the Yfulfiiment of its terms * /:
Yanal subsequently violated the terms, oppressed the people , ; Y
Y and gave villages as fiefs to his 'followers * The Caliph again '/■// 
7 had to requisitidh the help, of Sadaqah* This time he sent ,1000 Y
horsemen, who: marched towards Yanal.with a group of the CaliphTsY 
followers ( ' r ) and Ilghazi, the shihnah
of- Baghdad'*./;^  this, Jana! crossed , the Tigris and ' ,/Y5
proceeded to Bajsara; so the .expedition came back without any
Y : :(IYA,W'147.) In Shdibah 493/1100 we find Caliph /
-Y . • Mustazhir /ordering .Kama! al-Daulah Yaman to restore peace/andY/;//
Y. /Y order In the city,., as the disorders of: the; cAyyqrs (i) went, to Y /
;Y • the extreme in the wes tern part of Baghdad.. Kamal arre s ted a ;
^Y group of their chiefs rest, so they had to /flee/YY"
• from the city ;(£)!& Rabi* II 488/1096 we find the public ofY ■ / ;
Y Y > -  Y  (1) Corporation/of robbers, originally Chazisr  Barthold 215,3lS;;
Y / , ; Y -  Gardizi texts, p*5* ‘ Y  , . /
: Y. r ■, (2) , I*A# 134.*. They were the cause of disdrder at Baghdad in '
; 497/1103Y4• I*A • 157,, They took part in the riot between;/
: Ilghazi ahd; the public/of Baghdad In Rajab , 4 0 5 I.A.140V : /
i '• ' Baghdad .observing the day of ; Sfc. commencing. the , cohstruction \ ^
of a wall of tlW palace as a day pf festivity a M  ceremony b y .
,>,i■?. : -order of ■Amid.hl-Daulah,. the .'-wazlr of the Caliph. (.■*•). .
, The Sultans.had, however, to take a formal oath of
allegiance to the Caliph, and the latter thus.became involved 
in the vppiitical strife of . the; period. Although everything - 
was. decided by the sword, the Caliph nonetheless; gave the /
,v finishing touch,by his ex post facto legal sanction to the
triximphant party; The Caliph!b action in fact-was tantamount 
'.to a modern act. pf indemnity by which the legislature, legalizes,
; V ; •an illegal act of the executive • Thus:^ we find* that though, . '. r 
Y Mahmud was de .jure Sultan duly recognized by. Caliph Muqtadi, 
ybt the latter,; replying to the deputation of. the rebel Tutush . 
regarding'the Khutbah said: f,I am waiting the arrival of 
'•'vfirie’s’s ©nge rs frpm\£he -army . .Again, .Caliph Mustazhir duly
invested Bark.iyaruq by presenting him with; the robe of honoxir 
through his wazlr, Amid al-haulah, and. by delivering the IQiUtbah 
: •in his name under the title of Rukn al-bin (the pillar of 
: ! " religion), oh Friday 14 Muharram 48.7/1094. - But- in the very same A ;
., f . year thpv same/Caliph delivered the IQiutbah ;in Jbhe ’ name of th.e
*:• rebel Tvitush after his victory over Barkiyaruq at the instance
of Faldir-alrMtilk and Aytakin Jab . (3) He acted similarly in
• v; (1) I .A. 104. In Jumada I, .485/1092 we find him taking a .
; prominent part in extinguishlng the fire of Baghdad by his
■ ■.., untiring■> efforts .. I .A• 90 • _ ■/ .
(2) Ibid. 91. //'.'■ : ^  \ V:% '.'V' h ’* / /
'v- (3). ibid• 9.6• . ■ ; / / , ' ■  •/ / ; . .
-:v\ : . ^  ~ . . • : 53.. \
the case of the rebel Md by delivering the, Ilhutbah ;in his name /
under the title of "the Sefuge of the World and fleligioh, on.
Friday. 17 Bhul Hijjah 492/1099 at* the request of Sefd,al-Daulah* Pp • 
Kuharain.^ The whole affair was stage-managed like a ;farcev 
, In the following year we find the puppet jG&L Iph again delivering 
: . the Miutbah in • Barkiyaruq1 s name on Friday (^WiLsafar) two days ;
before the latter !s arrival at Baghdad. (2) The Caliph sent a/v;
. sealed decree to . Sultan Md at the, Sultanfs palace at Baghdad, ,': 
guaranteeing him the redress of the misbehavidur of Barkiyaruq ; v 
and his party and congratulating him.on his august visit with 
his. brother San jar, and the Khutbah was again automatically 
delivered in his name'*(3) ' Nay,: we sometimes find the Caliph • 
actively inciting one party against :the .other .. After the 
departure of Id from BaghdM, news reached the Caliph that 
Barkiyaruq'had slandered him at Wasit In: the .presence of his i;, / ■
nobles. So he sent after Md and brought him back to1 Baghdad, . '
'■ i narrated to, him the whole story, declared his ’intention to" >-
! march \vith Md .against Barkiyaruq, whereupon Md said;. “There . ;■
■ ' ;; ■ "  ; “ • ’ v- '
is no meed pf^pommander of the Faithful *s march,,! alone am : !
•' strong enough for,, this pleasant t a s k . ;
■ ! ' The Caliphate.being a.religious institution, the wazirs. :
' ' of the Caliph were often made.responsible for the inconsistence p
’ (1) • I.Aw 119,; iv
■ (2) Ibid* 121. v . .. . ■ :
(3) Ibid. 128 • ; v,
. (4) Ibid. 136. . ■ 1: / :
b\\b.' b\: bb^-b •' " ’ ■ b , ' />/'b -b^ ; '''''^
; and; illegal of „the Caliph/ The Englishlegal;maxim ithebbbbb
., ' king can, do no wrongf was perhaps practised liy those parly ;/bA /
' days. Amid-al-Daulah b Jahir, :,the; ^ atl;^ . /
b' was . imprisoned by Barkiyaruq apparently for ;the political. ;
, 'reason of delivering; the Ehutbah in Md*s name. The wasir 
s.-:: ihrther had. ta pay Barkiyaruq 160,000. dinars as arrears of 1/
annuity due from him and his father , who had been the walls of by b 
Diyar Bakr and Maws.il during , the reign;of M a l i k s h a h * H e  ;was>b 
again made the victim of the* wrath pf .Sultah bid,perhaps for b> b 
b the same political offence of delivering'the IQiutbah in , :; V}
; b'. Barkiyaruq !s; name . This time,he was dismissed and, imprisoned
;-,b . together with his brotherb.; .He had to pay affine, of 25,000'--v;'bbb 
dinars at. the binstance of-AW. ibul \Mahasto, "who/ was” spebiaWyb/yl 
deputed’to Baghdad for this purpose by, Muayyld., the: wazlr of 
v Md.^^ . , The ^azira of the. Caliph ^ besides/ were often dismissed ;
: and appointed uhder 4 instructions from the Sultan, as was done ,
/ J: b in the .case of Majd. aI-Din:.;Ibn^ v:Muttali‘b'; who• •■pyas^ /'howeyer., , I : ’
I - : afterwards ;restpred to M s  office .with-the permission; of Sultbn;/-
: : -by; b " Md;-on '•pdn&it.lons vof jus tice, gbod; bahaviour, andbndt£$(^y. Gvy^ y-. ■■'. ■ ■. ■ -, ■. ' ■ ’■ -, ' • ' ..1 ; 7 ■ "*!;" ’■ t,; V.'; ■ ■
. , b  any of the; ’protepted people (  / in the Estate service.
y/b , , . Sometimes ■ QallpMa?-wazirs were.^appointed Sultanf s
• V'b. • • - vice versa/ (5^  I b'b- . ; ‘“’b y ;b , / y^by-biy \ b y  yby
i b V y  (i) i.A; 122. • V  - ' yb y.y
bb / .#■ ■ (2) Ibid; 124 • - y b  ■ -v b - • by\ , ■ ‘ b , ...yb ybbb;
b'b I (3) b Ibid. 191. b . ;y :h :■ yb'b y/yybyy ;y; : v ;\y bb> /;/;j
. b .(4-')b’ Sadldal/Mulk, hultan^a.r wazlrv was ,appointed^ Caliph1 s /waz;Ir}:yb
7 '  i , .  -  b  • ' ' ' 7  h  ( 1  .A.  151), .  while . Rablb Ahh;%ansur s . waz'Ii*', was
'.V./? b appointed Suites wazlr (I.A. 209lb-feimclart HOG
55*
b b b yb  b7dHAHiMb^ y 'yh/:>y;y:b;^
bb Tb-Rd OP#0sition: Economic Factors
', On the purely^ ‘rellgious -side■/‘'brTare;S©feta-^i‘€Lp.±sia"- - 
was7dhe,7o4;i^..c^Slfeabfcf the Saljuqid empire*. The decline of 
; b@0-V©^ -£mie nlS‘ facilitated^the-promotion and by
;b^ prppagatipn of the sub vers ive Bap ini her e;sy/{which: :ln its; turn b| 
still mor e' Weakened .- those ;ht;the headbof: the Statebdy hmrderingbb 
7 b-tlie;bpoii./icai; geniuses of the time.; - The/ fI&als, who werebthe by 
:; loweSt; jiM ther*bhrder. of thi© {Isma^Iia, were s o fanatIcal and so 
ash/1hat;they even h©ld thel hmblive.svery•: cheaply Arid /
4>;b death..; never scared ..the'm/bbMothersb hsdd,;to;,weep:;ic>r'- grief whenever 
;b thdy; found/that t ir .sons re turned home s.af ply baft eh, the" / by 
: : ; ofbmurders alloted to them/tl )^ b Their flfsfy bb: 
'. ; pdiitidal. vlctIm was thebfaitpus bMzdxif al-tolkbhi was b b
i: ^ apprpachedvhy babhallaml boy; in; the, guise." after
hdabbreakfadh^ eveningy&T;10;7Ramadah 485/1092 b
j murd©red hini with a Imife hhdbwhiley,he .was fleeing/ stumbled ■ b
>:•:biivf he rope o f  %vthe\ t e n t  {at. N i h a w a h d v J- c o n s . e q u e n t l y h e ; was p a u g h t  <
bb; ahdbkil^ then;/,? )b>Ih.t Sdfaf';6f A90/i09/;they nmrderedb
4; b ; / 'all;, ph7a■;>suddeh .'Sm^irami, the wazir ■of; the mother
bb o f ;Barki^r'u^,/ .but7 thiab timebthpusshli&ht was:- aisp.{putb to . b;
by death afterwards .4?) Ip; the bendy of bRamadan 493/1100 two Bat inis 
.;. b , (1) BfPwne ypl II p ;-2.0^
;-2, ) b { B 4 '/'/According :tov:,l *c/b.i81, the::rh^ d^ hbtookb:plac'e'bb.bbb 
;/-;;bb'at:7|(ia^da'h and {the 7&ssailant; escaped;* bBundar gives ;bv
b; ; no .details./' bb ;: ; ' ■ b • //■'"b ,b‘hbb ; b. b' b;: b by . ’•* by by
'4:;:;TbAb;:;il2 :b :.':'":' :7':" bb ; 4-' ;7bb7:bb;bb/:-:;{;' ^'//bbb^b;; bv" b- - 7: 4 /  b :b,.;bb
-i-vv V' ‘,,v U '
"7 'l"'
' ,/
/
b'b-' b ’ .b-r'’7''7: >'” , bb .. / ; 'b-b b. ’ bb b7 ; • ' ! b {56* b7;;b,b:
assassinated Amir; Bulkabak Sarmaiz, the Shihriahbof Isfahan, In7;b
thebpalace hf7Sultan, Md at Isfahan. One of them escaped andbb b
the{ other was killed. Bulkabak always used to wear a coat df : bb-:
niail and was never without, ablargebbodyguafd, as he was veryb bbb
■ the. Bat ini .atrocities .' .This day he entered the :bbbb
palace ;With ;a small bodyguard and neglected to wear his coat'b'bbb:
of mail, thus the: Bat inis were given a good chance . ^  ^ • In the .’by
year 499/110.5^6 Abul cAla Bsfid Abu Muhammad, Qadiof Nfshapur,b7b7b
was murder edb by a Bat ini in the. cathedral mosque- of Isfahan/8'^; -
\AbUl Musaffar bbal-majdndi was ;2nurdbred by an All id Batini ‘ atbb'b'b
R©-yybas soon, as he left the chair aftef. prqetchihg ‘a; sermon in 7
497/1103-4. ($)' - Under the year .500/1105 Jbn al-Athir mentions
. the murder’"of.Pakhr-al-Muik, the eldest son of Uisam-al-Mulk, ^ ^
by 'a:"Batini, 7with a long fanciful story of his, dream. {He was
fasting on t-0 Muharram and ,ih the afternoon he . le'fty{his' rooia ■
Intending to., go to the female.{ quarter . when he heard the touching
cry of a plaintiff, bsayingr;^ Muslims’ are,, gone > there is -nqnb 7 7 b7b
to remove ,an Oppression and to7 take byb the hand: one oppressed// /
So,he sent ,.for him and the Maif handed' oyer to him a letter, yb/b^fb
: While he was ponderihgbover,: It, the BlEtlnl dispatched him at
the age of sixty-six with a knif e. The murder©r was arrested
b (1) ; I *Ab 125. This and the murdpr^;ofArgh^sh/ 'Kumslx;;.:the
b Nizami te slaves , {Md1 h. father-in-law ;and : other" prominent , ,
partisans of .Md. we^reimputed tobBarkiydruq .. 1 ^ Ab 1351 7 b b {7b
( 2 ) 1  .A. 173. bb7b.77^b:/:b... 7; :vy\- ,, _ b b'.y,: yh.b-y'b-/ . b..;bbj
. (3) { ibid. 153 . 7 b . ■ b, ': 7/ 7V-'b ' . 3 - b- , 7 /7,y. V {b77{777{
b(4)- . His full name" is-Abuh^ hd was
b Barkiyaruq/.after his {dismissat he went, to Niahapur and waibv
b- { : b appointed {wazir by SaTijar{ b: Maliks hah. \ I-. A; , 1 7 4 b-: b b 77
•x - --and taken before Sahjar, to whom he, deposed against the nobles
t { b.of., the .Sultan, falsely, alleging: that they had set him to commit; {;b
; -...bb , ' the,;aitir(^.e'r ThqVpqrsb'ns named, though'Innocent, were put to
7:7 . death along with: thd Batinl^ The story clearly Illustrates 7 b;b7b; 
% : ,:V theY shrewdness^ and/sagacity of the'Bat inis a.nd shows how they : 7:77 
used; to. decimate their,. enemies.,, even-by ..tiibir '-very 'deaths /^j-b>b tb
b; ;7 In Safar 50.2/1108 they,murdered^ITbaldullah b. Ali, bthb b'bb r 7
' b’b/- ^adl of Isfahan, at bHamadan on Friday, .when one/Ajamtpenetrated b
7 b to him in thebmidsibof his .followers ;and did 7away with him. b 
■-bfThevQadi ;was/a1 bltfer antagonist ‘ of this sect and used to w£&T* 
bb. .b i|li coat of m i l -out of fear* In/the same year on the; day of
. ’ . 6fd al Fltr;, BaSd, b Abd al-Hahman^ Qadi of Nfshapury Was; .
:y . assassinated7by a gatirii, who was also put. to death. (^ 4. . b : ;
bb , 7' In the same year in Muharram, Ibn-albrAthrr records the
b: 7 ; bunnatural death of Apd^l ?/ahid, the' Sha/iite. jurist of .Ruyan
' b ’ b : ■ b *■ ■' m ncn tipus  'V -  1 • • "b 'b ’ :bv'b-b
. b ' inTabaristan . /; Although Browne; ^ his , name as; one of . the
;tbbbbby victims of the Batlnls, (^//it ,1s not quite clear, from the text
- .; ; t > . of-the/source y^ e r e :/iml4Wbthe'word1 qata5;lia-used without/anyi 7 ;b
: • vT-7 _ further ' bb/.. -b/'bbb^ /b./bb / , , ; : /;7 b//
7' -77 (i) , -I/A.: 175. b V ' rv- ■ v 7 b . ' b b;. , /,//!- v. 7 ; ' " ' ; :--///t
- . (2) Ibid. 199. 7' b; . ' '' b ' . - • b ' /,, b bbb.b
7 • b (3) . ;Vol. 2/pv 311* „ ' .u,y . 7vb!777'7':7:bb- ; b-‘Y7,b
b ; ;b" (4) '■',i-*A*bbiS'pp/,'v7Accordihg' to Xa-zdl,7Sultan :Barkiyafuq1 s .bv7 ■//
; - 7 'b assailants wefe falso Batinis> 7 He uses tte same words;7{ 7 {
^^^/Ifor the murder of ;;li^m-al-Mulk also . 7 by
/ b { ' b . ' b . ' 7 / ’ -. - - . P . . *  6 6  a n d  7 , 6 *  _  . / b  . b ' y  -  '■■■’ ' ’ /  'v - 7; ; v /
' ; y. •' • / y , /;7//v y ;by/b ":; ';y/b/\b’:; .58.
" The political factions often;employed the Batinfs as their b 
 ^instrument;In 'clearing the field ofytheir lopppnents. The first / 
Instance is the/murder of Nizam,al-Muikb-v7hich was, arranged■;'at 
the direction of Tajal-Mulk, his rival col league.. (^ ) The seecmd/b 
is the: murder Of Janah'al-Dqulah, the lord of Sims, by three'. 
Persians belonging, to the Batlniyah at the cathedral mosque in ; b /  
4§6/1102~3 • '• They were coimnissidhed by al-Hakim al-Muhajjim, ■//
b apparently at the instigation ;of Ruclwan, .who was, in open, enmity; b 
. with him* (&) The; third case is the mxurder. of Mawdud .In RabT\ I bb.;;, ; 
50*7/1113 at the cathedral mosque of Damascus, while' he was . ;-y
walking in the courtyard of the mosque, having his harid in the r {b 
hand of Tught akin after the prayer. .{A Bat ini struck him,
. wounding him in. four places and lie was 1 at once taken to the -,f y 
house of Tught akin, .who. attempted in vain-to breakhis fast.
Mauddd died, -on-;the same day, the. Ratinl also was. killed and '
; his head was taken for identification, but nobody could identify/ 
him,, so his body was burnt- down perhaps asTan^ exemplary punishy. 
ment, but more probably lest he should divulge the secret, as, ;yy 
was done by Macbeth under similar cifctimstances to the sleeping// 
grooms - of' the; murdered Duncan. Tughtakin was; suspected of : :by;,
complicity in the plot, not only by Sultan Md against whom he- .- - y  
sided . with; ilghaz/y/b both of them allied with the Franks ,, but /
(1) Yazdl. 65-66 • , ' ;/_b / y  , b^//:
(2) aibb.. pp/ 57-58. l.Q:. 142. ~ . /
,(3) I.Q. 133.. iJmari f 92* . . ./ ' / b
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V :;77alao.- by the /crusading:7Klng; 7pfkJt;he^  wrote ;d letter
7 7 to ,Tughtakin: stating: that"7a’ n a t i o n ^ w h p l s ' e k i l l e d  in 
: 7 . the house of thdir Lord on their S/6bathbday/should >
{ 7 { {  by 0od;« ^{  }\7T.The' last {recoMbdT ease ' of this period 1 is {the murder 
k 7 7 V;'Ahmadii^ b, Ibrahim b Wahsu&an^ Maraghah> in the
,7 - ■ palace of the Sultdh at Baghdad; in the'" beginning of Muharram 
7; 510/1116 . {,;;Whiie ,Ahmadi 1 way sit11ng by , the7Aide of ' Tughtakin,
who was, {perhaps>:the; real qbjeetof : murder, a Bat ini came,
777/’ ••/ In acco^a*-^ ■: • • ; b.7 '’'7/7.7' 77y// /-f77'; {/-///k7’.." -;7'' ■ -;{ /k/////
^ wi th their , invthe guise{'of . a weeping {dppressed
7 mah;;Mtix^ in:^hld hand*;^{/Hok/equested: A^ to hand
over the/letter to Sultan Mdk But Tas;7sdon as-The took the 
■ { ■  7 7  fetter ^frpm ^ idThand/ the Bat Infest •, {  Ahmadif
7/77.7 {7dr ew Thl^ tTdown/and;{sat{:bn,{liivii' at 7 ^ ^ {BatiiiiTRafiJ 
r 7/; -. dashed -fprward, 7but AhnlacLi 1 ;ki 11 ed 'thbjrirhoth, {then/a third Raf iq 
' ; {7■'/(.{cakie'7&rward and,kill-e'dbAMaidii^/Though the, garget- was missed 
7; and^  Ibhral-Athl^ says that/the/ doubt<.6fr'Tughtakin ahd thos e
7; -present was dispelied by the fact that the assailants/'were 
,'/ {; TBatinlsy at whose .audacity they were wondering., yet- .the7 practice 
7. . v: \vas more in consonance with the past recoi^ personal.'/’"
{ /philosoph^/^f .HeTpractlsed s inillar7.tr ick in /getting^
. .■ { yridkpf Amir Ay az /onv 13 Jumada, 117498/110 after his . apparent 
7/- /reconclllal/tph;with him. 7'// 7- --y ’{ ■' //: - kyk; .'k.7/y/ 7; '77/////Ty
7  ■■■!i/ i- . / I. y  1 h ' ‘in ■ il ■ i m 1 m t i 1^ "» ' ■■" '■'■'■*' > ■■m.IwpIp* ■■ » ‘lw y l.lr*.,l .i ■*.;»’ ■— V7 _ - ■ 7 ■_  ■ 7 ■ "  7 .■/  1— “ — ■ 1 1 ■< 7  .. 7.i 7 ’ ^
./ (1) I • A • 209 . There Is also another version in I*A.:st&ting 
;/ 7 : that the ;;BatinIs7 did it/on theirTpwnac count as they were '
'7:' 7‘. - 77 YY7k'afhaid7of 7Maudud i ‘7- " 7..-'y7y7. {'7 y ’■•■■./iT'. :‘-;7'{7 7'" 7k ;-'-Y 
7 { '■'■' (2.) Ibid. 217. 7 / : ' ZkTT/’k'/ /-■ /{{{/{{T
" v7 (S) SamAhqAndi 7 45 . 7,7 • , 7..--7::7/7‘
(4) ibid. ,161. 7 ;■■ /;. ■ b,/{77/7{7y/ ,■Y7{777;77/7. v 7 / { .; /yy;
TheBatinls;/ occupied b yf or ceor;jf haud *many: mountain; v / 
fortresses of the empire (^ b/and established: a rule of-terror,^ ;/- / 
throughout the country, so. much so that; even the waz irs and 
other high/officials of7the 7s'tat.e*./were. in C.ohstaht'\danger ; o£V./:/ 
loss of life . So as . a .precautionary measure they obtained / 
pefkis sion/from the Sultans to appear, before them with a coatf 
of mail under .their ordinary: civil dress 5 (£.) ^hile some of {/wb 
them used to carry their, winding1 sheets with them .wherever 
they -wenty.^ The derivation; of /the’ very word /assassin from .' 
IHashishinf may serVe to describe their hohrible character.(^) / 
They;also took a prominent part in the unending civil war after 
the/death of/Malikshah* Thus wire, find Barkiyaruq ; being accused// 
of .inclining towards the Bat inis by the partisans of Md *■■(5-)
Nay ,, even the Batini .elements in the; army of Barkiyaruq ‘IntimidW/- 
at ed their religious opponents and: waje® on the , vef ge of a'mutiny 
when Barkiyaruq/ordered.A ruthless/suppression of them. All 
the Batlhis of the army who were’ properly, identified {were , 
executed/ Md b Dushmanziar, the- amir of Yazd was they leader- 
of/the projected coup d*Etat * He fled,, but .on the second day 
he was overtaken by the'army of; the .Suitari, -as he had. lost; his 
way* His tent was raided,and the,prepared arks and:armour were
(1) /Browne IIv. • 204, . 316• '■ I .A* 131 - // . ; ;  ^ ; 7/
(■2) : I.A* 199, 125, 133. t// . :L_.; ' ,/,/ . ' ; .f
(3) Ibid .’120 * e;.g* .Majd ;:al-Wiulk Balasanf. : / ; 7 '/
(41, ; Chamb ers* s Die tv Encyclo . Brit. -. , ": . ■ ' ;/ :7
A/, 133.;; ' * ^
: found-v The crowd of sx\&pacts were taken put into the ; parade : ; /
ground and killed.* There 'were killed also a number-■ 'o,f:'• innocenf/7/' 
/: men/who were hot Bat ini s' through /the instigation of .{their-: Vv/b. //7:
. enemies * In the/battle between Sail jar and Barkiyaruq, - b 7 
Amlrdad Habshi . b‘ Tuntaq* employed 5000..Ba:tlnl foot soldiers . ^ 7 yb, 
. / 7'Malik Budwan^ was/also sympathetld to the Batihis who /enilste.d.
; "/his favour by - deceitful devices and intrigues,, but after';his': /’■; {T/'b'^ 
death his sonv;Alp: Arslan persecuted them; atythe instanced 
; : Ibn Badi>^  the/;RaSs ;:bf 'Aleppo. " : 7 , 7 ///by/./ . 7/7
•77;. t v ;   ^ Besides the Batlni /vandalism manjr other, communal riots, .
./ /took place^  dufihg this period between the./Shlas and;the Sunnis,
/ V b .: as well as between the Shafts and the TEaubalis • ffy) Many- lives /
{ / /ahd/much: property lost in their conflicts {and the ultimate;;{7
resultbwas/lmpp^ the. population;/ We may mention
: 7.7 a few of them th^de tail.* //- - --77;/ . '7 / b-’ ■ - 7.7 7: "7 /b:'
• / In Dhul HIjjah 488/1095 one''of the amirs of Khufdsthb7 7/7
mustered, a huge army, marched /to . Nishapur and besieged/it 7 ' 7. 7
But,/ fortunately, the inhabitants united together. and fought ■// 
him valiantly, so that'after .about forty days 1 siege he had ■///// 
7 7/ to;, withdraw his yfohces In Muharram 489/1095* As soon, h o w e v e r /
/ ; ./ at: the. common -enemy ‘'disappeared//the. emboldened inhabitants;'/ 71/ / /
to dissipate; their energy in. sectarian riots *. Nishapur/ >7/
1 ‘ —I—lil—U—Hjlj -l_l- lVl. JIL1M- jj HLLL..H HUH._UIJI.JUU II * I JljUl JBlfclLJglU ■ .HJ. ) IULIU II I I I I *11 I ft I    Il * I Ml I ll*HHII I UillMI Mil IM|I .11 ■ I I II ... I II* I IIP < MIT IT III! I | ~ II * W ‘ ~ V*H I ~1 *1 fl ~ ~ T"> T' 4.
. (1)' . Among; them'was the son of Kaiqnbad, thO mili'tan^ y 'governor - s
-■ ■ " :.of .I»aki3lt!,.£.A. .154. . Yx-.;-..Y .Y Y  xY.x
(2) Ibid. 123. ;• Y  Y ! '.Yx Y ' -■ YY.Y
■' (3) Glbb, 145. I.Q. 187-188. I.A. 209.' YY'-Y- Y :■ -Yx
■ yyy.(4) . xr.A.' 98. \ Y  vv- y-- v . . . . x ' - x . . x  - , xx.
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: paved/ frpm ;the clutches of /th'p^U^as’ah-I-Amir,^  was" turned ihtbb 
{a more vicipusr arena of communal ..clashes * bb 'The y Hanufis and .{/ 
- SJiafiis joined hands under their {respective- leaders Qadi. Md b 
Alinad. b Ba cid and Abul Qaslm b. imark^VUaf amain Abu?! Maf ali. b’b
/ al-Vfuwainl agains t the/ Karr amlt es , who wer e, led by Md Shad. -
. : ;/ //I:,/.. fY / ‘ • V.V-.-' : b ;
After. ^ ■ kaioy acts of vandalism^on. bbth sides;., T v;
b / Including the bde struct ion of the Kar rami t e madras aha,: the
'. •'■•/ Hahaf is, and the /^af^is/got1''the upper ,hdnd/. There ; yras great/
% ( / loss /of life in this fratricidal feud.* ) -/• / - 7
y- bb : ; //‘On^/Mtiharram 10, 510/1116 there took7^iaCe anotherfgreatb r:
’vb/bv; ts,ecfkhian/fiot at the Mashhad of All b Musa al-R^da in/Tus.* /b
f/b ; A, certAInAllid quarrelled, with some of the • learned' jurists/
\ Pf Tus, on that day, which/ultimately; led. to fighting,: but/the/::
>{ . matter, was then dropped* , Afterwards./both/ parties sought the/ 1
b - help of their partisans'' /and//the- -qhtir.e. inhabitants of Tus were
y ; :/ , involved-.;in the- riot • Here also;, apparently the Sunnis b ; /
,s/ : besieged Mashhad, and. demolished it • / They killed whomsoever 7
they, 'came; acros s and plundered -the/ property ,of all. Then they
b dispersed// Butbthe inhabit ants., of/ Mashhad. b^^^ so panic-
7 .stricken that they/dropped the lgmtbah> which is- an essential
part bf, the prayer., on Fridays, till Advld al-Din. Faramarz b,All
constructed a /protective wall in 516/]l4 l*^^b / { b/b ; /
,1 .* A • 104 *. 
(2) Ibid, 220.
7: • , 7 Although details of such sectarian fpuds are preserved^toy;
7- ; ,(ua only :/ih a few.bcases, .there ; is good re&sbnTo presume xthat,
similar feuds distracted, other towns In the Empire as well, '.7777
A-A >; 7I7.Y ,/. 7 / ; 777 : ,/;77 7- : ' ' 7 /''b;,'. b:7 7
777 -and7s67contributed to a general lowering of/standard pf >
7y7 • economic prosperity* ’ - '\ :/-t '7 ' / , 7 7 77777
77 777 7/ The ecdnoinic system of the; Saljuqs; offered-little .. to. . 7 7;7;: 
.:7^ reliey-e7the growing, miseries of 7a bad situation* They: 7777;
7 'recourse to ^indiscriminate iqta7systek(l)for; ready {collection /{A 
; Ofr land revenues ,/as was /dbhe-by..Lord...Gprn^^ 1^,--1777, by
7 introducing pefmahont settlement/In Bengal during: the decline 7777 
of the Mpghulfemplre . / The ; contrast : he/tween;the two/systems 7 7 7
-A- ‘ was that; the iqta- was unstable while: the;/;Permanent Beftiemenfc7 77; 
;/: , of Bengal/is; qt ill in vogue . ' Besides, Unlike the Tqfal -Ihp/A.,7/777 
. Permanent Settlement had {no{military stipulation attached to/7/'7/;; 
7 - . it; it wat-a purely civil arrangement while iqtacmade thd fief^ A 7 
; 7 7 holders {military vassals of the Sultan by requiring'; them to 7;,y7 
^maintain troops . of their own entirely at their own /expense f// v:'7 :7 
to:be utilised by the Britan in times :pf war;;*': This device was 
.also,/made • to. relieve the imperial treasury.o/f the /drain/on the: 77 
; t .upkeep of/the armed forces of*the . statev :;BUt/this^  palliative; 7 / 7  
. proved a fatal weapon in/ the/hands pf Athe-ambitious / amirs who , 77;
(1) :Some of the iqta [s e ,g* TqtaAi-tamllki/were certainly 
/ J ■ hCredltdryy. as we learn; from; the-:xle'tters7pateht •(Ma^ j»lr;)77i.,.;
/ ; 7 ... of Sultan: Md to Tahir:., hi ^Dln" Tught akin , granting him the / /b
7' , 7., 7. / , province of/Syrlav 7I/.Q7 194 77 777*7 Ay- 7 ;. 77-'*7, '-‘777/7
VV-' , ■ ■ 64 • y
vied with one’ another for the privilege : of. milking the most 
productive districts *(^ ) Furthermore, it provided standing ‘I- 
encouragement to rebellion;and the foundation of independent 
principalities * The rivalry between the amirs, has already Jd '• 1
been dealt with in'-detail; as rdgards the independent prindipal- 
dties, mention may be made of the Salguqs of Hum and Kirman as 
well as . that of the dynasty of*’the.. '^warafim^i|tewho succeeded 
the great Saljuqs.^) ' . /
The unhappy empire suffered-from many earthquakes of 
unprecedented violence, wholoh reduced prosperous places to 
wrecks and ruins during this period* In Jumada II 508/1114 
a great earthquake occurred in. Syria and Jazirah, as a result 
of which Ruha, Harpan, Sumaisat, Balls and other towns became I 
.desolate and many people lost their lives under,the fall of 
buildings * (?) In Rabic Ii 487/1094 there took place many 
consecutive .earthquakes of longer duration,- but there was less; 
destruction*.^) '
The visitation of plagues and pestilence wtas also very 
common in those days, and famines were not infrequent. These, 
were, caused chiefly by serious droughts which laid waste the ■ 
countryside, or by the excessive floods which totally destroyed-, 
th e  crops . As ah i l l u s t r a t i o n  o f  th e  fo.rme? ' • w e . ^ m e n . t i o h ^
- (1) Gibb. 34. See ante p.22 
. (2) I.A. 110-111.
(3) Gibb.' 149. ,:i.Q. 191. I.A. '214.
(4) I .A. 98. r.ft. 127 .
; :gr.e at famine b f 'Iraq ; in 493/1099^1100:.: TherIvors i be cameH dry
• as iher eiwa$;:_hoirain for a dong time , Prices/ros'd;.abnormally 
..high.,■ ..so mdch so that one - Kurr of wheatwas sold for . seventy 
dinars and bfteh'even exceeded that;* I feople perisheh In great ,; 
.numbers ^’>?some'times.; six .dead bOdies:; were: carried ih a single
rbier The letter;would/beI^exe^lified ;b^ the .description-of
the flood :of/lrabin.; 50^110849;*^^ Apr 11 the: digris rose
'v'-’ I > bkd 'ivi - / ■.
very high; ^roadel being inundated*icojimmhlcatibhs were cut off -
. and the win^er^and slimmer ‘ cf opslwere> drownedv/:. A’ ;great famine
V-.. broke.butyhtl^ : price: of; one rounfcphd;.(durr) of bran mixed
flour went tip to ten Imami dinars :andthere was -no. bread at all*
• People lived 'dn dates;!arid green broad beans . The. inhabitants 
; of' SawadC/ate, mtiiih.4 during; the whole/month-' of Ramadan and
*-jvhalf/ol; |hawai^exbept dryIgfassland.mulberries;* 492/
i: ;;lb98-9. a iefriBie f amine, broke out in Khuras an whieh, lasted
'.>.;for;\t’woiyears/ as, the;: heavy; snowfall destroyed the crops
., .cpmple.teiy *■ ;if/was-" foli.o.wed ;by ;the :pestilence of cholera, of
' >WhI<?^ Aifeny rpeb^ lehdibdj.}v'the number was so great ■ that burial
couldnot be provided for.(3) \ *
(1) ■ I *A*. 125 v ' " ' v" ' / v‘"'"
(2i ibid. ,198. ‘I ' I :V -.; . ; "I;,/ , T
- (3) :• : Ibid * 1B1 * Regarding. 'measur: to.^ re Vfchi, famines the
I- / following.Vis ; the 3hly recordediihstahCe,*:; ’ lh;'4.89/"d'.:
.piahdtsdwerb/Ih' the same;; line./; the,..I;.//: 
/ / I-astrblbgers^ predicted ;a;.deltigb/llke;;;tha of Ho ah. Then the i 
;;/ ti,aliph;lfeete^  Ibn/fsun; thelastf bloger/' wh°
t vbPihedithat-duri ng iHbahf.s. time the seven plane is we re inihe 
• that‘ a city or a place where many people .from 
: different;: cpuntr 1 es;. gather ed; tpgd thef; might bV bttamergedv 
■/ f: ■ The If) ebplb; ■ apprehe hded i Baghdad;; as/fail i ng within the t /
;/ // 'ddf end the; dams I v ahdv we aklpO I tit s on the, bank were
d bbhsequently Repaired and strengthened* I.AitlO?. ; /
6 6 .
’ ;/' I /Mdreoyer, these -were: pfteh/th©.r'di'i*edt:;;r.e;bul't’df. the ; ; I 
' /-; depredations of the'rapacious warlike/bands whom Professor I
H.A.R* Gibb ; gustiy describes'. as robber »b dr oh atdirs * (1) Some of /I 
/ ■ 1 /them even practised' brigandage as; a. profession with the ' -//
; connivance; of the . local walls . ; The story ;.of ,Yaqutf> nephew/;. ; .; 
of Suqman,;will; make-the matter clear. After his release by . /// 
,"// /Karbuqa through, the inter cess ion of his .grandmother, ■ he stayedJ 
I : near Mardln with a -view to capturing it, from/its wall, the .//,'/' 
/s singer of/Barkiyaruq, who ha^ air eafy^  been harassed by the . V//;;
Kurdish brigands. lYaqutiwrote to the Singer wall ip the : i/I
following words: **W© have become friends; and I intend to ///.
•' / ' • ;•'. . /■'. " y ;: ' ' ' "* ' - ' . / - attacKrng ; ;
fortify, your city; in order v to prevent‘the •Kurds/from^it/and' I’///.;.
shall plunder .other places /and. thereby gather, riches‘which
///;. 1 ; shall spend in your: city and X shall live in the suburb *n / ;
; . Accbrdingiy the wall - permitted him to carry on his plan and  ^•//•
= . he begun to':.plunder*from''.up.'..to; Baghdad. Someof'
. . the soldiers of the; fort, also used .to accompany, him for the :V
sake-of booty . H© used to honour them, and never Interfered •/ /
with them so they Confided in him. On a certain.day;lby chance /
: most of. the soldiers accompanied1 him. r But whbh they returned . i 1 1
from the ;raid he'gave orders to Arrest and •imprison/them, and1;.- //•/
thus preceded/them to. the fort and .called, out to/their families//
v to open the gate bn pain of death, * On their refusal hq killed ;/;
/// one of them and; the/panic-stricken /residents, surrendered the
(1) : p . 22.
■67.
f oft : to him. He made it M s  /headquarters and proceeded to 
Ms^ibln and plundered Jazirah .which was under Jikirmish. •*
. Again, the prolonged sieges of prosperous towns, by rival 
amirs. Fa timid navies, and later by crusaders, impoverished // 
these trade emporia to. a very large/extent, and the frequency* 
of sieges made their recovery almost Impossible. Hay, they, 
often gave rise to'// temporary famines of great severity. (?■)////■ 
In Jumada 11 494/1101 we find the. army of Sap jar destroying r- \ 
everything they/could lay hands upon at Damaghan. The terrified 
inhabitants took shelter in the, fort of Kardkuh. Prices rose : ,
high till the.people ate corpses of dogs*and even human flesh.(3 )/• 
.Even the army of Sultan Barkiyaruq ravaged the country on his/; 
way from Baghdad to Was it. Abu/Ali al-Fariql the Q,adi . of; Was it
had to petition the Sultan repeatedly in order to prevent
: A-Cct /■•>._ .; ," • , ' I'
plunder^by his army in 495/1101. In the same year the army of V 
* Md plundered and laid wasteTariq Khurasan, where they were
temporarily stationed. ) Md and Saftjar sacked Hamadan and ■■;/
exacted, money/from its wealthy inhabitants; the Rais of Hamadan / 
alone was fihed 100,000 dinars,.(5-) ./-/I
/ During, the prolonged siege of/.Isfahan by Barkiyaruq in. :
Jumada I 495/110.g Md drove out from the city the weak -and: the * /
/ tHA't ;
y a^ ers beoame $ l / h . and.:
(1) I.A. 163. ■ ■
(2) I.Q. 127. . ■ ■ v
(3) I .A* 126. ' . .1 ' / ■ I; I
/. ;(4). Ibid* 123, 137. ;So/did the army of Tutush in Rabic IX 487, /:
- I-.ft. 126 > 129. Dhahabl f 94 a . , :
(5) 2E.A, 127 V
and the people- began td eat horses,,camels and the like. , He 
exacted moneyforce/frd'm'fhe/inhabitantsto- satisfy the-///// 
/bver-increasing, demand/of his troops i Prices* very high, ////
; ten: imus hf wheat were sold for ; a dinar, foxxr ritls of meat//: ':///; 
for a dinar and even/- 100 rftls of qto:aw for four dinars; and /; /: 
furniture became cheap for want of customers.^) . ■’/'*///.;:■//
//In Rabi^ I ;496/110:2i chiring/the Qaisarl tangle, we find I v ■ *
: I IghAsI and Suqman plunder ing : Du j ail,. 11'* I':/..c * * ‘They s t ay ed YteUteb/
/ . , ;i -h* /■' I * ■//'* / “• /*"' / . . . : / v  > : / , /
at a large, village nor at a srnAll pile put*plundered the = / ' /
properties and. Spoiled the maidens,n, says Ibn al-Athlr .(^ ) /f3te///:
Arabs . and Kurds: of Sadaqah also ravaged Hahr Malik, but'- unlike' •/;
the -Turkmens they did not meddle with women* They,; simply . ' ///
destroyed , every thing they came across by sword or fire ♦ So :/: :///
the means of; living,were ruined- and prices robe high; the
wheat that wsts; sold ten ritls; for a girat /became three ritls .;:/■ /
for/a ^.rat, /and every other : comniodity followed . s u i t * ■:/'*/////
/ / At the end of 506/111^/we find ■ Baldwin, the P’rankish King,
.coiisequtively. raiding the villages surrounding Damascus • and ,
thereby causing:a; famine in the city* /Consequently prices * ;
.rose high and provisions became scanty * So ih Muharram of the / /
following year .Maudud of Mawsil, Tatiirak'. of Saujar, /Ayaz b , ;/'/
IlghazI and Tughtakin of Damascus took- ?■, concerted Action .
against the crusaders *(4) - ; / .„ ;.//
. (lT ffM a *
(2). l.A. 148. : * * / /. - / : / / /-J’
,/-(3) / Ibid./149• - v //;; .. .// ■ /■ /I/.//* /.//V;/:'
(4) /Ibid//;208>/ d .Q,v 183-184. According;to, I.Q. he
. v;Incessantly raided I/ .Bathani^ah*bne/bf its districts/-and as'
/v-*;a/;rcpul^;the:f bad whs intercepted../-/ ; : //;//.''/:/ /// vV  ///'
, Ar sbn, and outbreak of 'fire, ’ in the;abb ©nee*of any fire // ' 
brigade, were1 responsible; for the/desblatibh of prosperous 
towns and flourishing villages , thx^oughout the empire., InfJuiaada 
1 485/1092 a -fire broke out at Baghdad in ;Which Hahr al-Mala-, 
fAqd; al-Hadid up to /ttarbat-al^Hirras and/Gate of/ih 6  M ixit ^ , the . 
quarter/ of money/exchangers and /flbrists,: together with many . 
inhabitants, were burnt ipwn/1) In/Dbul Hijjah 50l/ll08,
I® Arab ah Ibn vJardab was burnt, in /which many people perished 
ahd/.^ /property /was destroyed;Bome people: escaped
through: a hole.^  which they-/dug/into : the/wall- ofv the /ward, ; to * 
the eembteby of the: Abraz V Gate *,/ j:A;/group ’hf:: Jews::;did;: not shift - ’ 
/anyt hi ng oh ac count of the if, S abb a th day *: ,Af ter/bhi s t her e 
tpok/place many otherfires at dif fer ent quarters, .and.Ibn-al- 
'Sthfe-Vgiyes, a fascinating lovej story; about; the brigin of these 
fires/vhich/jtode/ -&e ,inhabitants restless/.X2/v; Ih 51,0/lU^ iU'] a 
.great fire /broke ^’out/'.in the sheep fqldA^hear/therHizariiiyyah 
;College: /and the woodwork within was burnt down* the, fire; spread/, 
to falsalah/quArter and the sparks: flew tothe^rMaratib*Gate.■;■/- // /:
:where ■ soirie houses wer e burnt the’ library . of1 /the Hizamiyyah was 
a Is o burnt, down,: /but /the boo ks ■, wb r e: s aved/As/ the j uri s t s/a hif t ed: / ■ 
them In /‘go pdftimb. (3.).'■■,;.///;f;*.// ///■/;* Iff/11 ’. 'l/W I f  f I// ■ ■ ' v /:
(1) l.A. 90.
(2.)/ /.p; /I9i-192v ./ /Bays/that/mbre'/thah 500 houses were
burnt down /and/ the; f nhabitahts v be came/pauper q .- /p/ /162>
/f St)f i / / ■ a 1.-Din >/; If 26?. -:.,/ :/ i -
Again, as the Batinis succeeded'in establishing a'.soi’t'-/ -*,":. 
cf brigand government*within the imperial state, the revenues I  
/ o f  the places under the de f aeto/ authority of -' the-' • former vwere;• * 
naturally lost to the de jure. sovereignty of the latter I . This//I 
queer "kind of rival, duplication'of jurisdiction, led to the / // :/:
. ab ject pauperisation of the, population and to the deficiency - 
v of the, imperial, * exchequer/♦ So the Sultans; resorted to/base 
;■•/;/../;_/, means of collecting - revenues by imposing illegal customs and:/ *// 
I,\ excise duties (Mukus),. ■ Maliks hah abolished. all kinds of' taxes; If 
, -, I  //: . - that were calculated to be abarrier to the natural flow,of / / 
: / I ? : commerce and trade in 479/lo?6 Thus we,/find-commeroevat.I
"/: its best'during the;,.last few years/pf his reign, with its / ; /
/system of free circulation of bills- of exchange from Ktur»asan//;
1 */•/- ; .t.oAntioch*v -/Hiz'ain.al-Mulk gave a. bill of exchange oh Ahtioch//,:
: . /tb the ferrymen..of the Gxus (iihun) in 471/1078 3) Sultan Md;// 
■v; ’ * tried to emulate his father in Shsban 501/1108 by abolishihg^ ;, ; / ;
perhaps /momentarily, as was the case1 before, customs /and excise I  
 ^ duties, and in commemoration of this Tree,,trade1 policy-sign-. //>
 boards.; were erected at the central, markets of cIraq. (4) Besides,/
commerce was shifted by the, political unsettlemeht and uhending/;:: 
revolts, although a fresh impetus/was given to it by the direct ;/ 
contact of. the west with the east through the agency of the ’-'//T
: : 'Crusaders .. Furthermore, warfare and .rebellion being the/order ? ;
(ij This was the reason of Sultan Md!s persecution/of the /I
; ?•' Bat inis in the beginning of his , reign 500/ll06-7v I*A.181v; :
(2) I .Q,*_ 1 1 8 J.A. 88* _ --\V? 1  T -  *I';//-‘‘. '/I*-' ;':l l  /
(3j/;ftazwihI-Tari]di“i-Guzidah, 444* , . * 1
1 ; : (4) I.A. 191//... , I. , /■ ,/ _s • / . , ,< ' . ■; _ ■■;//////
of . the; cLay, most of the male ,adults were, recruited for fighting ; 
in the fields, of hat tie. . Thus the factors of production were // 
used as agents-of destruction-at the whim of the jingoist amirs/ 
and young sultans . , Here and ; therehowever, we find some , /;
benevolent/spirits trying to protest against the prevailing /■/./:/ 
jingoism of the. period by offering the rival sultans and amirs// 
sound advice for, /amicable .settlements of their differences,.? / ;/ 
But their efforts wdre foiled by the,.self-seeking amirs. We : /;;// 
find wazlr /Aas Abul Mahasln and A&ir Ayaz readily responding/-,...•/•;/ 
to the , peace/efforts pf Amid Baidaji in'495/1101; and in 
II of the same year the treaty was violated by Md through the//// 
active , help: of /Amir Yanal "bp, Anush taklh, who deserted Barkiyaruq/ 
and joined Mdafter persecuting’the Batinis’of the mountain ; /■/ 
fortresses ) ; , -//
\ Owing to the depletion of the imperial/treasury, the /VI, 
sultans were./often satisfied with a petty sum, of money as a, /
; share, of the brigandage and treachery, ;of the amirs and their /,//
‘ deputies Thus'-%e' find in 49.5/1101-2, when Sarkhab b Badr;was ;v / 
defeated by1Ilqarabli/othebfbtMr;|^ i»milita.ry governors, of 
Khaftidhkan rebelled against him.1 and occupied it with more than / , 
2,OOO^ .OOG, dinafs, and: when Sultan Barkiyaruq was passing by it,/: 
they/sent him 200*000 dinars.^) : ■ v ; / /
(1) 1 .A. 137, 154. I   ^ / /; , --,//?//
'(2)' Ibid, 144. -- ' . .  / " / ' ' - - / ; \.: •?■■//;;/;/
■ ' T  - r;* - :V. l‘- V r '1  ^ . I' X72iv//-.A/.
-■ .The Sultans even did not; she ink from hahding •over their; , 
own officials to their enemies If a handsome price for their-:??/-? 
heads was offered;; According: to. K&wandi, (■?) Sultan Md sold,; ?* 
the head of Abu ’-Haahlm, the Raisof Hamadan for 500,000 dinart * ;/ 
to his wasir Ahmad;b Nizam al-Muik. .But when Abu Hashim-came ;/?;■ 
to know of. it he secretly came to the ‘Sultan at Isfahan after ; 
a week*s journey by a round-about way. He; bribed hafa ftaratagln>: 
a servant'of the Sultan., ;by. paying/him 10,000 dinars In ten?.*-'; I'/,; 
purses and thus got admittance to the; Suit ah'at night, ftutlagh;/ 
KhatUn, the sultan*s ‘ wife was present' and AbuHashim pre sent ed. * 
a unique pearl, the like of which was not in the Sultanas //'/■/; 
possession. . After praising the Sultan, and shedding tears, Abu; ; . 
Hashim pathetically appealed to theiSultan as a descendant of/?? ; 
the Prophet and offered 800,000 dinars for the head of Ahmad :;* 
b Hizam al/Mulk;. and the Sultan, being a mammon-worshipper " > ? ? 
agreed to the proposal. Abu Ha shim returned to, Hamadan with 
an officer of the treasury, who/brought to theSult&n the , ;//f
stipulated amount within a month. Abu Ha shim paid the entire1 ?'•// 
. amount, out of his own treasury, without borrowing .or selling ? ,; 
anything. This story illustrates that the officers of the; State ; 
became;' extr aor dinar I ly rich at . the expens e of; the pe ople . (:?,), n. 
The Sultah'-dlfca' similar thing with Sain al-Mulk Abu Sa * d,. his,./;,
.. (1 ):_■ Pages 162-165 */,. /;/>/...: • ' // ? ,
(2) , Also corrdfcobated by/Bundarl 89-90 with blight variations ./ ;
- According to (I.A.:200} YdG^OOO/lI^alid1Andshirwan himself >/ 
Was the person deputied to bring; the money . *! -•/?•
'■Mus tawf i■'* In after* his?&rfivhl; at Isfahan from /;/;/ /
Baghdad, " According to , Bundart /hehanded over/Abu Sa Td to - / ///// 
Tuntash; fdr 200,GGO dinars, who -took Him;.tovSawah and crucified? 
him An itisvstreet/ on Friday, ahdi&/-amirsmade the Sultan forget 
/about the amount which was /misappropriated by . Ibp; al«KafI, . the v 
s ; Qfficlating wazlr. ^ ) Ibn-al^Atjhir gives ,a different, version,'(?) 
?’ According- to him Abu Said . was handed over toAmif, Kamyar on
account of a grudge between them;/When hejreadhed ;Hayy he /:/ / 
/ mounted Ahu: Sa! d on a horse with a /gold litter, proclaiming / / 
that /the -Sultan had presented/ Abu Sai d with a, - robe o f honoxir 
for ;a fixed ;sum pf.- money .; ?^ Hus/;he.rrealised .alarge/ amount cf ?. / 
V /; money/ from the family, of Abu SA *d./arid then crucified, him. , * / ?
,./■ The motive* of his /arrest aa/giveh*by that lie
. ??/■■>// '■ ■ ,..'/■ . :• . ?/ //?/?/': /•?/'/;■ 'VVV‘:;
; us ed ^to talk -Ill/bf the GallpH/and the, Sultan * < ;• Hch.-wf •;,/?
- Besides,/ tbh/sultdns illegally;exacted/^ge sums?/from/their / /? /
/fdrlbrn /subj ects intimes, of ^-distress and 'allowed the troops // /
/ / / /■'*? to plunder ■;the country In/return/fdr/t ; services?■ Sultan , ;
 ^ Md /exactbd 50,H0,0 dinars> ffora ‘Mul^tas * Al-Mulk;* (4)• ?,-He /.also took;
/ ;. illegal money from Abul ftaslm mna/ Abui Farajin/502 y (3;.) ■///
(1) p. 96.. ??■/ ' ,
, . (2)' I.A. 207. • .
??-' ?' (3) Ibid . 208. /'
(4) Bundari, 106-7 ...
(5). I.A. 199. / .
? \ ? / ? - / ? /t'/Tf ??. ; PAM?:, n  ?// ??'/ , , / ; ? ?  / ■ f '•■\?:?;'?//?.;?
.?;: >; ^ 1 ?•: SURVEY /OF iOMTIOAL?HlSTOR^ -511/1117) *???,.:?/* ?;/
■?-,:?; V,'?;i / / .?/?•■' ?-. *; ' CHAPTER V ; ‘ ? ?, ; '■ .?'?,-/ 1 ?,;//??
■??■'?/■. •'•:? -?/'?*'?:: V Ma3^ udyb,*.-‘MM^ ? ■.? ; ' •* ???/?
/ ' ^ a ^ a l :485/1098'--/^awki/4€^/l094 /?//;*?/??•/?????
,: ? The /Sailjuqidsupremacy was atiis zenith during the e ighfies 
?•/?;,.: / of the eleventh century . '/ But thefamous. /fe zain/al~Mulk' whose
/ mi Id d iplomacy and s agaclty were; res pons Idle , for preserving,
;? ??’: the cordial relations ybbtween: the Callph and the Sultan on; the
/?/:./, onehand, and for /maintaining/ the effective/control between-the 
? ; ; . f central goyernineht and Unwieldy walls on/the,' other,?.suddenly
?;? * v fell from: the favour of ; the. Court ;^?) / Soon after?he was • n
,?;;■■ assassinated by :a' Batihi,-/neaf./^  ^ the age of ;ninety- ??■;?■/
?■■• \. / three/ aHd/on 10 .Ramadan 485/1092 whilefhe was oh his way to/:?/??/
// ? . /Baghdad with Malikshah* Whether the Sultan was directly and???/?:'?
///: / : ;persbhally: involved .In; thispldt is not certain. That the iimpeff? /
//: . Inence and officioushessA of’the nikierous Zsonss ahd grandsons, of r ? ?
:/ : , the' great admihIstrator?:holding?impof tarit * imperial offices, led
;/;? ' to ithe.,-fupture between .the Sultanand his wazlr, appear s/bo be
■•■•■i^b.QYOhd /doiibt Mai Iks hah als o ; followed him to the grave after
? ??? ; (if-IiZis clear,:,fpbmvMndafl.?pZ/59-66 I.ft. '
//???;?■, . ? ?p? iSl/ihat' N&am al-ltf^ ‘dismissed:/- ?//■:
?;???,■'?' , :? /RAwandl, /Fadl JdLl&h^^ ;-
/ ; / ; ■-.?/ *;v.got?fhe , ideA*of/dismissal from; thevefse?of ^
? ;; -■/? ' '?Hahhas,?;which'mlgM^  reconstruction of
; /.? ,: ?/. ■ :the /'ministfy took^ ;plude/:after/fhe;^ murder of /HIzam’(aI-Mul:H>
X: •; A‘wk'.8-4‘.v--,; // //?;;?■ ,v ??^ ?:./????v?? / :.■ ? /Z?V;??/  ^‘ '?■ I',?/-;?' ?'? ‘??f/:
?/'\?';75.
:?Z? ;?Z. ,thirty-five days, :*? at the age pf thirt^-elght/^year s . :• -..Thus was 
/.A???*,; the unhappy reallzatipn of the, predictionrof : the enraged, and 
??;*?. disgfacpd- wazip/'vdie said:'Z'uIeti*the;/Sultan >bn/my?behalf 
I-;-,?:?.,"' Z thab?ihe \p^ pf that crown i a depend ent/Zon this Ihkpot,
/ : 1 and their unity?is • strength and advantage * but when the one is
? ?' / eliminated the other goes - w i t h / i t T u r k a h .  and fajZ al-Mulk?, /'/? 
??:/ were:; instrumental? both in : chang ing/Z^ he’'mind;'Vo f. Maliks hah;
'••" ? ?? •’against;/HIzam?al~ and finallybrtngl^gabout his death. The
? ;;;; .; subjPet of .contention^;.wasZ'the?heir-apparehtship of the Empire .
/■^ ;.T.urkahZhAd‘'bpeii/ cherishihgV-the/ raipihg'/herinfant son,
?;/' , Matoud to. fhp/Sulfanatf?After/Malikshahf .'and.,Nizam ai-Mulk..was.
? Z???- Zhuturally favourable toZBarkiyarUq, .the eldest ; stirviving son of 
/; ??. Z?: the Sultan by another -wife . (3?/ She succeedpdyZhowever?; by tactics/* 
/??? ih ins tailing "Mahmud- totheZ/Sultanate; (4 ) . : Barkiyaruq 'Was-, 't.aken 
;??•// ;/'■/Into*custody as a;precautionary meaisure;r(.b) /But when the' -news;:;ZV:Z
of the death of Malikshah,became...T^^^^t^tb’Vthp' followers of/??"?
; ; * ■.Nizaiii*■ a 1 -Mu.lk* they rose in armcy/rescued-/him,'/read;1the l£hutbah ?; ?
* (1) According to I ,Q, 121'.and BundarI?‘59;, 33 d'a^ s;:.;'ZV''According
Z. Z - Z■;?* ?to'?Price, ZlBZdaysV/V ?. ■ ; . ■?**'?’ ; 'i.
*-/* v. ,(s) I? A . ,84-85 • , Bundari 59-60.: ? ;.*// •?-■* ■ ' / ,.??'
Z, : ??•)? Bundari 58-60, *Eawandl 140*. Yadzi p. 65-66. ? .,
: Z v ; (4) Ibn .Abl al-Sarur *f db6..?;Z0nZ;tfe r6le*'0f?Turkan in this
?//>■'" * •;struggle; pee above. t /■ page?'.§?:*:?;■ ?Z- *;' ■* ‘ - v*'’.
, : : (5) ;, According toRawandi (p •140-141) and Bunddr1?, p .76,: Barkiyaru 
Z?//?;/:??/? was not , arrest edbut the?folIpwe^sZ'of jNizam al-Mulk took 
;Z* ? ? ? Z ZZbim put of Isfahan at night to the dlreGtlon pf SawahZand; ;^^ 
ZZ ' where; they .appointed Kumusht&gin*his * *utabegf? d fhey ZZ:
/ Z Z ’ ■ Z ultimately;:^tookZhlm/to ZRayy,; kad©; him?as cpnd?thp Zthrone ■ and ^ 
?:."? ,., Z ; .Mbsllity the; RAIp Z Of' ;Rayy pUt?the;, golden cfbwnZonZhis;
; ; v?//?'* head:;>zAhd‘;Vat/theZ ga.te bf: RAyy *a^  troops gathered '
r ' Z -*?Z round him. , - . Z Z/Zv": ????Z?/Z??? y>*:Z?'-? / Z?/??::
’• ■'??■ ■ ■ ;'; Z';Z ;• , OrZ Z';; ?,/?■?/; ■ ■■ *. ; s.. \ ZZ"<?;Z : Z; . ■  76. ?;’/
. in his' name-at Isfahan and proclaimed '-him^  Sul fcah*V: Thus many? ?
Z. v ■ •: people.gather ed round.him .and a: battie took place between the.
° ‘ Z rival forces?ofVBai»kiyaruq and/ TurkahZat*‘the;. endof Dhul; Hij jah
Z. Z Z 485/1092 near Buru jird. (^ ) , 'Z:.. Z* / Z?'. ’"■?/?? ,z
* The army of Turkan was defeated owing to the defaction of 
Z. some of the amirs who wept over,to Barkiyaruq. v The?routed/army: 
returned to Isfahan but Barkiyaruq foil,owed * them and bes ieged •
■Z'Z. the town.ZTaj. al-Mulk took part .in this buttle Z.?:;After./'the
de;feat he fled to. some part of Biirujird, but; was caught up? later 
Zv and taken to the army of ZBarkiyA)?uq '^ diile it;;wabZbebIeging.Z'^^:: • 
Isfahan'. Barkiyaruq, aware; of his excellent accomplishments, . . 
vZZ/V intended .to appoint him wakir. TajZal^Miilk on.his park tried, to, Z?
reconcile the Nizamites , in vain. / At the instigation, of *Htltiian, : . Z 
Z;Z ; / ZZ Z . a Nizamite slave , he was. ass assihated in Muharram 486/1093. (3) .
; Turkan, thus being deprived of her wazlr> compromised with Z/Z;
/ Barkiyaruq . , But . she . never gave• up. her long cherished plan of . . Z.?
s e 1 f - a ggr ahdl s ©men. t. $h© then allured ZlsmaTl b Yaquti to rebel .
. Z against Barkiyaruq'. (4)„ After, the sudden death of ZIsmaTl she 
Z , ZZZ?? again/ came.-..totenasZ fith Barkiyaruq1*. Zander'cover -of this false
settlement she tried to ally herself with Tutush. . This time ?:
• sudden death put ah end; to her career of intrigues ♦ (5.)
■■-Z., - Z'Z Ci). I .A. 89 . , ■■' Z z k/Zi/ ■' ? ", Z'Z-' v Z ;--./ZZ‘??■ Z?/ZZl
. Z: (2) Ibid. 89.. . Z Z ? - ' 1 Z'Z?: ■ ? Z:
Z;-Z/ZZ" ,,'(.3);, Ibid .89 • Z : ' ;Z. . 4 kkZ'./Z ,Z ZZ /
: (4 ) Ibid. 92. Rawandl 141^ -142. Z'Z.ZaZZ-:ZZ>/ 'Z v/?' '?■ ’ : '• ? ?  Z
Z ;.Z?ZV . (5-) Ibid. 99 . Rawandl 142;. •; ? V ' Z. ■ ZZv . ;ZZ?'*":Z,:---Z >.Z -ZZ'Z -Z ??;■
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'Tutush was t he : wall of Darnas pus, and , it s hei ghbour ing, ;: :;
provinces. As he was proceeding to Baghdad to see his brother/ 
and liege’lord .Malikshah in 485/1092, the news of the Bultan!s V
death reached him at ;Hit/ .which he immediate 1^ ,.seized/and thence v^ Z 
returned to Damascus in order to muster his forces for an attempt 
to wr es tie ..the sultanate for himself. (1) He tried to occupy 
Rabbah and wrote to. its wall to surrender it without .success .,^ )
At Damascus he raised a huge army and spent a large* amount of 
money on its' equipment for fighting;. His intention was first :to- 
march to . Aleppo> where Qaslm al-DauIah: Aqsunqur was the wall*^ < / ;
Seeing, the dissension among the sons of his late master, and 
the incapacity of his own arms to'combat the usurper, Aqsunqur -^:/
joined Tutush. and with him* He further wrote bo
Yaghisiyan, wali ,of Antioch and Busan, wall of Ruha and Harr an 
to obey Tutush pending the final issue of the forthcoming .
conflict between the sons of Malikshah. So they also joined 
hands with Tutush and delivered: the Kh -^thah in his name in their ;■ 
respective provinces * Then they all marched together, to Rahbali ; 
and occupied it .by , capitulation in Muharram 486/1093.(3) He, / v ;
restored order, in Rahbah and .appointed his own officials*^/ . A ;/
Afterwards they inarched to Hasibln, the inhabitants of which 
were hostile to Tutush, inasmuch as. they openly abused him. ; -
(1) I .A. 90. ' . ..
(2) X.Q. 122. : i
(3) ' I.A. 91. • .. . •' ‘ ‘ -^/vf/v
(•4) I.Q.. 122. . ./ ' ^ - i
t /Tutush howeye^/'besieged: ft ’a n d c o u p l e d  in
.. Safah 4S6/I093V. After a; terrible: .sack/ef ,the/ town it was: handed 
overt o next object /of the expedition;/.
• was • MaWAil/:Which was in a (troubled1 condition^. There :were two// 
factions, one support ing.:.the cans © ofS afia ig.iAtun and her son  ^
i/All. by Tibrelate ' husbaM / ^  other siding :
.. with Md, her stepson. In;/a:/bat:tle:fh;e.A'r. Kanasat'Ali won the day :
: - apdkdocupi'ed-'-Maws'ilwhiohvwas y howeWr> ^ soon, handed over to /;/'• 
her . $.econd/husband*'-Ibrahim on- his- release, ‘by/ihrKah.‘.after the :
; death of Mali who"' imprisoned-- '3aimr . >-
'y ;/ low' after the conquest of .Naeibln., Tutush asked Ibrahim; tb: 
i/to/d in his na^/and conduct
to /Baghdad y;V The:, re quest being re fus ed, a battle to ok place ah/ 
Mudayya^ in RabiG I 486/1093. (5 ^ ®h^|pai?tips were^unequally 
\:: baiahc^ fought for Ibraliim1 whileTutushhad only/b
•ldiOpO vmen,,-yet/Tutush was-;:’ viotq^rp^^bbcaus^,. Buz an/and Aqsunqur 
- were on his/ left \and ,;right^ wihgs/ respectively. t/Ibrahim and AV//J 
’>soirie lof//the /Ayah. amirs were ; takeh/captives and j^t/tq death;,- ;
;\ bThe, ;jh»operty :pf./t^  - their-camels,; goats, “horses .and\/;\b//
; dqulpmeht.^ .wer'e t aken as; booty , ; Many llrab' women.;comini11ed iy ; !v / 
/sufqide; for fear of ignomihiousv treatment: and naptiyity* (^
(2)folbidl-91w^ ‘ 5 , A . :: ',h'; ..///•■ '
(3) . Ac cox* ding to I .Q., on Sunday the 2nd Rabic I' on the bank of 
: the river Hafftias * vp. - 1 2 3 I -V /v if/:////
,/ (4) /l.Av,91. ; /iq ' / : /krA^ A//// kkvkb
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Ibn al-Q,alahisi gives a very graphic and pathetic /
description of the/atrocities ; //
: / Tutush and /the party next marched to Diyar; Bakr in RablfIT 
of .the year and captured Mayafariqin and the. entire. Diyar Bate 
. from Ibn a 1-Marwan and afterwards moved to Adharbaijan.), At 
this time the news of the revolt of Tutush reached Barklyaruq, 
who had.succeeded in occupying Rayy> Ramadan and.the inter­
mediate districts So he at once dispatched an army against 
Tutush* When the armies approached one another Aqsunqur and 
. huzan changed sides, in accordance with their projected scheme 
Tutush^ . finding himpelf unequal to the' situation/ returned to ,/ 
Syria at the,. end of.phul Hi j jah(3) and', thus for the time being 
Barkiyaruq1s position'became secure*. - "
On his arrival at Damascus Tutush raised a great army and 
. again in 487/1094 inarched to; Aleppo to capture thb ' Sultanate •
: This . time, however > Aqsunqur and Buz an. came put together and 
/marched wlth Karbuqa, vdio was sent by Barkiyaruq to oppose 
’Tutush* The parties came into;conflict hear Nahr.Sabain, 
adjoining Tall al-Sultan at a distance of h  ix/f ardsakhs from;.;;
- Aleppo in Jumada T •.. Owing to detention.; in/ the camp of; 
Aqsunqur, Tuthsh won theZ battle and Aqsunqur; was. seized and
/ (1) ‘ I*Q* 122. / :
(2) I.A* 91-92* I";-'
. • :(3) r.a. 124. :/ ‘
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put to death#v ./ Harbuqa and Buz an topic refuge -at Aleppo, ^ which/\, 
was besieged and. afterwards handed'over to Tutush by the 
residents of Qalcat al-Sharif # , Tutush arrested Harbuqa and
Buzan and sent. liis army to/Ruha* aMk'Har'rah,-' .the provinces of '
Buzan, but the army was resisted hy the .inhabitants • . So Buzan 
was put to death: and his head was sent to them and then they 
surrendered to, the army-of Tutush* Karbuqa was sent to H$ms / 
v  where he remained in chains till he was released ,by Rudwan. b V  
Tutush after the,, death of his father
Thus being encouraged by this,:yictory, Tutush .sought, to 
carry through,his plan and marched-for/further, conquests'. , At / ; 
this time Barkiyaruq was -at \Hasibin, whence he also marched to 
stop Tutush1 s progress. He thus ■; crossed, the Tigris at a place 
; above Mawsil. and proceeded to Irbil and thence‘to the province
of Sarkhab b Badr* He pitched* his camp at a distance of-nine;
farasalchs from Tlitush1 s headquarters* Barkiyaruq had only' 1000 / 
men, while Tutush, had an army of 50,000 strong* Amir Yaqub b V
Abiq, from the side of Tutush, attacked Barkiyaruq, defeated his :
army and plundered: his camp in Shawwal 487/1G94. Barkiyaruq 
. espaped with amirs Bursuq, Iiumushtaglh and:Yaruq and.journeyed 
to Isfahan. Maenad naturally favour able to.,Ills elder...
brother tout tlie, two. brothers embraced each other. But the
: (1) . l.A. 95-96. Al-Makln £.175Y .
(2) I.CJ. 127. . • .
(3) l.A. 96. : - : ■ . •
■ v : : k k ;  / €  , k / V . . ;  >■u ' k ; k / :k /  - V v ?  - y i  - y y  y ’' / k y /  y '" ._8i/k.vy;;;;],.
. / intriguing amiffi ’bhar . yiy/ Bullmbak/w%// trying to, keep, the />//
■ last words of Turkan. by capturing Barkiyaruq/ Theyywerey : k 
determined to blind him in order to:^ make bim unfit, for the' , kyl: 
sultanate.^ yinthe meantime/:Mahmud 'was attacked with smallbd:: ;/ 
pox, and, the/physician, Amin lal-Dauihh b.Tilmidh persuaded Z/the^ Z/v
/ am&s ' to postpone: the 'blinding till the recovery: of: Mahmild, ,. ; k
as . they were against Tuttish, so that If Mahmud died; they could ;
: make ‘Barkiyaruq Sultan. Mahmud, however, died at the. end/of , /“
Shawwll‘'487/109.4, aged .about sqveh years Zand Barkiydruq Becamel/v 
the sole' Sultan..(8V \ . . y - *• :. • t / V/
(1) l.A. 96.. -
(2) Ibid. 96-97. /
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; CHAPTER VI k/y, y ;. *• ' ' ' k  y / k :‘?
The Reign, of Barkiyaruq b . Malikshah.
Shawwal 487/1094 - Rabii II 498/1104 k  ■
. The death of Turkan and of her son Mahmud, freed ,
Barkiyaruq from: his most Immediate danger. He could hov/- V ,
. count on the support of at least A ; large.proport i on o f th e .
; amirs who hadkhitherto; opposed'him on behalf of Mal^ rndd, 
and of all those who, for one reason or another /.were hostile - : . 
to. Tutush# .But. in. spite of, this; Improyeineht in his/prospects 
he was, yet far; from having.secured' his position; and by ■ k: 
ill, fortune he .was at this critical jundtmr>e::incapacitated.
. by. an attack of sinall-pox for some, tym./.months . (Dhul-Qddah 
and Dhul Hi j j ah) ♦ (^  \ k,;.- ■ ,
• (1) S ince M a h m u d  d i e d ;1 at the end of vhiawwal’k  and.,
-y / .Barkiyaruq -was-'--‘-at that /time', well- enougli to. hold k 
y. , the usual mourning ceremohies.# I;.*A*; 97 ; ; . . . • ../y . >
• 1 ' Meantime; Tutush: was - continuing his./trlumphal progress in
y , the- nortM;( ***),..After the occupationpf,Hairraii andr Ruha/;;he/h
/' -.;V. secured."'-Mesdppfaiiiia, Dlyar Bakr and Ac^arhayian,kby his defeat;/k 
: :of Barkl/aruq;,’ ^  now began tq advahce;i Into : Persi At Hamadhah 
, the,: /Amir 'fi^ ur (^ -/afr-'first; fbsiStedV/-^^'• Ph tbhturing Zputktp. 
v attack, and ipot; Tutush! s 1-luggage/train^  /he was: caught arid Z;: :/■ 
defeated, . and- saved, his life only by Surrenderiaig JSamadhau*; 
Tutush how prepared to march bn Isfahan direct,: hoping , to k/'
, seize the opportunity of/Barkiyaruqls.'; illness^ and opened a \ 
k secret correspondence with the:;amirs who, unhertain whether 
. BarMyteuqkwbuld^recover//thought /It prudent■ to conceal' their/ 
hostility td: him/ahd promised: to s jpihkhis side * / Another s thoke k 
. ,i. of’good/ fortune 'also favoured Tutush;for: the moment* . Fakhryykyy 
; V / al^Mulk,; sbn -of; ’• Sizam-.v.al-Mulk//who./kt ike• 'fia.e: other members /of .y/:;k 
y .his family /favoured, the caupe 'of Barkiyaruq, fall ihtbhis:.. ; kk//
handsat^ Hamadiito* His life was ; spared; at the Instance-,of ■;/,//./'
. \ Yaghislyany who pointed. out the Adyantagesrpf /appointing hint a n y  
; wazir . and so gaining the powerful,-sympathy of the adherents.: of yyZ 
their house* Added , to this, Tutush had. brought-pressure to/beary 
.yypn the Caliph through his" shihnah at ZBaghdad, Aytakin,. ahd after/;
Barkiyaruq rs defeat, had been proclaimed ZSulthn; at Baghdad/(3
. y (1) I.Q.* 1 2 7* ' ’k/' , y k — y- ' k-y/Vk-k yy y'\“ y ;:k -"k/ky- ^Z;k
(2}.y ;Amir AMqur Is a title ■/- he was,, "Master of the, IiorsetV liA*101
(3) The-^persistent hostility bf the/local .troops .towards, yhiinyy / ? 
, . was, however, shown by the receptionZ given to. h i s ,next. * yi.y'
,/ y^lx-ibna^ /Yusuf :b Abaq, o h v his'trrivai 'In §afar of the .; , Z ; /
following /year • ZHe; was ^ refused entry at first and.-bnlyy V;; y 
. , Z: t after defeating the -Maxyadite ' - orqe.s -• -;at /Baquba could /hey/Zyy
k  forc'd Zhis;-,way 'in;> jusfZ before/ the: news of; the d e a t h  of / ;kj
• •-./ - _ .Tutush:;/arrived* ,I*A:*/ 101* y k y k  y/y"' ■ yk--y'' / Jk„ ,■/ / V-k/
, V.'k'.y k - ."yy .... , y'y y : ' ; .-y'y/-- y...
./Barkiyaruq*® position thus seemed-desperate, and had'
Tutusli -carried out, his; plan"6f marching./ dire c tly on Isfahan, /
there seems, little reason to doubt that he would have established 
himself in: the sultanate with the minimum of opposition. 
Fortunately for Barkiyaruq, however,, the opportunity was thrownk-.v 
away by a characteristic display of revengefulness oh the part / 
of Tutush. ,,y : ■, "■ ' - , k., ‘k -k ^ykkyy
The Amir .AMiur, after his surrender of Hamadhan,: had made 
a show of loyal submission to fix tush, and asked perraission to,; 
prbc eed to Jurbadha&ah , (half-way between ..Hamadhan and 'Isfahan) . 
to prepare forage and provisions for the -advance, of Tutush1,s 
army.. Thence he fled to Isfahan,yand exposed the situation toy 
Barkiyaruq. Tutush,,:ip revenge, sacked Jurbadhagan, and instead, 
of continuing on to Isfahan, turned north-eastwards and occupied/ 
Rayy .y Hd reason ./Is, al leged for this strange change of plan,; yyV'y
though possibly the difficulty of furnishing forage and . -y y k
. ' ........ *. v  - ■* ; y ■ * - y ( X Y
provisions for a large , force in mid-winter may account for it .v, • /
Barkiyaruq, was thus afforded a bx^ eathing-space, which was v 
enqrge11eally /utilised.•,< His first action, on recovery. was to " k 
counter Tutush1 s appointment ,of Faldxr. al-Mulk by. appointing
(1) Accordi_ng to Ibn al-Athfr;fs .account, (p. 101),,. it was from y 
Rayy that Tutush opened coiTmunicatlonswith the; amirs dty/y ; 
y Isfahan/, but as this episode is expressly placed during y k  
BarkiylTruq.!s illness, It must have taken place ;in Dhu’I-/
. Qa*dab;at latest, and In any. case it fits in more natural lyvk;' 
Z with Tutush;1 s preparations for the march on Isfahan*
■. k y  "\z ; . . / / .yV ' -v  ' ...z z. . . k ‘ ‘;;:k .  y;y/ k k , : y ; .. - -k  ;■ ^ 85-,; y yy
the latter fs brother Muiayy&dZ al~Mulk- as his own wazTr .
(DhzuV'q Hi j j ab) i Mu^ayyid al-ZMulk at once opened', up communication*:
. . with the amirs of krqq and iQiur.asan and gained their adhesion 
y to Barkiyainiq. • / ' k  k  /  ■ " , k
Thns reas sure d, Barkiyaruq set but with his small force 
from Isfahan early, in the following month (MtiZharram 488/1095) 
and on arrival at : Jarbadhagan, halted to await reinforcements*, y/ 
There "troops advanced to join,them from every side,".until, with 
an ai?my now swelled to the figure, of 30,000 men, according to Ibn 
Athir, he felt himself strong enough to take the offensive.
-Tutush had alienated all sympathies by' his harshness and by 
the ruthlessness with which his army had plundered,the country;v 
the troops of Aqsunqur and Buzan still nourished bitter feelings 
towards him, and he realised that he could not hope to stand 
a siege in Rayy. (8) Risking all on the issue of the conflict, 
hey marched, out towards Barkiyaruq, arid at the village of Daslitu, 
twelve farsakhs from Rayy, battle was joined on 17 Safar.
/In spfte of his own brave stand, his troops were defeated, and : 
in the heat of battle, one of Aqsunqur1s men revenged his 
former master Ts execution by seizing* and decapitating him. (3 ^
The remnants of his officers and troops fled back to Syria, .. ;/
leaving Barkiyaruq undisputed .master/of the field.,
, (1) I .Q,. 129. > ' . .Zy;y k  ■■■/.■■' ' ■ * V
(2) According, to I.Q. (127) he had in fact called for his son , 
:Rudwan,/.his deputy in Damascus: to join him with reinforce.-,
■/'/ /A^hts\ .ZT,*A*- 102.k.-/. ./'Z'-. -k-y,y ' • . ' • /
^ (3). I/.Q,. 13Q. It is also narrated that a slave of BUzan
(sic Qvfcan) was his assailant. Recueil Hist. Crois. Or.
: ; vol. iii . 485 from • al-Hajum alrZahiralu "
Barkiyaruq had now at last vindiGated M s  claim to the 
sultanate by the disappearance; of all serious rivals. * It . k  
reaiaihed to consolidate his position, and■ .assert > as. far- as / 
possible, his control over the territories which had aekncmledged 
the suzerainty, of his father.. The '''central, provinces Jibal 
and^Iraq, werb for the moment quiet, undisturbed by revolts, ; 
and a1-Mawsil was recovered (from the governor appointed by . 
Tutush) by the amirs, Karbuqa and Albuntasfi, who acknowledged. , k// 
the s uzer* a I nty of Barkiyaruq. The two principal areas ;;
from which opposition might be apprehended were, consequently, 
Khurasan and Syria*
Although Khurasan was the cradle of the Saljuqid power, : / 
- it aIways ^ remalhedi.a somewhat difficult /problem for the Great // 
Saljuqs to- mai rit a In their hold over itv In’ the absence of \ 
full information, it.is difficult to discover in detail the 
causes of this restiveness, but two factors may generally be 1///
discerned/. In the first place the extent of the province. /
itself made it necessary for the governor to maintain a very, //
large: standing army, while it s.. wealth and the facilities for q
recruiting Turkish troops from the neighbouriifg1 frontier 
districts supplied him with, ready means for doing; so • > The . . k k  
possession of such large forces formed a standing temptation
(1) Bee ante p. 21, also l.A*. 107* .
• ' -zyy ;Z ■z ' IZk;Vi./ y'^ V I)’V yiyS'kkZq •;^ //:k  / Z i-kk-' ' / * 8.6>&y'V* ’
/ ; .tofv-as‘sert/indepehdenc,e at times: of .disturbancewhen the , 1///
; Sultan was ypreeluded fho3A; ihtery^hihg>kei,i>®btively v ' :It -musty1- I-0 
/ not/ be., forgotten also that large humbe.rs of. Turkmen', tribes had 
: .entered -JOjur as an along with andq-.after .tlie' Sal juqlds, and . /’-'‘y k  
. though wo are. badly informed about their/pasturage/areas^dnd / 1;>/ 
activities , thex1© can be little doubt that, like the Turte^hk 
1 tribes in other provinceb,: they were always ready /to Z join in ,7Z yk 
qany enterprise which promised war fare and ready loot*
/ 1 ,Xn./addition to this 'external; factor, howler 9 therewas ty /t/
/another; arising from the character of the; population its elf 1// //; 
/. Theiry.fepd.al^ pr’g'ahiz-atioZn, ‘which had been maint alned underb.y y.1; 
, - y; the; Samanldsyy/and fightihg' capacities made': them valuable allibsy / 
. or,: oh the: other hand, redoubtable opponents /, This warlike , '
character was/ even more marked’ amongst the Inhabitants /;Of /the; /
1 large cities, Rayy,; Nishapur, , Balkh, etc •, who not
V : infrequently closedZ their gates/'in the face of,bven powerful 
. armies, and forced their rulers to respect their liberties. y 1/1/ 
There were not/a few cases when these cities even took the, / y -
■./ ’ ■ y / - ■ ■ . (i \ ■ :■ • ,y / - i ■/ ■
Initiative in political action.' k For good or evil, however,;. / 
the cities, and thb population generaiiy,flacked, so far as /' Z :.;
(1) It Zwas /runipured, for > example,. that even during the life-- / ! ; 
/ • tiBie of ,Mahmud the, citizens: of Balte. were in: conmiunication yy
/ \ Z, with Tkfra;sh; b . Alp-Arslan,y then Imprisoned atz Ta^Xt, Z untilk: 
Z /, /' he was put to death by Barkiyhruqv in Rabf- 1 . 487 (I .A. ‘ 98,99y/ 
, 104)V Bee/-also note 6n p^ ,22 ante. . - . • 1; /
k : . _v.'//:yvy ;'■■ y / - y , ,^ . ■; *■’ ■;'■ ‘ 87. . -yyy
! k can be seen,, any organisatlpn' which might, eliable them to, yy
• y concert joint action; each acted /simply in his!' 'own- •’interests £ /V 
; Z without paying heed to the .'others * It Is possible that Z y / ; y 
. religious factions entered into the matter to some extent; , ; /:;/
,y /■ &shapur .hah- a reputatiohvZf6r: Shi/yitey proclivities, and wad,/! kb
p . y;lnrthe very-'yearZ pf Barkiyaruq1 s. victory, over Tutush,- the. scenb y
Z^ Ay of violentZ Conflict between Sunnis and Kariamfe * While, kv-'kyZ
y ; ; y /yyiherefpre, the population byZ-;it'sZeli; mightz annoy/;.the central . :y 
yZ‘Zj.. • // y gPyernmbhi, ybut scarcely ehdangeb Its authorlty,.yif cities ; yA
/.;•l.J;yand governor made common carise ;agaihsl i t i t  might prove a V/kyi 
Z : ,yVery/diZffiCult-task ,to re-estZabllsh control, ■" >yZ Zk/^v Z ,?
'./I"/.! In the conflict Which now/'ensued between Barkiyaruq aridZz yy 
//ykyy Arslan ,Arg|^h, ; however , such evidence as can be gathered from y yy 
;,y; yZlbnZZ al^Athirls narrative is-against .the hypothesis' of any- co- : iy 
Z ; y operation^ betweenZ;the population and. the latter * Arslan Arghuhy 
/. y .-k a'brother of Malikshah,/ had. left. Baghdad after his brother rs: ; y/- 
/ y ; y death,*• with: the evident, intention of takihgZ advahtage ZpZf the / /y / 
/ ; y dispute ovbr, the succession in order: to makeZhimself independent/
; .ini^r^ah*/. He -wasZ/repulsed by ;t3ae population of. Nlshapur, ; Z/ Z 
-Z but found an ally/ in. Quduny the governor Zof Merv, who surx^endered
y the city to him and.. assZis tedy hi»i; tovg'ainpos. s e s;s IoZn of Baltep ;? y
. / -Tirmidhy,.and•'subsequently. 'of ••VjfestPrh IQihrasan as well, includihgy
: y y* y Hlshajpur *,Z, -Tills-done, /teslanpfferZed to recognise Barkiyarxiq 1 b ; Zyy 
y Z title bp the, Sultanate andZ: pay tribute ^ oh condition that/all:/ ./ /
/  k y  k \ k /  k '/. . k .  k  k k v y  y  / ,  / ■■/''' / k k k  k  k; ■ k  V -  ‘ /  '' . ■ . 8 8 .  k
;/■ Ifouraban, excluding Nishapur, (■**) were given him in fief.
Malmud .was St ill Z alive/ and tih&ex* the/ZcircumstancesZBarklyaruq. 
was. unable to do other than acquiesce for the/time being, 
k The relations between.uncle’ and/riepiiew ]?eiained, on: this
ZZ -basis even' after the death of Tutush. for a time • In the course 
Z: , • y.of the same yeah, however, Barkiyaruq rembved^  ^M^^kyyiid al-Muik
, /: from the wazirate andk imprisoned; him, at the instance of his .
;y . mother , .  2iubaida IQiatun, (8 ^ replacing him. by Fakhr• -al-Mulk, and. k  y
y the real control of affair s/passed into the hands of her 
'’yZk * . favourite, Majd al-MZuik, al-Batasani, . Arslan ArghiTn seized
upon this as . a . pretext to break off relations,Z with Barkiyaruq-y;
Z, who retaliated by despatching several squadrons to Khurasan ■.■■•■'./
, y under the command of-his uncle, Arslan’s half-brother, Buribars.
. b Alp Arslan.. The latter was successful in the first encounter,
. ybut/witMrew to. Herat while Arslan; Arghunassembled fresh ky \ " 
Z forces at Ba 11th and forcibly recovered Merv, . dismantling its 
fortifications -and putting a/great many of its inhabitants to 
death• He succeeded also in.winning over the Amir Akhur, who 
was with Bur ib ars , and though theAmir Akhur and .His s on were 
- y put to deathyby ‘ a rival coirimander, the . dissension amongst his k/
forces so weakened Bur ib ars that he was defeated and captured
(1) This exclusion of Bishapur. suggests that I. A.(108) is .
Z ;y . mistaken in including NIs ha pur in his conquests - or/else , y.
y* Zthe continued, hostility of its population suggested to. him 
y. .. / that his position would be stronger; without, it.
(2) See ante p. 15* Bundar.i 79, 81, I .A * 104-5 * y ,
towards the 1 end of 488* Arslan Arghun now felt himself securey/ZZ 
in his -independence, and for a/year governed Khurasan with they k 
utmostrigour',./‘destroying the. walls of the cities and the -''vy/
principal fortresses, amongst them the Quhandii1 of HisKapur. V  Z 
His . suspicions extended also to the principal officers of the / *// 
hqlcar of. ZKhurasan, many of whom,were put to death* cImad al-Mulk, 
.another of Mzam al-Mulk’s sonsy who had joined him and .been /yy{; 
appointed his wazir, also* suffered the common fate ‘of confiscatio: 
and execution* : . ;
/ Such tyrannical conduct Oespecially on the part of a Z Z 
usurper), could not be long in meeting retribution,. Before , the*: k 
end-of 489 Barkiyaruq already had a second army on the way, / /
'.and ±t was ./possibly- the; fear-of a mutiny of his own trodps that 
led / Ars lam' Arghun to the 1 extreme 'step of putting Buribar s to \ //. 
death after a year’s imprisonment In Tirmldh.. Shortly afterwardSj 
ih.Muharram 4-90, 'Arslan was assassinated by his ' own guards,’ 
outraged by his cruelties, /and a seven-year-?old son of his 
proclaimed;.ih his s t e a d T h e  imperial forces ‘were,u’ndqr 
the nominal ;command of Barkiyaruq’s brother/Sanjar, then only 1 
eleven dr thirteen years of. age, to whom Qumaj was attached as // . 
Atabeg and al-TugZhra’I as wazir. The news of the assassination y; 
reached ,them at Damaghan,. and they halted there until Barkiyaruq/ 
joined; themZ/in /person on /5th Jumada I * As, was to be expected,/ y
(1) Hafiz Abru //f 218 bv
his.'march through Khurasan was, in the nattoe of a triumphal , Z 
viprogres’s; after the tyranny of Arslan Arghun the cities 
welcomed the restoration of litiper i al rule 1 and / opened.* theIry /’ 
/gates without .opposition* Arslan’s Zaskar, with the' young..
.princeled from BalZkh into the mountains of Tuldiaristan, and 
opened negotiations for their surrender and amnesty* Barkiyaruqy 
granted the request, and the whole force, 15,000 in nuibery ; 
was incorporated in the imperial armies * After completing- 
the re-occupation of Khurasan by .taking TirmTdh,. Barkiyaruq y, ;
remained for seven months at Balkh, occupied partly in regulating 
the situation in Transoxanla, where the’ garakhafivid ruler /V
Ahitad had been put to death for heresy in 488,: and partly .inkZ/Zyk 
putting down (by means of Saajar) a revolt .led by Amir Amiran;■ 
(ZMhd* b. Sulaiman, a cousin of Malikshah) and Zsupported by ; /
the Ghaznevid, sultan Ibrahim., . ; . Z ' Z k:
The intervention; of the Ghaznevid introduced, yet a, third y 
factor into. the. problem of holding Khurasan. During; the thirty 
years of Alp Arslan’s and Malikshah’s reign, Ibrahim had -,yy .;:!/■ 
,resigned himself. to the loss -.of /Khurasan, and cultivated a > k
policy of peace,* cemented by matrimonial alliances, with the 
Saljuqs, while extending his rule in the.Panjab. But the un- 
settlement which had followed the death of Malikshah revived 
his ambitions to regain his ancestral territories . He. formally/./
(1) See Barthold 318.-9*
91*
,y. , adopted the title of Sultan/Vt;and now gave his . support to Amir
Amir ah on the; express condition that he should be1, recognised in
-v’;’'! the:v^ utbayvdn;-;ali the territories, recovered* / A second motive
' for his intervention may also be discerned in the fact that. ’
■' 1 7,, . : : , .Arslan^  .ArgMnr had been married totone of his. daughters . :
.,V .v ; The brief account given .bj Ibn. al-Athir of the rising
"renders.:dtydlff i;cult ‘to estimate the extent and. .seriousness of
: .the movement * Apparently ,-&■ number1 of .dis hrIcts* were captured^  ^
with, the aid of. a strong Ghaznevid force., which included. . ; .
y elephants, but it collapsed when Amir'Amiran .was captured in
f - ... -a surprise attack by the trdops ^ofvSatijar:'and blinded ? The
death of Ibrahim two; years later .and the. energetic .government
of Sahjar precluded, any further attempts to revive , the Ghaznevid
yy.., claims ... ; ■ • .  . • . : . - ' .'y,:. ,;-v . . V,
:  ^\ ;: ; ‘(1) See Bncy c • • of Islam s.v . - Ghaznavido« p. 15? * ,’Vol * II ;•" 'y -yy
Since the publication of Lane .Poole rs Catalogue, two gold 
, ; . y coins of. Ibrahimfs reign have, been acquired by the British
. , . Museumy one. dated 460 A . H . and the date of the y  the r is
. *.b : obliterated. : But.' there. i.S no mention1 of; Ibrahim as Sultan y'<
on any one of them, : aithpugh_;oh -his ynd&ted. 's;ll'yer.; cpine- . 
y tie' styles himself as Sultan, Sayy.id al^^hlatin and al-Sultan
al-Azam* So it cannot be precisely determined at .present J
, v ; from what year .he formallyadopted;..;this; title,.In competition
v v with the Sal j uq s * The Ghaznayids after? Shi tan; ;;Mahrrud. were, y
, , y however, called^ sultans by courtesy * Lane. Poo le r s; Catalogue
' ' y d 558, 560 * Additions to. vol ii;. pp. 257 , 243.' . See .ante p.
y-■ '■■ ' '■ ' Hafiz Abru f .220 b - .. .y,;y V.v-"’ .. ;• . V' ’ ■ • '
.y; h. , (2) The statements in'the vprinfed;; bbxh. of ;1>A.; ,;(110.) ( ed . Tornberg 
• yf j x,. 181) that Amir! Amiran began his revolt' .at- Balhh: is" ■ ^
y . pr obab ly to b e r e j e c t ed. Ibn al - Atjhlr has pr e vious ly: .
y .' . • btated thatyBarkiyaruq stayedyaf Ballih for seven months,y
tyy-tyi, ;,dand the words4 wa tawaj jaha: ilif Balldi; are missing:, in two MSS>7
•>V y  : ■ . As. ho dates ; are\.mehti.ohed,( however, : it ,is \ possible that' the it
y- ' revolt broke out when Barkiyaruq had already left Balkh on
. - his ireturn; march. "y ;y " y';-./ .- '
- V '  v : ' . '  ■ ' ■  ; /  - V *  y  ^  > y  y Y A : ' " ' y  Y i p s ' a V 1 Y y  ■
' . ; Oh the re turn of Barkiyaruq to 5raq in. the latter part of yy
:,y,. 490 8 an jar was left b e hind at Balkh.; ' The o ppb r tuni t y wa s / ‘hi
;#./ seized by Quduii, . who ■ had remained- behind at Merv on a pretext y-y
of :illness5: in conjunction with another i amif,, faruqtash, he; , 
seized and pht: to death Ikinji, the governor. of Khwarizm, and 
took possession of this; province y ostensibly in the , name of the y 
■ : . Sultan. Barkiyaruq first; continued his march to rIraq to .deaf ; .
,-y. with a revolt which had broken out there,; and;mibsequently >
- •. detached Dad' Habas taii b . Altuntag : to deal with the two amirs . ■
: , Dad-beg succeeded 'in dislodging:,them and appointed Muhamud, b . ;-.y
AnushtaKin to the position...of Khwarizm-shah, himself remaining 
wall ;of. ffiurasaiuy Q,udun^  was, pardpned by San jar, but died 
. .shortly afterwards; Yartlqtaah remained in prison, to play a.
■ - part later on. *■ ■ ; -
;• y ‘ In. contrast to his energetic intervention In IHrirasan, <
Barkiyaruq left Syria entirely alone. The first, and principal ;
reason, was no dqubt his preoccupation with the situation in. 
Khurasan, and by the time he returned to ICraq, the advent of v
the Crusaders had already changed the aspect of affairs in .'
1 Syriay. Button the other hand Syria- had; always' been, ■ and remained 
. .; a minor appendage of the Sal juq id empir e . Mai Iks hah1 s rare
. - appearances .within its boundaries liad been splely for the /
' : ; purpose.bf preventiiig his brother or his cousin of Runi from
•■ . becoming too powerful ♦ For; a brief moment Tutush had loomed .
,. up menacingly, :bp;t with' his dea th Syria relapsed - from the
yytyYYy. y ■' • ; r AY^YyfrvYYY YYfY yyY-YyYY y Y y ' 93. y...Y
,’: : . f ;. point :qf■/•'view.: of the sultan’ into Its/. old 1 unimportance , unless,
.yYy;v Yyy indeed*y(|iliArslan of Rum shquldCemlate rhisr father rs 1;,
. / ambitious prb jects * .fee---weakldhg'bbhs. of\'-Tutush/.RudwSn..and *
: : 1;, / DuqAq;>yhad- f lown/at each pther ts tbrpatsA with theusual.; -
y.  ^ entourage of saihltious, amirs ltn ieg j^aem^ 'O^ r Y Y :  M r e ' was mo
■ . , danger. to be apprehended; there, :eveh if either oryboth :of them v% - 
: : : >yV;trere tpvtefuse to acknowledge- his, suzerainty, '.which was 'unlikeiy^^ 
1 Y : It is true; thattforya moment Rudwan,yta to.. attract Egyptian I;
‘ : ; aid against puqaq, (or under. the -Influence of Ismaili missionaries;:
If y, y -■, for Shi-* ism had a. strong hold Ihr Aleppo) > had been seduced;" y ;’Y/y 
YyY/; fntp; acknowledging the^  FatimidyGaliph of Calroy(4901, hut his f y
'Y yy amirs hady.qui.ckly. - Intervened, (^)y -V' ■ ,y', y '■'/.-,-.y * . . y  yyy :, yy;:
y : •j 'Then, whlle Barkiyaruq was ,stiliyinyKimrasan,,; theyFrank!shy Y
y afinies.‘ had appeared, beforeAntiochys&rtly- af tcr%af ds'y YYYY?Y,- 
I . y’y ;■’ v, 'Occupied .aI«Ruha..- ,vKa.rbuqa of M^sii; attempted, to. form a . y.y' ly ; 
vy.y \ ; cpalitiPh against them,, butyaisyacfiph was Itaken, . it wouldysaemyy
y , entirely on his own initiative.,sine© ;ityisnowhere sfated: that:yy 
y; . he was ;ordered to intervene by either ; Sultan or, Galiph. ; When- y^y
; v ;hid Attemptfailed, mainly through the intrigues, of Rudwan, andy y 
/, y -Antioch was finaliy captured, the/ Gall remonstrance,:
to Barkiyaruq, urging him to take the. field against the yEh»anks;^^^/;y ' 
yyy . y befbreythey -became'' too firmly establIshedfyThe, appeal went -y.-yyy
■ , . I: y Y C 1) . dibb , * 30-31. y  Y '. .' V ., I y;: v YrY::; -'; Y Yy c Y ' -: - - Y.; ;v‘ -Yyy-Yy;
; ]Y : y (2) The :iQ3uthah- int^gyptlan Caliph1 s name was/ continued tor 'fY'y
;i,. ;'Y - yy , ; four Fridays only. 1 .A* fllllS i . ,YafflT f 250 b . y y   ^ y
y y y;Yy . y/Yf y A y .y y ^  y /".' VYYyyyy'yyy-'YyY: y: yy'Yy'Yy 1Y': y , 94V-Y Y; V '
, y ; y Unheeded, / and: .neither ‘ then hor Yat Any f laterypbrlod: of his ; reign,:y 
Y y yy did. Barkiyaruq,Y Hard pressed byyinternal difflctilties ,y show , Y Y 
/ vythe Alightestides ibe kcylnteryene ihythe affairs of Syria. \ ; Y Y
Y'y - ‘Y The: remaining years .ofy Barki^^hqf s' ‘re.igri (490-98) ywerA Yy Y:y 
Y ■ Y a: period bf strife with-, Md .-who, sustained ac claim to'tHe'- ;y:
Y 'Yy Sultanate * The History of; their Ystrusgloyfor the throne of YY YY1 
y.Y theYSaljuqid Y empire Yis^  a complicated .narrative ofl battles,:; YY' ■-y 
coBiprdmisesYapd ; treaties untilYthe; death ofYBhrkiydruq. and YYYy V,.Y-: 
. Y1 -/ Y the Y access ion of Md* temporarily put amend to: theY civil wary yiyv 
■ y iy’'*■ YY TheY flrsthfY theac "conflicts bame wheh MHayyid al-Mulk . ; ; YY" 
"y; y.., and IJnar decided to, fight for Md f s .cause. The first was MWcfovm^ v
YY'wdzlr of BarklyarUq- and the, second tfewali of Fare y Bothyof .
Y '  / ^ p Y y v Y  Y-. x y ' ; Y ■ • y'-y. Y . Y Y y A y i  ^ , : y : ;-YY -Yy Yly: '-Yy
-Y Y whom hadydlsMCsed from:office,by theySultanYandtta ;
his ;enemies * Fighting .was iimiiinent, when Unar was murdered by
Yy some of; hisymehi ^  ^ Although, that/believed him of a dangerous y yy
Y f be * Yhe s til l.JaadY the V difficult task of sub jpgatihg Md and :•>
,:Y .:Yluayyid;Ai'^Mulky j ThaYbibuetioh -was yntecde Ymore '''diJffiWit By the y
";f ' y; Amurder:;,,.ofx Barkiyaruq1 s w,azir, . Balasahl, epd the desertion of Y:
many of his followers * He therefore had; to retire from- his y
,pr.e'sehtyheadquarters at RayyYto Isfahan, where the Inhabitants
(1) ■ According to Qazwlni*Ydnar .was murdered' byY theYBatinis . at Y y
Yy; yy. BawbhYon his .way. to. I^urasan Yin. the ybqginnihg pf Muharrain. ;
y^-Yy y'4'9.gfy,T.aritoiYduzidah;:44.,; faldYjiahf 506yYhamed as YBulkabal^ /
l.,y;: -UnaryBuikbakt^amey per s p‘n as Ra shid. a1-DIn put sy boththeua/me,* 
pi or together f ,112 b Yazdlls version TJnar wa Bulkabak Y 
YyY> >Y 1 s Y r A t]^ 1 eadi ng1;;(p ♦ .75 );7;the^ of e "so:'as^ Yhpy mentions YyY ;
y,Y\, y-himyobly as: Isfahsalar ;UnarYin p. 77 •; ; ; yYyy y■ ':;Y:■ '■ - Y '■/. vY;yyY
fearing molestation by the soldiers, refused him admission in 
their city while , Md was marching on his trallY Barkiyaruq 
proceeded to Wasit, and after-his armyfwas; reinforced by Sadaqah 
together with,his followers, they, went to Baghdadvon:17 Safar ' 
493/1099, where the Caliph presented him with robes, of honour# 
Encouraged by considerable, forces and with the religious 
influence of the Caliph, Barkiyaruq thought,hims elf powerful 
enough to come, into open battle with Md# This, proved to be a : 
bitter disillusion, for when,he.- finally started fighting at 
Safidrud^s) on 4 Rajab,. 493/1100, his army was routed.and he 
was forced to flee to ^ Ut^ nah with only fifty men# Md then 
approached the Caliph to recite the IQiutbah in his name, and 
the;Caliph could do nothing but confirm his claim.^s^
In the meantime Barkiyaruq .seems to have recovered from 
his first defeat by ’Md. He raised recruits from the surrounding 
provinces and marched to Isfahan by way of Nishapur, Jurjan 
and Damaghan.^^ The number of his followers increased during 
the march and Md, be6othih£aware of the situation, hastened to 
the capital and forced his antagonist to take a different line 
of progress. Barkiyaruq thus went to Hamadhan by way of
( 1 ) 1  .A. .121 * YY Y _ ' ' ;Y
(2) Situated at a distance of several farsakhs from Hamadan;
. ' I .AY 122 . 20,000 warriors fought for Md in this battle.
: (5) . See. ante p«5a
(4-) Where Barklyarxxq and Amir Dad, Its wall, fought an un­
successful battle with San.jar in the field of Nusjijan.
■I .A;;-123 • - .
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j :. Y y ;; ySarrii ram/and Klmkistan; where' he : was /rdihlbrced:;by Bursuqis sons,
YY ; Y vy yy Zankl and :Abakl/togetfteh-tdthwt^ he/' Y;:l
yiy/Y/dvV.; Y;':v-further received the. support ‘ ^  Ayazyas a, result/of his, ; Y y :Y yy 
y y Y y Y yshsbicion that Md rsY M had poisoned his y/
yYyy' . ; v (Ayaz !s / father, by adoption.(1) The second battle between; the
y:;Y yy y; : twoycontestants Y took place atyHamadten;. ony5Y,J,^atoda^ yII 494/1101//;
.. and the tide this; time turned. inBarkiyaruq, s favour, for Md Y -
: y yy ly was . defeated And yhls wazlr wasycaptured;and puty to;:death>/: T
Yy y! / y;Y . ..^ iii^ edi'ate: result, of this battle was the re-esf abllshment ofY/iy; 
Y:'.yy ■ ■ vy y ;Harkiyaruq;A  Influence andYtbAlflight ofyMd.yt^ in; ; yy Y/YYYy
;yy y. Y,> Y y Idiurdsan. YThis ypfoylhce-was ruledyby his ;brother,  Sahjar,y 1 v
YY;YyYYr ' Y;;Bafkiyaruqrs, .enemy. yYY Yd- • Y/-' -yV yy--. --Y x y^yyyYIyYY : -.y/'Y: ;kYYY
y Yy .. yYyAY y Y:;Thetwovbrothers ythenynm wlthvYthdlr .aiiilrs from Jurjan
;y-y .■;. Y 'Y Y tp hayy, Ahpreythey W r e  reinforced by theyHizamitea and bthef , 
y.:yyy Y -y^ -mercenary frpops . /Meanwhile Barkiyaruq.victory attracted ; //;/ 
yyy1. Y; y /: ;/ ;many: followers toYhis camp ^near; Rayy Y ,/His. armyYrose to the 
Yyy : ■ number of 100,00.6 including lAny Blitini a? and ytitudb e came too
" - r Y Y ’ Yunwleidy to control, .and too' numerousY to Ysupply; with yfche yy y ' YY 
y heeessary provisions;; . He thereforehad todisbahd a considerable
y YYY Y pqrtioh^) ofYhis; followerpiYdHilc others/ left the camp. In /•;/ Y y
Y’:,;.Y;Y:y"''Y,“ .Y(I) yYiheYAi^r YAldmr. I.A. 126;/'y -yyy ■;/ ;y. . y t- .. ... Yiy//,-
YYY y . (2)YY After disbaagdment, Bubals returned to his yfather at y : y
y; 1/1/Y Y.y'Y YY y Hillah, and/YhdrbtSqd W  .sentAith 10,000 . horsemen tp / //-; 
y Y, YYyYY Y: YY/Adharbal janY to subdue thh: pep e 111 ousY MaududY: by Ismail ;y Yyy/y Yy
Yy-yy'; :;y.v Y/,y;Yy;y:'b-Yfaquti*;■ l.A. 126* ■ ' YY'-yyvYy,/-1'/ - /YyYyYyY;’^';Y, Yy' : YY-, y:Y—> Yy-Y/yy^Yyy
y;y;yyy. Y : (3)  ^Y b e i n g y a n a t u r a l l y ;  took his side
YY y “ Y i ,YY- against Barkiyaruq. y :Mdreoyer, Sanjaf Yused Yto; abhof: y.Y Y; y
Y-Y-y;.y "■'’ YY, Barkiyaruq rs reckless/wpysyOf{ 11 fe . :t .AYiyi45; y y'-Y Y.YYY
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quest of food. With this depleted army, Barkiyaruq had, 
therefore, - to face the combined forces of Md and Sanj.ar, but 
seeing no prospect of victory in the circumstances,, he preferred 
to retreat to Hamadhan to join Ayaz, whom, he had previously 
sent there on. the occasion of the Ramadan fast. On the ..way, 
y however* he had to stop the march owing to the treacherous
• / behaviour of Ayaz, who Offered- allegiance7 :toY Md to save , his own ;
province, and ;Barkiyaruq-\had ;to•' retire . again to IQiuzistan, .
. then,to tfIraq insearch of help. . Near Tustar he invited the 
sons of Burauq without any response from them. - v
After a circuitous march to Baghdad, followed by Md arid 
San jar, 'Barkiyaruq became seriously ill at the capital, and . ;
to avoid the danger of a,.clash, with the enemy, the nobles 
carried the Sultan in a litter, crossed the Tigris and pitched 
> ' a temporary camp at Ramlah, whereupon they proceeded . to Was 11. ;/
/■’■/■ ’ There he. recovered, from his illnbss and. the troops of Was it -
.n " joined his forces . This encouraged, him to meet Md;' for a 
ly. decisive battle and lie Yd,yy marched to Rudhrawar. Md had Y:
y y  / ;■ . ; ■ /■ - _(2), y  \ y  / ■/
arrived at Baghdad and, instigated by the Caliph, he also 
/ : marched to Rudhx»awar* The hostile forces were almost equal-at
this time - each numbering about 10,000 horsemen• On the first.,
Y; (1) 1 .A., 127. • ■ .'/ y
! . (2) On the/arrival of Md and Sanjaf the Caliph Mustazhir billah1
\ presented them with two banners with his own hand. . y-v
Stowe or 7 f 44 a. ' '. . >y • ./.
/. ' - ' •" " /' ‘ 5 ' ; f98Yylyl
day no fighting took place'on account of the extremely cold 
weather.. In the meantime negotiations were exchanged between 
the two claimants for an amicable settlement.to avoid bloodshed./ 
They weretable to patch up a padt, the terms of which are 
/mentioned elsewhere. • Barkiyaruq retained his title and the
empire was divided, between the two brothers;.. Barkiyaruq .
proceeded to; Sawah and Md to 'AsadaVad, while, their armies _ -By; 
retired to their fiefs." ;• ■:
The pact, however, ;was far from being a permanent settle^; y 
ment j.. for Md so on a ecus ed. the .envoys who , concluded it o f 
treason*;;and arrogated to himself the honour of five bands ; : ,/// 
; reserved: for brie.Sultan. This was a breach .of the terms with // 
Barkiyaruq .who surprised his brother at/Rayy in.Jumada I 495/llQ] 
arid the /fourth battle took place.. yBoth partieq ,were equally / / • 
baianced, each 'havlrig 10,000 horsemen. Md was the loser this 
time,*.,. After his defeat; he, retired/to, Isfahan• A'Barkiyar%-:;.Y / 
followed him, and/ his forces increased ori/the way by 5000 ‘
horsemen* He set, siege to: the city* within the: walls of which/' 
Md had Only 11,000., horsemen arid 500 footmen.- The siege was..., >;// 
prolonged and the besieged became short of provisions. Md-/,.. Y/.YY--;
therefore* had tp/ leave Isfahan secretly;* When the news ;of ; ;y .; 
his flight . reAbhed /Barkiyaruq*-/he sent Ayaz to .capture" him, y.yly:
{!) • Chap* 1 * p. 3♦ ; ;. ly .1 • ; '■ Y • yyy. //,/-.l//y
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y .Yiy. ' /lyif'y ■ ■■/. -va . _ /v^yv; ' \ / - . y ;>
Y' - ■ but; without success , vx; ', f Barkiyaruq Vyh r>s,d the city And y/;Yyy
/ ; l ; / -returned; to Hamadbitn ;on 18 Dbulhlj a, 495^1/102, leaving his YsbhfY
; /y, Malikshah aZfcShahris tan Tafshak MthY 10 /y, , Yf ;yyy/
v.; // y Rayy: had/ bepn. the haltingy place of some •'■■of' Md.!s men'thbYy/Y/l;
: W©reY/pnY their/way to reihforce/Yhis/ army; at .Isfahankwitto
. knowing of his secret flight,^^l/Bqdrnlng,./however
./ y escape ;6f..M ,frb set Yput: and met ’ him; at' Hamadah,;y>
and1 the; numberyqf the1 c^  forces rpse/yto 6000 hors^emen.y ;y
But. just before^ Barkiyaruq1si-.Arrival Ythey had been divided1 : \ /:,
Yk yintd/ two sections - the one-;underY/yanSl^ ,arid his brother cAli
. Y. marching,; in t^ direction bf/R&yy> whiJ/ey the ofher . proceeded tdyvYj
: y:/Shirwany Before arriving at ^irwan,./however, this/last secblpriY
; ,:/ /Won/the support./ of Maudud :b ; Ismail at Ar.dabll. The suddeh / 'yy
y. death of / Maudud at this timeydid^ hot change the re solution Y Of / Yy ;Y
/ his /' troops to fight undpr Md !s, banner •; The j oi nt army there fore
. went to, Khuy Y in .Adharbai jah*/;-at the /gatey.of which. BarkiyapuqYYy/ y
Y // over took /te /the fifth,and last, battle1 took place between
/• the two, brothers on JimadaHl/496^1l03i /Md ■waQV.defeat'ed/hhd'l/YY"‘/Yy
. ; Tyf led to Tlrmidh by way of Ar j ish,;/feil^t■ /and Aani with a few y
/ /ofyhls followers/and finally went7 tb :Tdbriz«: After a ; fewY days:1/.
rest on a verdant mountain(^ ^Barkiyaruq journeyed to Zanjan, y/>/;Y
(1)ry According tp another ver s ion: of Ibn*- a I - At hi r, Ayaz caught 
■7; ' up with him but left him alb away 'his
/. standard and three ylpadsyof ,/dinar s-v'y p. 139, . y y
(2) They were; under the command Y of (^isughll/ accompanied by/ _ t. 
Y/hv'Marisur, b Ytezam al-Mulk/ 'and/ Msthepheiiir'MdY b 1 Muhyyid ai-Miulk
; ■ I,Av 150* A  y. ■ ..yy'.. - /yyyv Y7 ; h/y//-. lyY/yll/
(3) Ibid, YlSl'f I':-' . . yf1 ■ / -Y'l^ yyY yz;; ' 7y.v ’1 ‘ Y / /A Af
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.,••••• /. Heiyx*/--*'' '■-v A-AA’ "Ay A^A/AA^ ly. ., / 7 A - - V ' " ‘Y 1 '  .17 : ■A 7 '- '11-.
7 7, y,— y y AY;yfeile7M&. was at,.Tabriz and Barkiyaruq at Rayy,.-negotiations,;/ 
;.A Y YwbfC’begun ^ tp/ settle their long-standing dispute.# ^  /They 7 777
A : / / ’ , unstab X  e pe s it I  on of the first '.owing to the last defeat,and /■- A  7  
7 V 7- the difflcult circumstanees of the second, arising f^o1^ ‘ W e  
7 .  need forYYmoney.td' satisfy his YyictoribdaAbut /ttirbulent7 troops,
7 ,7‘/Y-y.cv/z ■>,;.,Xy/7- -■ ///' 7VY7AA A/ A for :;the esfablishmenA A 7 7 Y .'7, /A,.
7-77 Y created/a favourable/ atmospher of; peace , between ■ the. Y;two . v .,,
A/' ;A , - ;Barkiyaru7retainedhis 7ltie7of Bultan and/Md his right to the;y7
y■;/,- ,r Y Ybdnd;*1 (haubahj tFhrther , \Barki^ aru<q^ ls/nriEne/ was/Ynot/to/ be'AyAY77;
Y Y 77:7 mentioned Y In/ the YiQmW M  T77ribyihces/• /No /correspondence A7
;f : was to he/exchanged directly between the two monarchs - their ’
7- A/y- A wazlrs;rshould attend; to; that 7Y; The ub jects were given the
Y/A 7 ■ 7 bptidn/of/Qoinlng the army ofeYifhef/^^^
7 7  / interfere nee from the dtherv^ \ Such pr’e carious terms ; appear
Y ;7 ‘ . to have left the :two: antagonists/ in/ah/ anomalous Y a position/ A. Yy/; 
777: .; /as Y&e^ /had been, before7and the,7peace of the empire of the 77
y 7y Saljurqs Y was observed partly on acdount of the exhaustion on A /AAA
/ - . y. both sides,yYhqt /chiefly' because:' the remaihing.Yperiod of. Barki-AA 
7Y': Ayaruqfs roigu was/‘-'a very short one♦ A :Y " / YY/ 7
Y 7/:We^;Suitanybecame,: seriously , ill: at Isfahan'and; Ilghasf , 77-7
A Ay : took him.; in:Y ay litter in ythe:Y.direction Yof Baghdad. OnYthe/ way ' y /
7 (1) : The envoys reached Md while heY was; near Mhraghah. X • A • 154*7
7 7 vA, .,y7ee-;'a n te 7 p ; :y '4 j6 ; * ‘A; •' _y .. YA A A 7:  A A /  A7 ; /  ~ -7' .-7 / ' ■ \ 7 'A 7 '
7 7/(2) After;7the7rhbificati^^ b7:the:/treaty, Barkiyaruq presented//: 
7 Y:Y7,.-A’ .75.00 -site/ cainelsY/and/120 mule a1 /load/ of:. Other things to the -7 
/ A-/.;/7y7/familyyb^  ..Md Ywhile ythey were/Ibaving Isfahan 7/^^
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however* at.Burd$ird^*■ ^ his" condition became; verycritical, .and:d7- 
> he had to 7 halt; there for forty dayh until his death. Before ./> ■ \ 
the end, he ' stumohed his amirs vand declared, to them his Intention 
to nominate his son Malikshah, a boy of four years and eight 
months, as his successor, with My&z as -his Atabeg. .The amirs;.
.. recognised his will and swore to ,uphold'• it • ; Then the Sultan d 7 
died on, 12 RabidII,;' 498/1104 at the age of twenty“five^lhd 
v , was carried* to Isfahan' where he was buried with his - ancestors .
* He was generous* patient, ^ forbearing-and considerate  ^ !
according to Ibn al-A'thir, who, does; not, perhaps, Rowing to a 
saying of the. Prophet, ^ ) record any of his vices* On the : , .-Vdv 
v"', other hand,' from Bundari, Stowe vor 7 ^  -and Jurlanl^ ^ it is ■ /
quite ,clea%that he was addicted to drinking,and. other vices 
Xbn al«Athir, however, says elsewhere by the way, thdt Barkiyaruq.
' appointed his singer, wall of Mardin,' from’which we cdn easily, : :- 
infer that he was also a passionate, lover of music * ('£).. '
7 ‘1 (1) 18 farsakhs .from Hamadan^Wafayat, vol.- 1* 251* . ;
■v (2) Bundari 85, Mirkhwand 161. , : 1 , 7. ;7
(3). I .A*M58.According to , Rashid al-Dln on Thursday 2 Rabidii,;
f. 144 a., , • * ■ . ;'' ■/ r '■
(4) Udhkuru mahasina iimitakum. ^Mention the good qualities
: f' ;■ o f your dead.ft 5 ’.■■■'•> > " V ^ - ;  ^'Vil
V-*, (5) Pi 78. ;f7 ; ‘ , - . ■;■■ vW/X /"'■ ; 7., , • "?. ' , 'd-7
(6 ) f. 43 b. ■ ‘ , .. V ' V -'- . 7 7 ; ,77
(7) f. 108 b. , y : d
(8 ) i.a. 163. .;. - , 7;V:% X
: ■ * ; , d , 7 ' ; . . ',7 7 ’7  7 V 7 :' ' 7 - .  7 . 7  / / '  /  7 102*  — 7-,
*--AyazV ‘ Xlghazi and ,the ; party reached .Baghdad, with Malikshahj/ 
after having been delayed' by.;7ih6leifte'nt/weather; oh 17 habi* II ,: 7 77 
498/1104-, for; the formal confirmation .of the new Sultan to his : 
office* The Khutbah was delivered in his name under the title 7 
of Jalal al-Daulah at the instahce of Ilghazi and Tughayaruq 
on the last Friday of the mo nth, 7. and money was distributed 
amohgs t the people in honour of the. occas ion. Q)-;. Probably, ?
Ilghazi and others, who were once champions of the cause of 
Md, were actuated by the motive of self-interest in preferring 
an infant and.docile Sultan to a virile and energetic .one *.
(1) I. A *159.
7,; : . 7 ; jVThq- Reign of Muhailiniad b. Malikghd'H../i' "r 7 ;/:y.7v h/thT’
 ^ ", V " :r fiabl' II 498/1104 -■ Dhulhij jah 511/1118 ' Y  /; /T?
* '* •' *•-■ . V ’ ‘•■'f . , f  ^ « * M  wm *** Ml m  He* IM M4 HR M* Ml Mff tart tart M  «*a *rt * ' '' ^
7!- 7 : After the ( struggle s whiclf I illedTthe reign of, Barkiyaruq ''•/
;:7' and, seemed to herald the dissolution of the Saljuqld empire,
7bhe adcossioh of Sultan Muhammadhpened.^ a TperloctIn which the77 :? 
imperial poTOr reasserted .Itself lh7ah effort, tp"regain the7 7/777 
:t 7. prestige and; authority Which ;it had well-high: lost * By the’ 7w 
77 historianshe, is ;always celebrated as ^hd Sultan nwho7restored 
7 7 - the- fortune s of the Salguq? which had dec lined, since thedeath 7 
... . of: Malikshth* -i(l 5 He -fought < infidels and; d beta riant in, his zeai 
for Sxmni Tslam(2) and t.he/Ahbasid Galiphate^ and ’h/as the 
■. 7;7p'erfect' man of - the Saljuqs and ;their, strong :he-camei.'7(^) : : -7
7 77■ / vV; ’; At • the; '• time of the vdeatb of; Barkiyaruq* -Md. wa s engaged 7• V 7;7; 
7 in;,the siege/of Mawsil, against 'Jakahftish/^ ,7
*"‘7 -i3ncyc.'lopabdia;.b'f :• ia-lamy-' yoihiii* (p f 6731,/ 7\ ; 77 . : • 7:. 7
; 712); This;, is undoubtedly one of 7thb77causec;;that .led .dhazali to 7 7 
7 ;77 address his Tibr al-Masbuk,7‘Ihn. ai-Balthl..to7 dedicafe hlsrh/,- 
• f ■ Bars-hamah ;td him vand the Sunni chronic lers d o  sing his 7 7::7?7' 
7 7 1 Upraisesf Encyclopaedia df7,Is;lam,voitiiytp.* 7l46l7:ibh al- 
7 . l/Balkhl, TP* 17 Rashid al^Bin/ f / 114'b;*. ;Btow'e7i^
• :' ' ■777Bundafi 8 1 Nay, some76f7th3in7evenwent to the extent /of 77 7
■ 77 wrongly at to hlmTspine,vof ; the7 Indian conquests bf7;7
7.,.-. v^^ uli^ an-^ MaMud; of Ghaznah ih ^ order- totput^a^halo of 7 ' ‘ .7 - 777
7-Imaginary glory; around fheir Thpro,, - Qazwihi, Nuzha t 56. • ,777
7' )r7Encycl‘opa ;';6.f71 slimy ypl*iil, p.: 674* ^ 7|tndarl'108.; 7 t
77/.//-/ ■ V7/7v ::: /"•'■?■'' • ‘ V - ^ / V ••'? 104. /-v;'
7 . due. de 1 iheratipn-' with' his civil and military. officials , on
7 7 .Shearing: the {news7of BarklyaruqJs death* . submitted to him* ^ ^  . •
7 . In ‘Iraq Barkiyaruq \s death supplied Sadaqah with a golden V \
, \ . 7 opportunity;; of; Attacking 7Xlgb&/i and. 'his:.;; .party,.; from which he.
; 7 had. desisted .rather unwillingly a, few .'mbnths: earlier * Sadaqah 
. . . \ muster.ed .a hdge ' army of 15,00.0 hors emen and' 10,000 infantry
7 . 7 : and sent his 7 spns. Budran and Bubals to. Maws 11 to.-■‘■'Invite/ and . 7;;
■ 7= perhaps . more, accurately to incite Md to march on Baghdad A  ®
7 ; ‘Accordingly Md prdeeeded to. the.. Metropolis . ,with Suqmah QutbI, 7 7
7 7; ; Jaharmish/ and other; .amirs * Ayaz on the. other hand, still
7. 7 7 ;7 7/7 epmmifted to ' the cause of Barkiy&ruq ?s• youngvspn Maliks hah,; 7.7 ;
• •, ’• ' 77-. :7 7 7 ; ■ ' . ■ ■ Md1 s7 approach : 7 ' 7; : ■ '7 :.
: 7 77 ; ■ . ; prepared to res is t him * On hearing pf he came out of
7>./ •; Baghdad with his /followers and encamped at ••Z:ahirv:-,7He; further. !
7 ?y-.; 7 ; conferred ,Mth7his 7&mIrs/;who. swore allegianqb.7tp7hlm,ihd^d; :
. j ,7 / the;. forthcoming : fighting * . Yanaland Sabawa favouredtae- hpl/ddh /
7 7 7 . 77to.* resort to arms in support of the cause of the boy Sultan; 7
hut. the Wazir Safi ,,abul-Mahasin advised . him;,to7 the contrary. 777
7 7 7 . . /Being undecided US to whether a pdlicy of confi.lct would succeed.
/v 7. 7.7/ Ayaz adopted, the saferfattitude of compromise. ' After the.
exchange of envoys v/ith Md,' who had now reached the ne i glib our ho oc
■ ‘7:,-7-V'y 7 (1): I.A. 160* 7 ‘ . ■ -:v- • 7/; ' ■' ■: 7 V  7 7/177' 7 7 . . V 7 7//
( 2) : 17, A .__160 • • Hej>e7.Rawandi (p. 155), Qazwini . (p*454), Rashid 7 
v 7 : , ;■; al-Din and Mirkhwand (p;162)7confuse 7the ; two dietlnct : :
.77 , 7 . , 7 events. 7 deatha/of.Ayaz (1105 ) arid Sadaqah7 (1108)7 -TheseY 7
.-/7.:I7/7 chronicle rs/ortit-ia^  /^adaciahtp be an enemy of Md at this
7 '7 77y y.. 7 7 time, while/he/was7 an 'allyj'fecauM he/hctually became, an ;
7 .;7, 7 7 7 enemy ;■ three years/after ,, - .Acta : Orientalia , vol * iii • p •138 •
.,105 *
; /;"7:..; of Baghdad ready7 f orbat tie, an agre ement was 7 re ached wher eby an 
7 7 ,,- x; aimlhsty; ’tras7.declar^ all hdt TYanal ;and Sahawa,./ 7);
; 7'77 Thus7 j^ d.BeCakLb/the/ 7;' yy/ Vy.;/;7/,;,; 7y 7 7'77::' >'/./.■ 7 y.y77:7
.77 7 : 7y 7 7 Ay&z^ is Ystd^ miasibh,/however/- did/not'say-t he/ne w/l/ 
7;;l7,-. . . Siiltan, ^yAio^ mas;) enraged 7by an/unfortunahe’Incident;■ ih/Ayaz VsYhpUs 
s.,77MuhingYceiebrahiohp^^ the/dettlemehh/pf /peace/ln'7 ;7
7 7 7 thd; land*. . .Md hptic^ KyUz^s7men7had7:a coat Airmail//;
v7 : under hi d/shirt,7 a ^  thus becoming ;suspicious,77left. his hpst/sr7//
' * / . 7  7hodse ahd ddclded rid/M of ;.an.Uncertain7 follower/ 7 //:./ y/
■v-7 7 -7 hater he/surMdnpd, Ayazto a coUneiiofl^tate hhd77put him to a;7.; 7 7 
;r 77/7 yy/ violent ;dpath7 by "bidet his/ slaves/'-to -strike him 7on.
the h e a d  as7 ;he7ontprpd:i^d. t h e 7; Sul tan* s T p i b a e n c e / ^  sodn; 7:;7 7
v 7V 7 y/ 7//, as the. news; o f / A y * ^  Tspreadi/hi-sv o w n  t r p p p s 7haatened^  ^ 7 : 7
7/777.7 ’V'7 /tp7t heir -.mas^teris77h o u s e  a n d  pill|Lg;pd7it* ^ vdiil© ;hia7 W a z l r  , YSaf i///; 
/ 7 ;y . ^  fugitive, bixh w a s  ultimately/.arrested and; also put
' 7 ‘7.7/ to d e a t h  at the age vof t h I r ty-six, i n  :Rainadan 4 9 8 / 1 1 0 5  ’ ■
7 777; V 7 7 . 77 - In . t h e .;fpiloting7 y e a r 7 (4§i/ll06 j7VMd7;^j3t'calile'd-:. u p o n  to
v, */ ’ ; 7d e a l  s w i f t l y  w i t h > t h ^  Mankid^ars:7and a/ ,faise77prophet ;
Tyd//'. ■ .-, at 7MKawhnd .7 7 Mahkub’ars was so on arrested by Mdrs'- allfry, 7 ■ v.‘ "
- ••    ■ ■ ■
/ M v  (l) Alkiya al-Harras, the t eacherahtKfTNizamiyah, adxnlnistered
f ;77; 7*7//' the/path/to/7^  7dccaslphv;7 M his' nephew . /
7/' ■*•;. 7 ■ -y y- Mallkshah.^ as 7his7. Own-' s on * ,1 *A • ,',.1617*7,7777 7 : / ■  7/ '■.■ 7 y/;//7
7 / y- (70)-; He7was.7fOrty'/at7 the vtime; of/ his, death7on: 1.3 / Jumada I 498/;
;:-7* 1105 * ■ His jhody7 was ,thrown Oh the. street hear the YDiwan.7
.77// ■ ;; 7^:yvV7-'‘i-r' 7 , .^■ ;t77/';_//; Y;///7
( 3) IvAv' ■ He ■ Came, of '.the f amllyof. the;' RAIs '-of Hamadan • I/A*
7 / : ' -  7 7  7 ;  . 162 .  7 7  ' ' 77y .  ' • / • • ' / / • ' . y y - y y ' / . ;  : " 7 /  Y : / 77 :y  7/  - y  , 7 7  7 < t e  7
, BanpBufsuci and carried : tb’' Isfahan there.' lie . was imprisoned by V : 
the Sultahv ■ The1 false: prophet swas mercilessly; put to•’deathh^)// 
edmparativ-ely .free from', internal disputes and, dissensi 
his Court, 'Mdis: nextaction t/as . to turn against ;the - Bat inis. inf/ 
500/1107/. That sect .had, during the stbrmy ,reign of .BarhijarUq/ 
established itself in many mountain fortresses, . with their t,///' 
.headquarters at Alamut.- The Sultan had: no difficulty in^ /v . / 
capturing many of. these strongholds ^(S), feut Alamut itself was /;/./ 
/never completely..captured> even after repeated expeditions,/^) f 
although throughout his reign'the work of Batini persecution: / ; 
and; the campaign against those; heretics never really-ceased*/ . /
. Turning - to a different field in Syria, 'he find thdt;-. thef-v,. 
capture of Tripoli, by the- Crusaders in 502/110,9. and .their.. 1 v///. 
renewed; operation? against Aleppo', occasioned-.a, fresh appeal; / /
, / -" .(1) ■ So', the inhabitants used to - say: d1 Within two months two tibn/■ 
: , appeared to us, oneIplaiming the title of .Sultan and tlae
. ; ; other :thh;t:^  .a prophet', but neither of them succeeded in
. his ambit ion *u I.A. 166. Sibt Ibn-al , Jauzi, Vp.10.
(2) : He personally besieged the fort of Shahdiz near Isfahan on/': 
!■;. "v 6‘Shrfbah 500/ll07. I.A. 181, I.Q. ,151.fyHis .WazirSa»d -hi-;
; ■ , YMulk. was; involved in secret correspondence with Xbn Attash.
•f ' , Bundari /85, Yazdl,, 83,' Rawandi 153;hf •’ Iid\§tra^^ Yd
; v -' - . ’ in putting^ the construction of this, fort-by, Maliks hah in
- , ; , tlie. year 500/1107 . (Lands of the:. Eastern Caliphate^.2©5 )f|;h;Xi
i- '//'. involHreshserious"“anachronism. : ; fd/vv// f - i . YfyY;
'‘;\■? — (3)/' In;Muharram/:5p3/ll09. Ahmad b: Hizam al-Mulk/ thd wazir, :: . ,:
• / v ; > besieged Alamut, but;/the expedition returned without , any /•/
i . operationsi owing, to> 'the. advent of winter . r.A . 202 . Again,
/■ ,,' ; just be forOyfthe1 death of thdfSTfLhup#^Smfr^8hirg£r was sent;
, to .capture fit, bdrb this- time too,^ t.ho^ dLeath ofthe. Sultan;Y 
;/: " Y/Y// intervened, and the besieging\troops scattered, without Y /-
■ ■ " i; A listening -to , the good . counsel$;^ of;Itheir"-pomander •, I *A .222
; , / Qazwini ,;i56 * Tv, Cahidahy toahab^/^ f, 98 b. ■' Yy Y'Y-
107*
from th© population of the threatened city to' both the Caliph 
and the Sultan for concerted action- against- the Franks * Before 
the arrival of the envoys, an ambassador of the Byzantine , ‘
emperor reached Baghdad to negotiate an alliance with the - 
- Muslims against the Franks* The advent of the latter on the 
scene, left no room for hesitation in,the minds of the ppblie, 
and the mai^riage festivities of the Sultan’s sister to the 
Caliph, then being celebrated, had to be interrupted for a 
council of war«(I) , : * •
On the- Caliph’s advice the Sultan ordered the amirs present 
to return to:.theirprovine as. and -equip, themselves for a holy 
• ' • war * * He- sent, hia ^sbn:vMa:s^ d^ L.with''-Maudud-=..:to Maws 11* The amirs
gathered' together from5, all parts of the. empire and marched 
towards Sanjar.(2) They seized many Frankish forts on the way* 
The Muslim ariny, however, broke* up after the death of Suqman, 
and the illness nf'Bursuq b ■Bursuq gave the amirs an opportunity 
to revive oM\^personal!>;j ealousleso?and{i.&iss.ens.lonsMaudud 
\{ alone continue fette:/c'ontest:♦by^ annual^ r-exp.editions into Syria,
until after & successful campaign in Palestine in 507/1115, he 
. 'was assassinated in Damascus.'3' -After his deathTamirak took 
possession of'his equipment,' and carried them to Sultan Md. His 
successors at Maws 11 became embroiled with Ilghazi of M a r d i n . W )
(1) I.A. 204, 11'*Q,• 173* 1 ,
(2) The .following amirs took part in this expedition in additior 
‘ to Maudud of Mawsil:- Suqman Qutbi of Tabriz, Xlbaki and
IZankl of Hamad an) Ahmad II of Maraghah, Ayaz b Ilgh|zi of 
Mardfn as a deputy of his father-and'the Bakjite .amirs*
I.A* 205* - ' . _ (4x
(3) I *Q. 159 * I .A *: 209 • Sibt Ibn ;al~ Fauzi p .31. ' I>A. 211 ♦
: FFltF ■ ^ F^pF^^^^^ " '0- -■■’i:'/;’l ^ f'F"V:.: -■
pp.- -: The rece ipt of threate hing le tters from the Sul tan ;'de cided 
the latter toaeek.'-refuge;-:Tn'Syhial wherp ;^hhl < common cause 
with Tughtagih who was aisodapprehenslve/of/the/Bultanls \ 
vengeance for the murder ofc Maududp' -which .whs.:^ at trihut ed to 
him. Both malcontents .agreed to defy the::;Sudtan;;;afidltoi form 
a ooalitlon with the Franks f (D  \ *1/ yh- F
...pl_. . Sultan'Md/ on hearing this nCws. of the rebellion of 
vF‘fi:^azi and Tughtagin., despatched" Jan expeditiqh uxider Bursuq.
'•h'BursuqVo £ "Hamadan-^  ih;.3amadan ^ 508/;ill5 * td. puhish . the, rebels 
Fand:take action against; theirlAllies, thbj Frankd.;^FBursuqp 
;sueceeded in captaring Hamah" from Tughtagin, and having. sacked 
> 4t--.‘fdr three days, handed it over to QirMian, thn^  wailddf^ Hims,
; under ihstrhctidhsl^rpm' the. Sxxltah^  asp a"; reward .for his lloyal tyl ^  
Eventually, however, after suffering a severe defeat at 
the hands of Roger ' of . Ahtioch,/ hef fled;: with:hisFbrpther. Zanki, 
and both brothers died in bitter disappointme nt in 516/1115 . ^  ^
• p . As aFresult of this'rout the Muslims'- of' Bjvl^-'WQr^:^ tr,±G^n 
p~. by fear.,'1 andv’Thghtagin yisltpdf Baghdad to make his peace with'
F Sultah* Md, who; pardoned himpatoFprese^ with a- robe;oiF
; honour ’ '
F (1) ll,A # \ 211-, ; 'othpn:. A m l r b F a p ^ ■ hiitVwbr© Juyushbeg
;FF F and Kantghadi . ■ ' F'PF Fp-'p F F ...p Fp <; ’FpFp;F;p~'pp ;p;--p- ;pFFFVF;'FFF 
■ (2) I.A.; 215.
(3) Ibid. 215. ; , / F F 'F.F'-; ; - . . \ • V'1'-;'f1 , .1:*V~1ffFF
(4) ■ Ibid. 2.17 f V; ; :-p pi ■ ;plV -p/p /Ff <F v\ F . , p FF
. , Th© intrigues-of th© self-seeking walls now.turned
against one, another as tliere was no rival Sultan in the arena. 
At first'Rudwan of Aleppo collected a hug© army to fight the 
crusaders. Ilghazi, Sabawa, Ilbi also joined hands with him. 
But Ilghazi,.probably owing to some- personal grudge, though 
under a different cover, suggested an attack upon the province
of Jakarmish,. to ■ whicia,\I.-lbi,, for .similar/ reasons, readily .
agreed.- So they besieged Hasibih in Ramadan 499/1106 with 
10,000 horsemen, in the absence of Jakarmish, who was. at Hamah 
for a-change of climate* Two of his amirs fought the invading 
army from within the city wall. 'Ilbf was*seriously wounded 
by an arrow and left ,for Sanjar. On hearing this news, 
Jakarmish immediately proceeded to Mawsi.1 where the panic-, 
stricken inhabitants of Bawad had already taken refuge. He 
encamped at the gate of the city for a battle with Rudwan.
But in the long run’'he had recourse to milder diplomacy by 
setting Rudwan against Ilghazi.O) Accordingly IlghazI was • 
arrested and his numerous Turkmen followers broke up and 
plundered the country. Rudwan now returned to Aleppo,'
Jakarmish marched to Sanjar to punish Ilbi for his^misbehaviour
_  \y\
Rudwan^sent messengers to Jakarmish while he was at Sanjar, 
asking for his help" against \the 1‘hanks . Jakarmish fraudulently
1 1 0
promtsedihlm help.//yihichFhe^ ?^  render in time of need.
IlblFwasp;h;erio:ubl^FI^ a result of the arrow-
w6pndv;F jHepwabFbrbughbtohfc^ to offer - welcome and
fJfp applbgies; ito; Jakarmish^ F The-/latter. was moved. toVpity and at 
0he e 'sent; him .back , to the ; c 1 ty. ’ 1,1b i•-,. howeve r /died; © bonp.
;P p aftorFpand:his;>lbllbwersprebel.led against Jakarmishband resisted;;
;pF/phim successfullyitillfhe end ofFShawwal .4.99/1166.,;;'when ^ Ff;
* Tamfrak, uncle ,of,Ilbi, jnterypned andFrestoredpgbodprelatipns;pp 
p. : . - with .clakarinishf assured;:of|their■ alleglanbe,%v Jakarmlsh^^fpp
returnedptb\ba%sil ;"•(;£) On .the -other hand■ his followers at 
Harran- surrendered' the town, to .Qili j Ahalan In the . vain; hope;F, j Fp 
of fighting thbr ^ dhksF:at: liuha, Fwhich- was;:abahdoned owing to 
the sudden sickness of Qili j1 (?;) FppPy p bp/p p F pv. - •
Now, tte ^ Mp: of 8adaqah was: drawing nigh. He was 
generously treated by Stilt an. Md if or his past .services -and 
impilcit obediehcev? Wasit and;' Baqrah;;w,ere ■ grarxtedto him .as 
additional 'fiefs., These favours, unfortuhatejy, made?him . 
r atheri^ pf f fp ious: ‘and over-bearing. • He;, gave re fug©: to .every 
malcontent that escaped from the Callphi and-the Sultan; (*5)
• T h i s , . ; t h e  ‘Sultanls-'mind against him'"«" /- ther­
mo fe‘,p^id:?i^u Jafar and Arghuh Salli at: court did all they
(1) I *A. 170.
pF; 1, (2) ?FFibid-v?:i73. He thenturhedptoyMaiatiyahy p ; ip; pf p-
F p (3) FSibtpfhn al^ *Jauzf/dpyFIQ^ ^^  ^ Ahuiqasim/lbh Jahir,IWe
F "p F; Caliph’s;dismissedFwazir/ytopkFrefuge wijth him* Ibid. p. 16.
could to alienate Md from Sadaqah*^) They even /went-to^the-^ 
extent of falsely accusing him and his followers pf the Batinl 
heresy, an accusation which had no basis of truth, as it is 
certain that Sadaqah was only a Shi’ite.*^) All these 
circumstances grouped together had their.- disastrous results 
on Sadaqah; The immediate cause of the-rupture was, however, 
that Abti Bulaf Sarkhab b Kaikhusraw of Sawah and Abah took 
refuge with Sadaqah from the wrath of the Sultan, who wrote to 
his vassal askingwhim;to surrender the fugitive to the Sultan’s 
representative . ,v^ Unfortunately>; Sadaqah refused- to obey his
master’s orders and:further acted in such-a way as to exasperate
Md,. who marched to^Iraq to investigate the mat ber and punish 
th©/:culprits . ^  ^ * * .
On hearing the news of the forthcoming expedition against ....
him, Sadaqah held a council of his followers for a decision 
as to the-right course of .‘action* His son Dubais wisely 
advised him to conciliate the Sultan*, to the other hand/
Safid b vHamld/ ^ Sadaqah’s rash and .pretentious’ general,insisted 
on declaration'of war and ’mustered an ‘army of ■ 20,000 
horsemen^). and: 30,000 footmeh* The Caliph repeatedly tried*
(1) I *Q. 159; - j
(S) I.A* 185*' - - ■ ’ ’ /’ / .
(3) The army of’the Sultan reached Baghdad at the end of Rabxr i 
501* I.Q,.‘159. According to I*A. on 20 RabivII,
accompanied by A^mad b Nizam al-MuIk, his wazir. p* 185.
(4) Composed of Kurds, Turks,'Bailamites and Arabs,
Stowe Or 7, f . ,45^  b. ' - ‘ *
in vain to mediate fof; peace*, After the final failure of 
peace;, overtures, the-, SultanFs-ent amir Md b Buqa,; the. Turkmen," 
to evict ;Sa,daqahrsFdeputy from Wasit *. After doing so,F,Md b 1 
BuqaF inarchedto F^^any a district of1 Sadaqah, andFruthi.essly 
-sacked it. S^daq ah, on his ’ party s ent hi s c bus in, FThab it,- to 
repel Md b Buqa*. In a skirmish oh the bank of the Salimy ' 
Thabit was routed. (FI) , ; ; . ,'F'F; F - F ;
:F At the .end of Jumada I, • 501/1107 the Sultan gaveVjWas.iti;.; 
as: a ;fief to . Bursuqi and ordered Ibn Buqa to attack and sack  ^
the: pf oylnce of Sadaqah, which was accordingly badly, ravaged * ;
/The Sultan himself^ marched from Baglidad tqFhstfarahlah o n 2 
F Jumada,; 11 - But having beeiT:requested;by the Caliph,: thrbugh 
his wazir Ibn Muttalib, he stopped his march for;i:a time, more 
, Especially as the.4adi of Isfahan also advised him to actFin' 
conformity with the Caliph’s suggestion. Meanwhile the latter i 
sent, a letter bo:Sadaqah with the chief naqfb, ‘All b. Tarrad: q
and' Mul^tas, the EurmchF Fprdering him to submit to theF Sultan. 
This time Sadaqah .submitted and’was-on the point of dpspatching 
his son FDubais tov the:;.Sultan' with' two envoys,; but Ft he: turbulent 
Turks ;b beanie discontented and fried to lay hands on some booty 
before ’the signing of a treaty. So .they .crossed the Tigris 
- .and; attacked*' .the' army of SadaqaH without the author! s at ion of ; 
: the Sultan. They were/however, disillusioned,1 as, they were 
? soon defeated^by the Arabs; : . F F ' F :
When this news reached Sadaqah he naturally became 
suspicious and demanded security and safe conduct for his. son 
Dubais from the envoys. This they did not dare to give, so 
he wrote to the, Caliph explaining his failure.to,send his son 
owing to the adverse events .which had since taken place. The 
Caliph renewed his correspondence fox? peace with Sadaqah. A 
provisional' settlement was . ,to.be arranged, the first
condition of which was that Sadaqah should set all the captives
;  R F V  f  v v - ' i k l v  ’ f  ■ y b  ? b .F ‘*r ,v .y’ F i  -; F  F b / A 'F iA F i  * ' '  V. !:v * F v 'v ’ J/ / b ;  r ." - ’ F J j F l A ' b  v v  - r -~  f  F i 'F F f  * V f  F ' ’ \  ; \F F ':. * ’H ’’ '
free and restox»e all'the properties that were' taken by the 
Arabs from the Turks at the last. encounter. Sadaqah again 
became suspicious and hesitatingly sent some coxmter proposals 
claiming-the restoration of ail that was taken by the army of , 
the Sultan from-his, province, as" well as the confirmation of 
the grant of Sawah as the fief of Sarkhab b Kaikhusraw and, the 
sworn guarantee‘of- the Caliph’s ,Wazir for the observance of 
these terms*(!)-
The envoys came back1 with these proposals .and Abu Mansur 
b  Maruf, .the plenipotentiary of Saekaqah. - They were again sent 
-to -Sadaqah by the'Caliph and the Sultan to effect acceptance- 1 
of the Sultan’s original offer* -In his turn, Sadaqah Insisted, 
on his .own terms. Hence arbitration by force of arms became 
more and. more inevitable- every .day. So the Sultan ma3?ched 
fromFZa‘faranlah oh 8 Rajab ■ 501/1108 and Sadaqah also marched 
to -the village of Matr . Thahit, cousin of Sadaqah, went over
to the Sultari's side" as 11© was jealous of Sadaqah. The troops 
of the Sultan crossed the; Tigris and encountered the enemy on 
19 Rajah . d ) ipwind, was at. first adverse to the Sultan's 
army, but changed and became favourable to them. (2)
The' Abadah and.the Khafajah tribes betrayed Sadaqah in the 
field, as they had suffered very#*#&i2# from his past policy of 
"divide and rule," Sadaqah,'therefore, sustained a crushing 
defeat and was ultimately decapitatedd)py a slave called 
Buzghush, at the age of fifty-nine. His head was carried to 
Bursuqi who presented It to the Sultan to take to Baghdad.
■More than 3000 of his cavalry were killed, His. son Bubals, hisl 
Commander SaTd and Sarkhab who was the cause of the war, were 
taken captives * : His son Budran fled to Hillah and sent his 
mother and wives,.;to his father-in-law Muhadhdhib, the wall of 
Batihah. Later on, Sadaqah's widow was brought to Baghdad by 
order of the Sultan and .treated very courteously* He further 
set her son Bubals free, on being assured of his allegiance.
had been amir for twenty-one years. He built Hillah in. 
495/1101-2* He was a master of the art of riding and possessed, 
a ready wit, but.could not write. His library contained 
thousands of volumes. He was a father to his people.(4)
(1) According to Sibt Ibn al-Jauzi (p.16) after Friday prayers 
on 16 Rajab.
(2) From this natural phenomenon Zahlr al-Dfn Nishapuri invented 
, a fanciful story about the appearance of a dragon In the
sky as a divine favour, to Md, and it has been copied and 
■ misplaced by later chroniclers In their zeal for him.
Acta Orientalia, vol. lii, p. 139.
(3) Yafi'i, f. 254 b. . y ;
. (4) He never married a second, wife nor kept a concubine .
I.A. 189, Sibt Ibn al-Jauzi, p. .16 .
Turning from . the events which had ended"in. the death, of F 
Sadaqah in ^ raq,;-‘>to - the situation In the North Eastern section 
of /the Satjuqid; empire, .we ; find that Sanjar,/Sultan M d ' s . ;/>;,;/ 
brother, had become; the central figure in th© activities that :. J V? 
led ' to the sub jugatlon of,.unruly Jamirs . : : fi/
Md Sian of Transoxania was' over-boldened by the final : 
defeat of Saghirbeg, in 505/1109^10"• '• t
• h is  rpeo;jpls and even disregarded; the, orders of : ; 
San j ar.who, there fore, . organic ed; an; expedition .against him 
;in: 5G7/1113-4. Infearof disastrous consequences-Md/Kii.an‘ 
sought the. mediation of . the amirs; and' &warazm^^
On. their request .Sanjar agreed: to pardon; him on conditI’on/that;^ 
"he should come to Sanjar1 s court and "tread his carpet.ttf^ I, ;;, 
.Being sxispicious , of Sanjar fs intention, Md (Khan, rode to the1 : ;
eastern -bank of the Jehun and there disxhpunted and "kissed the ; 
ground" while Sanjar was riding on the western bank* After FC'; 
reconciliation they returned to their respective; territories.
J The Ghaznawids were considerably weakened by the SaljuqidsV 
although they retained their tltlds; as; klngd* ^During the - f 1 ; ;;
(1) Yazdl 95, ,et,seq, Rawandi 168 ;effseq/ , _ F ; : ;
’ (2) I.A. 201 i d./ _ ’ A, . - V ; /-■ ■ \\-V 'V/yi/
. (3) I • A * 209> He was the right -hand' man of S an j ar ,at this . t ime\.
(4) Ibid* 209. / y >r;’v.v/. F
governorship- of.Sanjar* another opportunity occurred for -
intervention in the affairs of Ghaznah. . On the death 
of ‘Ala al-Daulah in'Shawwal 508/1115* his son Arslan Shah^) 
succeeded him* and for fear of disphte in the; matter of the /
succession* he' imprisoned all: his brothers* one of whom* Bahram*; 
escaped and took refuge with Sanjarwho supported his cause , C®).- 
Meanwhile* Arslan courted Sultan Md*s favour by sending, an . ^
envoy to complain against Sanjar:.-Md wished to issue ;
instructions to Sanjaz’ to desist from invading Ghaznawid ; 
territory but it;was too late* as the army of Sanjar had . : V
already approached Bu&t. After desperate fighting at Mashar- 
abad(^) the Ghaznawid army was defeated and.Banjar entered 
Ghaznah with Bahramon 20 Shawwal 510/1117 • He enthroned 
Beihram who* in his turn* did not waver from the 'pursuit of his 
brother until he, caught him and strangled him to avoid any 
further complications *(5) -
(1) His mother was a Saijuqid* sister of Alp Arslan* I.A. 212*
(2) I*A* 212*: . . . ; ' /
(5) Bee ante p."13. *
(4) Within a farsakh from Ghaznah; in this battle Arslan . 
had an army of 30*000 cavalry and a great number of 
infantry* together with 120 elephants* which caused 
considerable: consternation in tiie army of Sanjar
. insomuch they were on. the verge of flight. I.A.213* 
Rawandl 169.
(5) I.A. 214., . :: - .
: '-Thfe'-'lap.t.-’-but ■■no-t, the least of -Sultan/:Md!s -attempts to / /■//
sub jugate/or vdn over to his sicle ;alX the ‘important amirs /' - : t" /
within his empire was, the/ episode. the /‘:
SultanVs camp^ht Isfahan *, He;had .previously refuised. to aidl/l// 
th© Snltin; against the /revolting $adaqahi^:); h-hd.thus//in.cuf red/'/; 
his suzerain1;©' wrath. As a . result of this behaviour> he became; 
a hunted enemy of; the •'Buitan. end after h period , of tribulation::/ 
and uncertainty as; to /his fate,/ he decided tdV surfender: himself/ 
and repent for all , the misdeed's that he had committed. (?.)... He/ /: 
came to Isfahan indo^nito and throhgh^ thf intercession/of hia •:’/// 
friend, amir. Husain, the Sultan pardoned him/ and installed him / 
;asy Wall- of "Fars • In recognitiontpf this great favour^/'dawaif:-///
eveh.sedr et/ly.- sided /with Sadaqdh and;/ incited him/ 1 
/,.; , against the Sultan. , ;1-A*192.; f/. /.:■■
(2) . After" leaving/, Mawsii,t:when‘ besiegedby the Sulfan1 s army-// 
/. : at the end of ' 5 0 1 Jawalf/went- to HasIbin to form a .; % ?  /l
-/./l/:/-cbaiition; against the, Suitan^with llghajslfwho,. however,/-/
.//;./: tact fully avoided him 'as;, an/undesirable ally •/; I. A .1051:: // 
,/f/// X.Q'*;_160v Then he proceeded; to/ Rahbah . where he was .met//by/ 
/■/./ :;Budran/ahd//& ed/Sadaqah^
/V///// h e / . ' c o n c l u d e d a g a i n s t  'the Sultan./ But being /
/ ;:advised> by/:SAbawa^ / thehe ^ y/appointedof/Rabbah>/ tie:,;
prbbogd^ jjj do ./Syria//to fight,, the / I’rahlcs . ,v. -Meanwhile;/he/f////■»:/ 
; /^Qb6urbd//sqme^moneyi;and;horstaffrom Banu: Numair /.and ;■ Ibn.:./.; /
it©! /hini/wMj^ '/i/r
///.:// ;from.the/SuItan which ; waS'^  ' however, frustrated by the ;/: 
1/;/ imprudent/Maudud. Next he /selsdd1 Balls/on 18; Safar 502/110 
/.' •/';■: and- sacked/ity Thus being/ fully equipped with men* and; ""// 
'///■ money, he encountered the .combined , forces of Rudwan and his 
//;;-;;;) /. FranMsh;-allies at: Tell^Bahhir/ at the end. of thb./mohth‘*/;lV'V- 
/ /./While victory was/ 'within sight hid frpopd/des Or ted him as// 
•/• r/they thought he was -hpt/>entltled to/fheif/allegiance aft Of / 
— : the capture, of Maws if by., Maudddi. After the/ defeat/Sabata:/;
; ,c ma r c lie d;: t e By r i a , -Budfan/1 p:;: P a fa t; Jab a r,/ Ibii/; Jakarmish: to 
V> / dazifah 'ahd 'dawali/ whence in fear."/of 'a f aiding//
p/:/?: battalion ;p;f Maudud! s bropps and/ confident^ of^  Hus aid*
: // / buppbrt^ he decided to surf endbr/to -the./Sultan• -;I .A. 196. /:
v 118.
s/erv'ed Md; faithful!j in his ^ province by suppressing all the. f a
1 ■ - /v  ■ .: d'1"" -V• ‘ /
elements , of; dissension. On his,, way. to Fars, he. killed Bal^jlv \ v
•who^ se^  loyia&%fdP^^ ;arid-l r** o . ” ,
took possession.’bf: his fortress of Istakhr ; : Ampther amir, ‘ ■:
Hasan, b:, al~ Mubaiplzwas surprised and his forces, were . . 'i V® 
crushed . y.'ijasapf took1,td - flight and 'aftersome negotiations 
came,-to terms. with Hawaii and declared himself for his caused ; ‘ 
Jawali then, marched: to Shira# and occupied Katrun. • He, further u  
besieged Abu Sad Md b’ Mamas for two years and ^ ultimately putv V ' 
hims to.. death. (?)' Thedistrict ‘o‘f •.Parabjlrd 5Wasial'sd -s-ei.zdd and<i;' 
plundered.• ’r Next"lie' turned against/the amir of Mrman to punish - 
him for the» favour he .had shown;to- Ibrahim^ wall' of; Darab jird :■ 
in his contest with Jawali .1^ ) . ..Hera>, however> he, found that , • ■ 
Ixis task was exceptionally difficult - and the amir: of Kirmah f;
,(l)y Bee ante p.; J5v -r'l .A. 2l8:. ;; : 1 ' \ u - ,1^ :;;"
(2) He was the head of the Shawankarit’e/amirs’1 and was; Called 
Khushravr. dibid. £ 1 8 ■  ’?V;. > : \
(3) After the, protracted siege Jawali , tried;;tp 'compromise, with; 
\ . Abu ;Sad, ;.whq was very .arrogant at first . Asp however>; his;
\ ! ■ . provi.sions^becAme, depleted^ he • was forced to seek quarter 
from, Jawali. The latter, occupied the. fort land ,gr apt edvhimi 
1; quarter > Afterwards Jawali treated him badly so he escaped 
- but was traped,, by u spy , and.' put to death. I .A* 218. ;- : - y
li)'. Seeing the-- :naturaQ;-defensive points, of thCir hill 'fortressf 
; : of; Hananah; too .strong for Mk, Jawali made a false; mqvevly,-:
: towards the desert; 6f Kir man and came back as if the ’ 1
reinforcements from Kirman,were vunder;- Ibrahim.- So thed .;
! • V ; s imple inhabitant Are j blcedlahd opened -the gate /'^;whereupbn;; 
;; ;; ; they were ; put to the reword and their property pillagedVy5.;,
. Ibid. 219 . : ■; - •' ‘ I- /;J • •-./'A ' SVV-^
: inflicted a ; defeat upon him. ^ ) Jawali! s' position - wasi' further ;;
f'";: '■ ;;V. : /V; wehkehed; by the' untikely dedth of Jagtoi, theV Sultan * s soh;, -:f I/V 
V ;V, who; accokpahied him on: hip jourhey*va' As h© was^ pre'plcr lng:Another 
fu:.;!V" -expedition against Kirmah,;death; oye^ 51C/I1I6v;I.lv'"/v
A;V,;"•'■/ I; /./ ’Meanwhile; the. - amir-of-Kirmah;had; sbhtu&njenvoy;toV the -■ ■"-=.
; VV;r; V l:,;Shltah at: Bagh&chf o;I^  sions>of ;Jawali. The; Sultan
; ' replied byf ordering ;hlm; to; purrende^ satisfy ;:JawalIf;:;f';
whos©; death,'vhow.ever9 made. the . situation - -critical and Md 
If:; ^.;-;;;;hi ins elf; had tothkpf3im;ttehS in liahd. 'IV-:„, V;I ;.vvo *1V ~ % ■/u/ ;v/
At this;' or if id al; - Junc tuf © .,> ■ Md ,;had:; t bllrafpy; from; Baghdad 
to Isfahan;, fearing an attacyio&UFa^ .-offiiirinan.,
But uhf or. tunat ely the - end of .the: fSult&n * su lif e fwas, approaching. ’ 
He 'fell 111 In Shaban and died on 24 Dhulhijjah 511/1118(3) at 
Isfahanafternominating M s  son Mahmud, .a^boyof little more 
VIf h & ^  ••'Aslhlsr.suQ.Gessor• Mahmud, was however, ousted
;:.:vby'hi,sV^  he;pame;-the ;iast;'.of theVSaljhqfdi
/ ill \;VV^f SahJar * s, ;lohg\ f eign,;: comprising; Vt^ the Salguqid f
\ v;;empire^/, to ^ a'f it subject for; 1 ndependerit>research. ' ' ,/
lif ; Vr? • . (I) ;Thisvhim^‘k ' fjh©;-©™
. Kiifish evaded!the‘rePphhoifring:.soldi©rs;;hyif^
■ path and surprised him by night,'';whi-l©;;fapt^•,;•%b^ ;ehp■;• uhd'ei*!.;f-he 
'influence.. pf-drlnkr tongue 6f fhe/f I rst informer wasi
Cut off .. The second "hlkefhe realized fhe dhnger, and rode 
;.u> . ';ioh%^ i:but>;was defeated in Shawwal 508/1115. I .A. 219*
(2) , Ibid. 219. ~ .
I.-IV.!;; V'V;C3://:Tartar ^ Aidah; p;vi57 ;; Accprdlng to Stowe Or 7 (f,46b )uahc 
■ Ibn al-ftalanisi (p.198) thedeteof his deathVis ll; Dhul- 
:hlj Jah/./H©:^ months .andVf idays i .A.
;221fll;^meer;^l^.,(p *331 f >is'v wrong inipiltf^ ihg,;the ;datelqf^
!d ©ath; hn=V;iSunhulhi j Jah I,asV;it 1 s uinsuppo r t ed;hy-the;;-authori t 
ies -iv:y. AccordihgltdllMahabl^^ (:il98VbJ■^;he.;left ! for his: son.1 
Mahmud.^ 1^1, OpO,hOQ;dihafb;ih;cash; together 
things (kin al-hawasil). This proves Rawandl;rs statement; 
(p.162) that he-was"fond of gathering wealth.
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